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Abstract
This portfolio contains work submitted for the practitioner Doctorate in 
Psychotherapeutic and Counselling Psychology. It is the culmination of a three year training 
programme in Counselling Psychology and contains a selection of academic, therapeutic and 
research papers.
Within the academic dossier, three essays are presented. The first essay explores the 
phenomenon of dreaming from a psychodynamic perspective and how dreams can be used 
therapeutically. The second essay presents an overview of Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy (ACT) and explores one man’s experience of wilderness isolation through this 
framework. The third essay focuses on the diagnosis of borderline personality disorder (BPD) 
and how ACT therapists might work with clients diagnosed with BPD. This essay takes a 
critical stance to diagnosis from a counselling psychology perspective.
The therapeutic dossier contains a description of my clinical placement experiences, 
along with a final clinical paper, which presents some personal reflections on my journey of 
development as a counselling psychologist in training. Two examples of clinical work are 
included as an attachment to this portfolio. The first client study/process report is a 
psychodynamic exploration into a young girl’s search for herself. The second client 
study/process report is a cognitive-behavioural exploration into a woman’s heroin addiction.
Three pieces of research are presented in the research dossier. The first piece of 
research is a literature review, which focuses on dreams, how they can be understood from 
differing perspectives, as well as how they can be useful to counselling psychology. The 
second research project presents a qualitative exploration into how therapists perceive and 
work with dreams in therapy. Thematic analysis was utilised in order to generate some initial 
themes on this subject. The second research project explores the seemingly spontaneous eye- 
movements that accompany the recall process and how this behaviour might differ when 
recalling a dream memory and a waking memory. This was a quantitative exploration, using t- 
tests and chi-squared analyses.
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No aspect of this portfolio may be reproduced in any form without the written 
permission of the author, with the exception of the librarian at the University of Surrey, who 
is empowered to reproduce the portfolio by photocopy or otherwise and lend copies to those 
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Introduction to the Portfolio
I would like to welcome the reader to this portfolio, which contains work 
submitted for the Practitioner Doctorate in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling 
Psychology. This compilation of work aims to provide the reader with ‘snapshots’ of a 
three year journey which has been very personal to me. It has been a journey across a 
sometimes treacherous and uncertain terrain but a rewarding adventure nonetheless. 
Along the paths I have chosen to walk over my three years at the University of Surrey, 
I have often imagined what this moment would feel like, writing up my portfolio. I 
can honestly say that it is not what I expected, it is ‘more’. Looking back over my 
journey I wonder how it all went so fast and how I arrived at this moment in time, so 
very different to when I began the course. Nevertheless, this moment has arrived and 
the selected pieces of work presented in this portfolio aim to demonstrate the skills 
and competencies which I have acquired during my training.
The collection of my work over these past three years is presented within this 
portfolio and is organised in three main parts: the Academic Dossier, which contains 
three academic essays, the Therapeutic Practice Dossier, which contains an account of 
my placements and activities, as well as my Final Clinical Paper and the Research 
Dossier, which contains a literature review and two research reports.
In the spirit of counselling psychology, I have come to value how the past can 
influence the present. For this reason I will first set the scene by sharing some of the 
experiences which lead me to train as a counselling psychologist.
Firstly, I will say that my relationship with academia has not always been 
reciprocal. I recall that through school I was rather disinterested in most subjects and 
it was not until I left school that my true passion found the space to emerge. I 
remember finishing school and going out into the world feeling lost. I spent some time 
working and enjoying the freedom of not having to be anywhere. However, as time 
continued I found myself becoming more and more restless but I could not ascertain 
why. I began picking up books voluntarily and without coercion as if I was searching 
for something. Then finally I found a book that started a sequence of events that 
would change my life forever. That book was about the psychology of body language 
and immediately it had me intrigued. After that, I started picking up any psychology
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books that I could get my hands on and especially books by the likes of Freud and 
Jung. This instant connection to psychology gave me a thirst for learning which I had 
never experienced before, thus leading me onto studying subjects such as; A-level 
psychology, sociology, drama and media.
During A-levels, my passion for psychology developed rapidly. For the first 
time in my life my thirst for knowledge was being quenched, though my desire for 
more was endless. I had found what I was looking for. With no preconceived ambition 
to go to University, the end of my A-levels loomed nearer. I found myself standing at 
crossroads; one path to further education and the other to work. At this junction, I 
reflected on my options and realised that I could not say goodbye to studying 
psychology because it was already too big a part of me. I therefore went on to study 
undergraduate level psychology as a main subject and drama as a subsidiary subject. 
This combination allowed me to retain my passion for creativity, which in time 
actually became integrated into my conception of psychology.
Studying undergraduate level psychology was one of the best decisions that I 
ever made; I received the opportunity to study this subject in more depth and the more 
answers I received, the more questions I had. Psychology became a nourishment 
which aided not only my professional development but also my personal development. 
At the end of my undergraduate degree, again came another crossroads and as before, 
continuing my journey into psychology won favour. I researched my options for 
further education and came across the counselling psychology course at the University 
of Surrey. Counselling psychology instantly resonated with me like no other course 
had; the philosophy of valuing the subjective experience of individuals, as well as 
advocating personal therapy held my attention and when I attended an open day at the 
University of Surrey, my decision was made.
Two years after I attended the open day I applied for the course and I was 
accepted. During those two years I focussed my energy on building my experience for 
the sole purpose of applying for this course. I spent two years as a voluntary 
Samaritan and working with the Youth Offending Team. I also worked as a housing 
officer for the YMCA for a year and a half, housing and supporting homeless 16-25 
year olds. Through these experiences I became aware of diverse relational aspects
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such as how I relate with others, how others relate with me and how others related 
with the services I was a part of. Frequently working with populations who were 
underprivileged, I also gained glimpses of how these individuals related with society 
and of course how society at large related with them. This was an eye-opening 
experience for me. I realised how prevalent stereotypes were and felt saddened at the 
loss of the individual in the midst of societal assumptions.
I feel that these experiences brought me to a place where I was ready to begin 
my journey into counselling psychology. The expedition which ensued from this point 
forward, I could never have anticipated. I found a place and a profession which 
challenged me and won my heart. This portfolio allows the reader glimpses into my 
journey and although these glimpses will not be as colourful as the rich experiences I 
have gained, they can hopefully provide a flavour.
Academic Dossier
The academic dossier presents a selection of academic papers, written as part 
of my training. The work I have chosen in this dossier reflects my interest in dreams, 
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), which is a third-wave cognitive 
behavioural approach and ‘diagnosis’.
The first essay within the dossier is on the subject of dreaming, approached 
from a psychodynamic perspective. The essay focuses on Freudian and Jungian dream 
interpretation and begins by exploring ancient conceptions of dreaming through an 
interpretative lens. The essay goes on to present a live example of dream-work, where 
I offer interpretations for a dream which a client of mine brought to therapy. The essay 
culminates with a critique of dream interpretation and psychoanalysis from a 
counselling psychology perspective. I enjoyed writing this essay, as it gave me the 
opportunity to explore the creative and imaginative aspects of psychodynamic theory, 
letting my mind wander into the realms of unconscious phantasies.
The second essay presents an overview of ACT and its theoretical 
underpinnings, as well as exploring a neuroscientific view of mindfulness. The essay 
then focuses on a case study, in which a man documents his experience of a year in 
wilderness isolation. Dairy extracts from this man’s experience were used to provide a
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live example of formulating thoughts from a CBT perspective. In order to present a 
balanced view, the essay also offers a critique for CBT in general and ACT in 
particular. I included this essay in the dossier as it showcases my early interest in ACT 
when I was in the stages of learning how to ‘do’ ACT. However, I have since realised 
that ACT is not something you do but more accurately, it is a way of ‘being’, which I 
find valuable.
The third essay is focussed on human distress categorised as borderline 
personality disorder (BPD) and is explored through the theoretical framework of ACT. 
The essay presents ways in which an ACT therapist might work therapeutically with a 
client diagnosed with BPD. The essay also offers a critique pertaining to the 
categorisation and diagnosis of BPD, as well as ACT. I included this essay in the 
dossier as it showcases my curiosity regarding diagnosis and the categorisation of 
human distress. On one hand, categorisation such as this reminds me of the 
stereotypes, which I encountered working with underprivileged populations. 
Therefore, there is a part of me that feels uncomfortable with fitting individuals into 
boxes and labelling them. However, on the other hand I understand that there is a 
tension within health care professions, as there are so many individuals and arguably, 
some sort of categorisation system is deemed necessary in order to organise a 
treatment plan which can be administered en masse. This is a tension I hold in my 
awareness, although from a counselling psychology perspective, my focus tends 
towards the individual’s phenomenology.
Therapeutic Practice Dossier
The therapeutic dossier provides a brief description of the placement work 
undertaken in the development of my therapeutic practice. Information relating to the 
type of context, therapeutic approach, supervision and client populations is presented. 
This dossier also contains my Final Clinical Paper, which provides a more intimate 
account of my personal and professional development as a counselling psychologist.
Two examples of my clinical work are included as an attachment to this 
portfolio. The first client study/process report is a psychodynamic exploration into a 
young females search for herself and finding the emergence of anger in the process. 
This process report presents an example of my psychodynamic stage of training. The
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second process report is a cognitive-behavioural exploration into a woman’s heroin 
addiction. This report provides an example of my CBT stage of training, as well an 
example of my personal development.
Research Dossier
This dossier contains the research projects which I have undertaken over the 
course of my training. The first piece of research is a literature review which was 
carried out during my first year of the course. The subject I chose to research was 
dreams and I explored this through various perspectives, such as; ancient beliefs, 
psychotherapeutic views, cultural perceptions, neuropsychological understandings, 
quantum mechanics and more contemporary thoughts on dreaming. This subject has 
always been of interest to me, as I remember my dreams frequently and I am 
fascinated with the images that the mind produces during sleep. I find that the 
meanings attributed to dream content are subjective for each individual and can 
therefore provide ripe grounds for exploration within counselling psychology. The 
subject of dreams is the foundation upon which my following research projects were 
based.
The second document within this dossier is a research project providing a 
qualitative account of how therapists perceive and work with clients’ dreams. 
Thematic analysis was used to provide some initial themes that were generated from 
the data. The data consisted of transcripts of interviews with five participants, who 
were experienced therapists from varying theoretical backgrounds. Conducting this 
research enabled me to explore an interest of mine, while at the same time providing 
insight into dream-work, which is useful for counselling psychology.
The third document within this dossier is a research report focussing on the 
subject of dreams, albeit from a very different perspective. This research was a 
quantitative investigation into the seemingly spontaneous eye-movements which 
accompany the recall of dream memories and waking memories. Statistical tests such 
as independent and related t-tests, as well as chi-squared tests were carried out in 
order to assess potential differences in eye-movement relating to the two different 
types of recall. This research aimed to add to the understanding of non-verbal cues 
within counselling psychology, as well as existing theories such as neuro-linguistic
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programming (NLP) and eye-movement desensitisation reprogramming (EMDR). A 
book on body language was what first awakened me to the subject of psychology and 
so this research combines two interests of mine, which I would not have anticipated 
would fit together; dreams and body language. The idea for researching this subject 
came from a simple observation which I made in my natural environment. This 
observation resulted in some interesting research results.
My interest in dreaming resides in the creative and potentially metaphorical 
quality of dreams, which I feel can be of great value to counselling psychologists. 
During my research and therapeutic work with clients, I have noticed how creative 
and metaphorical exploration can often open up a different quality of communication 
between two people. I feel that this quality of communication promotes reflexivity, 
creativity and a playfulness, which can open up comers of the mind that can often lay 
dormant within 4 adult’ and polite society. However, this is always based on the 
individual and what their needs might be at that point in time. Therefore, my approach 
as a counselling psychologist is flexible and aims to tailor a bespoke therapy for every 
individual.
Some amendments have been made to the work within this portfolio in order 
to improve the work or to incorporate some of my thinking which has developed over 
my training.
Note that any discussion relating to clients or participants within this portfolio 
has been disguised and pseudonyms used to preserve confidentiality and anonymity.
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ACADEMIC DOSSIER
Introduction to the Academic Dossier
This dossier contains three selected essays submitted over the course of my 
training. The first essay is on the subject of dream interpretation from a 
psychodynamic perspective. This essay was written in the earlier half of my second 
year of training. The second essay presents an overview of acceptance and 
commitment therapy (ACT) and how this third-wave cognitive behavioural approach 
can be used to formulate clients’ thoughts. This essay was written in the earlier half of 
my third year of training. Finally, the third essay within this dossier focuses on 
borderline personality disorder (BPD) and how an ACT therapist might work 
therapeutically with a client diagnosed with BPD. This essay was written in the later 
half of my third year of training.
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Psychoanalysis and dream interpretation: An introduction to Freud and Jung
Dreams are a subject of great mystery, metaphor and magic; the very concept 
of dreaming has excited and perplexed philosophers, scientists, scholars and laymen 
alike. The experience of dreaming is something which most people are familiar with. 
However, individual differences play a part in dream remembrance and thus, some 
remember their dreams more frequently than others. Interestingly, many people claim 
to have gained some insight or solution to a life-problem upon waking from their 
dreams (Morewedge & Norton, 2009). However, after centuries of debate, consensus 
has eluded the mere mortal mind, as to what a dream is, why we dream and if insight 
can be gained from dreams.
Psychoanalysis has been central in the debate for advocating insight through 
dreams and it is through this theoretical framework, which this essay aims to explore 
the theories of Freud and Jung and participate in psychoanalytic-styled dream- 
interpretation. The exploration of dream-interpretation will begin with ancient dream 
theories, in order to explore broadly how Freud and Jung’s approach to dream- 
interpretation might be applied. Following this, I will offer the reader possible 
interpretations of a client’s dream, in hindsight of therapy. Finally, this essay will aim 
to critically explore the psychoanalytic approach to dream-work from a counselling 
psychology perspective.
Although dreams have been of interest to humankind dating back to ancient 
times, it could be suggested that it was only in 1900, when Freud introduced the 
concept of the unconscious, that the inquisition into dreaming really began. Arguably, 
what Freud did was to build a conceptual bridge between what is known to the 
conscious mind and what is allegedly not known and therefore unconscious. Within 
this framework, the bridge between these two hemispheres is dreaming, where Freud 
(1900) advocated that dreams represent disguised information that exists in the 
dreamer’s unconscious. Unconscious dream material is thought to be too disturbing to 
become conscious and often represents unsatisfied unconscious wishes, usually 
sexual. Thus, only coded or symbolic unconscious material breaks through into 
dream-content in order for wish-fulfilment to be indulged. Freud referred to the
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remembered content of one’s dreams as the manifest dream and the underlying 
unconscious message of the dream as the latent dream.
Freud spent much time with clients endeavouring to interpret the latent 
material of their dreams, by means such as free association (Freud, 1900). Free 
association is a technique in which the therapist encourages the client to let their mind 
wander and allow associations to their manifest dream to emerge. The manifest dream 
can be broken down into sections, even down to single words and the client is asked to 
think of the first things that come to mind. For example, if one were to dream of 
seeing a boat on the water, the dream could be deconstructed into something akin to: 
‘boat’, ‘water’ and ‘boat on the water’. First, one would hold the word ‘boat’ in mind 
and see what associations the mind produced, such as; boat - fishing, seaside, sand, 
burrowing feet in the sand, holidays, family, parents, arguments, and so on and so 
forth. Accordingly, this can be done with each component of the manifest content. 
Freud (1900) believed that dreams are “...the royal road to the unconscious” (p. 25). 
and that through free association; one can unlock secrets of the unconscious. 
Consequently, Freud attributed great meaning to dreams and endowed them with the 
capability to provide vast insight into the self.
It could be said that Freud’s contribution to psychology has been 
revolutionary, although his avocations have, at times, been viewed as controversial, 
his impact upon psychology today cannot be denied. Freud’s theory of the 
unconscious has stood the test of time and is utilized within many areas of 
psychology, not limited to psychoanalysis. Furthermore, Freud’s way of working with 
dreams, using free association, is also still used to this day. However, Freud has been 
criticized on many counts, such as, the theory of the unconscious being extremely 
difficult to prove. Although the concept of the unconscious is widely acknowledged 
and used within psychology, to this day, it remains a conjecture.
Similarly, Jung worked alongside Freud for some time, sharing in Freud’s 
fascination with dreams and assigning much importance to dream-work in therapy. 
However, their later divergence sent them in different directions. Where Freud would 
ask; what was the cause of the dream? Jung would ask; what is the meaning of the 
dream? (Steele, 1982). Ergo, where Freud would aim to pierce the latent dream-
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content to distinguish which unconscious wish was seeking fulfilment, Jung would 
work with the manifest content, which he believed to represent some conflict or 
complex within the dreamer. A complex can be described as a pattern of suppressed 
thoughts and feelings (Jung, 1976). Jung believed that the dreamer should look at the 
people in his dreams, because dream people are personifications of one’s own 
complexes. As such, they show our complexes at work in determining our attitudes, 
which in turn encourage our behaviours. For example if a conscious man denies 
thinking about kicking a cat, his complex may emerge in his dreams. At the subjective 
level, so named by Jung, an analyst may search for the dreamer's qualities projected 
onto other dream persons, highlighting parts of the dreamer, which have perhaps 
received little attention. At the objective level, the manifest dream can offer another 
point of view to the dreamer, for example, if one dreams of a person who they regard 
as good, who is acting out of character, this allows the dreamer to balance their view 
and to discover their true relation to that character.
To interpret a dream, Jung (1974) used the method of amplification. This 
involves elaborating on a dream image in order to find its significance through 
association. However, in contrast to Freud’s method of free association, Jung 
encouraged his clients’ to stay close to the manifest dream-content rather than moving 
away from it. During amplification, the analyst enables the client to go further than 
their personal dream-content to the wider implications of the material; in so doing, the 
client feels less alone and locates their personal neurosis within humanity's universal 
suffering. This leads on to Jung’s assertion that dreams are also an expression of 
collective generic experiences, referring to basic life difficulties, which emerge in 
terms of symbols and myths but are thoughts and memories shared by all humanity.
Jung called the mythological motifs, which can be found in dreams, archetypes 
and these can be described as the collectively inherited unconscious ideas, patterns of 
thought or images universally present in individual psyches. Three examples of 
archetypes are the shadow; which can be represented as personified evil in fairytales, 
the mother; an archetype which most are familiar with and the mandala; that denotes a 
ritual or magic circle used in Lamaism and Tantric Yoga, and represents a 
cosmological wholeness (Jung, 1969). These archetypes support Jung’s concept of the
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collective unconscious; which can be described as the sum of all experiences that the 
human race has acquired in its phylogenetic development. The notion of the collective 
unconscious has loosely been compared with the phenomenon of birds instinctively 
knowing how to make certain types of nests.
Such as Freud, Jung is another well respected practitioner and many 
psychotherapists still conduct Jungian dream-work within modem psychotherapy. 
Further to this, the concept that a dream represents parts of one’s self has also stood 
the test of time and is used within various psychological disciplines, such as Gestalt 
therapy (Peris, 1951). However, criticisms have largely focused on Jung’s idea of the 
collective unconscious, as this concept is extremely difficult to prove and, like the 
theory of the unconscious, remains as a metaphysical theory.
Moving on from Freud and Jung; let us now travel further back to ancient 
conceptions of dreaming, as we can only know where we are going, once we know 
where we have been. Van de Castle (1971) comprehensively documented many 
ancient theories on dreams such as the Babylonians and Assyrians. Babylonian and 
Assyrian dream texts date back to approximately 5000BC and depict tales of devils 
and spirits of the dead causing bad dreams. In contrast, the Ancient Greeks view of 
their dreams depict that the sleeping person is visited by dream figures in the form of 
ghosts and Gods; the figures are said to enter the room of the sleeper through the 
keyhole. Plato went on to argue that "In all of us, even good men, there is a lawless 
wild beast nature which peers out in sleep.” (Lane, Lee & Lee, 2007, p. 572). 
Moreover, Chinese theories on dreams date back to roughly 640 AD, when it was 
believed that dreams were internally sourced and associated with the dreamer’s soul. 
The Orientals distinguished between the material soul, which ceases with the bodies 
death and the spiritual soul, known as the hun. It was believed that the hun is involved 
with dreams and while separated from the body during sleep it can communicate with 
spirits or the souls of the dead (Woods, 1947).
People in modem civilization may feel apprehensive about accepting ancient 
theories on dreaming. However, it could be argued that some ancient concepts such as 
the belief that dreams contain important information (Morewedge and Norton, 2009;
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Peluso, 2004), have carried over to modem times. Thus, I pose the question; can 
Freud’s and Jung’s theories be used to shed light on, or interpret ancient theories of 
dreaming?
With Freud and Jung’s conjectures in mind, ancient dream theories can be seen 
through an interpretive lens. For example, Babylonian and Assyrian dream texts 
depicting tales of devils and spirits of the dead causing bad dreams (Van de Castle, 
1971); Freud may argue that the Devils and spirits of these nightmares may be 
disguised information from the dreamers unconscious. Furthermore, the mythical 
creatures of these nightmares can easily be understood through the concept of 
archetypes, which Jung (1974) suggests are embedded within the collective 
unconscious. Thus, the Devils of ancient dreams may be the shadow archetype 
attempting to expose the dreamers complex and balance the dreamers psyche.
Additionally and interestingly, Freud’s concept of the unconscious holding 
disturbing material is not unlike ancient Greek beliefs depicted by Plato as the “ ... 
lawless wild beast nature which peers out in sleep.” (Lane, Lee & Lee, 2007, p. 572). 
Furthermore, Jung may argue that the ‘wild beast nature’ in sleep, merely balances the 
dreamer’s conscious nature, which is compliant with polite society.
Chinese theories of dreams, depicting the dreamer’s soul separating from the 
body during sleep and communicating with the souls of the dead; perhaps, the 
possibility could be entertained that the deeper communication and insight, Chinese 
theories attribute to the soul separating from the body, could also be interpreted as the 
unconscious separating from consciousness. Then too it can be postulated that the 
communication with spirits or souls of the dead could really be a communication with 
one’s own repressed memories and fantasies (Freud, 1920) within the unconscious; 
which were ultimately dead to the conscious mind. Furthermore, Jung might suggest 
that communication with the ‘souls of the dead’ may allow us to communicate with 
our own projections onto dream-characters: when the figures are known, this may 
relate to part of the dreamers consciousness and when dream-figures are strangers this 
may provide insight into the dreamer’s unconscious material.
In my experience as a trainee counselling psychologist, I have encountered 
clients who have brought dreams to therapy. A dream that I remember particularly,
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was a nightmare brought by a young man, near the end of therapy. Below, I will 
attempt to offer interpretations of this dream following Freud’s and Jung’s ideas. I will 
name the client Joe to protect his confidentiality. In Joe’s dream:
Joe was walking to therapy when he saw an old female school-friend o f  his 
and suggested that she come with him and try therapy. When Joe arrived, he 
discovered that it was a group-session with everyone sat in a circle, o f which, ‘F  was 
sitting in the middle facilitating. Joe listened to everyone’s problems, which felt 
insignificant to his and he openly laughed at this. I  continued to give him “looks ” 
indicating to him to stop laughing and eventually I  told him to leave the circle and in 
anger Joe departed. Joe waited outside until the end o f  the session and when I  came 
out I  said to him: “Good luck in life; that was our last session ”. After this, I  walked 
away and left him. He then met his school-friend again and she said that the group- 
therapywas “crap”.
From a Freudian perspective it could be postulated that I represented a mother 
figure to Joe, or perhaps even an idealized good mother figure (a concept later 
developed by Klein, 1957). Where in therapy I offered Joe a dyadic relationship, 
whereas in his dream we were part of a triadic relationship (Joe, the group and myself) 
perhaps similar to that of an Oedipal triangle. When the relationship became triadic 
Joe could not tolerate the frustration of not being the centre of my attention, as I was 
for him (in the centre of the circle) and when he laughed (which we often discussed in 
real therapy as a defence against his anger), I (mother) pushed Joe away. The group 
may have represented the father, in terms of preventing Joe from total access to the 
mother (myself) in the centre. Furthermore, the circle could be said to represent the 
womb, which the group (father) sought to push Joe out of. I (mother) then re-enacted 
the Oedipal betrayal and favouring the group (father), pushed Joe out of the womb. 
This Oedipal rivalry may have been activated in Joe’s unconscious because he knew 
that our therapy was coming to an end and he would lose me to other clients’.
On the other hand, within Jungian thinking, Joe’s old school friend could 
represent his anima archetype; the feminine part of his unconscious, or a complex 
being acted out to balance his view of therapy. One of Joe’s issues within therapy was 
that he found it extremely difficult to acknowledge or overtly express anger. Yet Joe
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was able to express anger towards me within therapy for not providing him with 
“straight answers”. After Joe expressed his anger in actual therapy he felt remorseful. 
Within the dream however, his anima acted out his complex and was able to express 
her annoyance and disappointment and balance Joe’s view without remorse by saying 
therapy was “crap”. Furthermore, the group-circle could be interpreted as a madala, a 
symbol of wholeness (the therapeutic, magical circle) and when Joe left the circle, as 
he would soon leave therapy, he may have worried about how he would cope outside 
of the magic or healing circle of therapy.
It is important to note that these interpretations were not offered within 
therapy, as this dream appeared during the person-centred (Rogers, 1957) year of my 
course. Thus, interpretations have their base in speculative understanding of the client 
as well as psychodynamic theory and were not worked through with the client, as 
research suggests that interpretations should be (Keller et al., 1995). However, 
controversially, if these interpretations had been offered to and rejected by the client; 
how often would this be interpreted as resistance in psychoanalytic therapy? Simply 
speaking, psychodynamic theory suggests that resistance is when a client either 
directly or indirectly opposes therapist-interpretations or challenges to their learnt 
coping-mechanisms, behaviour or defences.
The concept of resistance can potentially detract from focussing on the client’s 
experience and act as a defence for the therapist. For instance, instead of a therapist 
entertaining the idea that their interpretation was inaccurate, any rejection 
communicated by a client could be interpreted as resistance. Moreover, if 
psychoanalytic theory is applied rigidly, without leaving space for the client’s input 
and interpretations, it might cease to serve the therapeutic purpose of exploring the 
client’s experience. Subsequently, on these occasions, dream interpretation can 
become more about the therapist’s experience of the client’s dream, rather than what 
the dream means to the client. This in its self may say more about the experience of 
the therapist and perhaps shed light on the therapist’s countertransference. 
Countertransference is simply the therapist’s reaction to the client and their material. 
Although countertransference should, ideally, be acknowledged by the therapist, it 
may not necessarily be helpful to bring into the therapy room. Moreover, even when
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dream-interpretations are accurate, this type of exchange can consequently result in an 
interpretation which is provided by an expert but is not owned by the client. This 
critique highlights a potential pitfall of the psychoanalytic expert position, which can 
provide less space for the client’s phenomenology and meaning-making process. 
However, this may not necessarily be the fault of psychodynamic theory but more 
accurately, the way it can be applied by practitioners.
The understanding and application of dream-work was something which also 
created a divergence between Freud and Jung. Where arguably, Freud relied more on 
interpretation, Jung was more open to how clients made meaning of their own dreams. 
However, it can be said that both Freud and Jung had agenda’s in mind with regard to 
what they believed the meaning of dreams to be. For example, Freud’s (1900) focus 
leant towards wish-fulfilment and Jung’s (1969) understanding was based closer to 
archetypes. Therefore, it can be said that dream-work is understood and explored 
through the theoretical framework, beliefs and expectations belonging to the 
practitioner. Consequently, this is likely to colour the way dreams are worked through 
with clients. The belief-system of the therapist can provide a grounded and containing 
space for clients to explore their dreams. However, when space is not also made for 
clients’ belief-systems and meaning-making around dreams, from a counselling 
psychology perspective, this is where there may be danger of losing the client and 
their experience.
In summary, psychoanalytic theory provides an insightful and useful 
framework with which to explore clients’ dreams. However, when this theory is used 
rigidly, without providing space for the client’s subjective meaning-making, it has the 
potential to become a meeting of theories, rather than a meeting of minds. On a more 
personal note, the insight I have gained from working with dreams has emphasized for 
me how important they can be for a client to communicate something which they may 
have felt unable to recognize or to say. For example, it was only after Joe’s dream that 
he felt able to tell me how much our time together had meant to him. I believe that 
counselling psychologists can benefit from using dream-work within therapy. Even 
when psychodynamic dream-interpretations are ‘wrong’, they can still provide insight 
into the internal worlds of clients’ and also perhaps therapists’, revealing what might 
be going on in the countertransference.
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy: An overview
Counselling psychologists and mental health professionals, who work 
therapeutically with clients, exist within a system, which has a multitude of 
therapeutic models from which to choose. A brand of therapy which appears to be 
coming increasingly to the fore is Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT). 
Hayes (2007) conceptualises acceptance and commitment as two components which 
constitute willingness. Hayes (2007) suggests that: “...outside willingness = 
commitment” (p.31). This portrays commitment as the willingness to do things which 
are important or valuable to us, despite the uncomfortable feelings/thoughts which this 
may provoke. Additionally: “...inside willingness = acceptance” (Hayes, 2007, p.32) 
portraying acceptance as the willingness to feel ones feelings and to experience ones 
thoughts, rather than seeking to avoid them. Therefore, within this model, if one is to 
accept their feelings and thoughts, one is more likely to feel able to carry out the 
actions which instil their life with value.
Behaviour-based therapies can be generally divided into three waves: 
traditional behavioural therapy, cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) and 
mindfulness-based cognitive-behavioural therapies, such as ACT (Hayes, 2004). This 
paper aims to provide an overview of ACT and to bring this therapeutic approach into 
the light of neuroscience. Furthermore, this paper will apply ACT to a case study, in 
which a man documents his experience of a year in wilderness isolation in the search 
for himself. This case study-approach was chosen as it seemed symbolic of the 
therapeutic journey into the wilderness solitude of the psyche. Thus, the objective of 
this paper is to provide an overview of the philosophy/theory, science and practice of 
ACT.
Theoretical underpinnings of ACT
The epistemological position of functional contextualism (Gifford & Hayes, 
1999) advocates that ‘truth’ is experienced through context and is a function of 
context. For example, Hayes (2004) suggests that we only know the world through our 
interactions with it and these interactions are historically and contextually bound. 
Therefore, practitioners of ACT encourage clients to hold the truth about their own 
thoughts and appraisals as non-literal and changing constructs. Moreover, within the
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framework of ACT and regarding truth, arguably, one might conceptualise clients’ 
values -  the things which they find important and meaningful in life -  as the road 
signs to truth. Therefore, it could be said that an aim of ACT is for clients to arrive at 
their own truth, existing in the moment in a way which is consistent with their values.
Psychological inflexibility
According to ACT, psychopathology emerges due to psychological 
inflexibility, which Hayes (2004) suggests is ones inability to modify their behaviour, 
despite the fact that this behaviour acts against their personal values. Pierson and 
Hayes (2007) describe three components of psychological inflexibility, which are: 
cognitive fusion; experiential avoidance; lack of clarity in one’s values.
Cognitive fusion is when one: “...actually confuses thoughts about a certain 
event with the event itself’ (Hayes, 2007, p.23). What this means is that for some 
people, the thought of having an accident may be as disturbing as an actual accident, 
as it elicits the same emotional and physical responses, such as the fight or flight 
response (Cannon, 1929). Therefore, people can become fused to their thoughts, rather 
than to the reality of the situation. An aim of ACT is to achieve cognitive diffusion, 
which promotes the sentiment that we are more than our thoughts. Ergo, the self is 
seen as consistent but at the same time changing and evolving (Pierson & Hayes, 
2007). For example, Hayes, Strosahl and Wilson (1999) use ‘the chessboard’ 
metaphor as a way to describe the self in relation to thoughts. For example, this 
metaphor positions ones thoughts, feelings, coping strategies, etc. as the chess pieces 
but sees the self as the actual chess board. Therefore, the opposing pieces can be seen 
as merely events which occur within, transient in nature, rather than events which 
define people.
Another component of psychological inflexibility is said to be experiential 
avoidance. This is when one seeks to avoid unwanted private events such as thoughts, 
feelings, bodily sensations, images or memories (Kingston, Clarke, & Remington, 
2010). One may take pre-emptive steps to escape from these experiences, such as, 
avoiding situations, even when the avoidance behaviour is unhelpful long-term (Hayes 
et al., 1996). An example of this may be someone who avoids situations where they 
might have to speak in groups, to escape the consequent physical feelings of anxiety
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and ruminations around sounding stupid. By avoiding this situation, this may be 
unhelpful for the person in terms of restricting their social remit, as well as work- 
related limitations, while also maintaining the problem. If a person never allows for 
the opportunity to experience contra-evidence to their hypothesis, it is likely that they 
will continue to believe their original hypothesis and persist with avoidance- 
behaviours.
Within ACT, practitioners promote acceptance of unwanted experiences, such 
as anxiety, rather than avoiding or fighting such experiences. This contrasts with CBT, 
as traditionally CBT therapists would aim to challenge negative automatic thoughts 
(Beck, 1976). However, ACT maintains that one should embrace all life and 
experience it for what it is in the present moment. A helpful metaphor illustrating this 
is if one imagines punching and fighting waves in the sea. It seems logical that the 
person will tire more quickly than the waves. Therefore, in essence, the more energy 
one expends fighting uncomfortable thoughts, feelings, etc., the less energy one has to 
achieve what’s important to them.
The final component of psychological inflexibility is a lack of clarity in one’s 
values. Values are long-term desired ways of being, which direct the person towards 
meaningful behaviours. Values are defined by the client as what is important for them. 
For example, being a good parent may be something that a client values. However, 
just because a client values something, this doesn’t necessarily mean that these values 
are reflected in the client’s life. Therefore, when a client’s values and life-choices are 
incongruent with one another, ACT seeks to encourage the embrace of necessary 
suffering, which is a part of life, in order to increase one’s ability to engage in valued 
living (Strosahl, Hayes & Wilson, 2004).
Mindfulness
Mindfulness has come to be largely associated with ACT and it means 
“...paying attention, on purpose, in the present moment and non-judgementally” 
(Kabat-Zinn, 1994, p. 4). Williams et al. (2007) defines one’s breath as the gateway to 
awareness and it is from this point that mindfulness begins. Mindfulness allows one to 
experience themselves and the world, as it is, in the present moment. When carrying 
out simple tasks, such as making a cup of tea, one’s mind can travel to the past;
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perhaps remembering the events of the day and to the future; perhaps planning events 
later that evening. Making a cup of tea mindfully, is to do so while the mind is fully 
present in the moment, taking in all of the senses of touch, taste, smell, sound, sight, 
while at the same time paying attention to one’s thoughts. Therefore, it can be said 
that being mindful is being purposefully aware of the internal and external present 
moment.
Neuroscience of mindfulness
Stein, et al. (2008) suggests that mindfulness can be conceptualized as 
emotional regulation and Gross (1998; 2002) describes this further, dividing 
emotional regulation into antecedent-focused and response-focused strategies. 
Antecedent-focused emotional-regulation strategies comprise of situation modification 
and cognitive retraining. Response-focused emotional-regulation strategies consist of 
experiential avoidance and suppression. Stein (2008) suggests that emotional- 
regulation appears to be correlated, with elevated activation in the prefrontal cortex 
and/or reduced activation in regions such as the amygdala, which is thought to play a 
primary role in the processing and memory of emotional reactions. It has been argued 
that failure to regulate emotions may play a key role in anxiety (Milad & Quirk, 2002) 
and in depression (Johnstone et al., 2007). Furthermore, experiential avoidance is said 
to be a maintaining factor of anxiety and depression (Hayes, 2007; Kashdan et al.,
2006) and Hofmann and Asmundson (2008) suggest that mindfulness is one such 
strategy which opposes suppression and avoidance.
Research focused on meditative and hypnotic states have emphasized the role 
of limbic regions involved in the control of autonomic responses and interoceptive 
awareness (Newberg & Iversen, 2003; Vermetten, Douglas, & Bremner 2004), which 
is awareness of stimuli originating from within the body related to internal organs 
(Kakigi, et al., 2005). Moreover, there appears to be an unanticipated chemical 
reaction associated with mindful meditation, as Kjaer et al. (2002) suggests that it 
correlates with increased dopamine release. Dopamine affects brain processes, such as 
mood-regulation and is also thought to be connected with reward and reinforcement 
(Wise & Rompre, 1989). Therefore, it can be argued that if mindfulness meditation 
can initiate feelings of reward, this may reinforce clients’ behaviour, increasing the
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likelihood that they will meditate mindfully again. This could be one reason why 
Stelter (2009) suggests that mindfulness becomes easier with practice.
In general, it has been argued that mindfulness may lead to a range of health 
benefits (Grossman et al., 2004). Findings in research suggest that mindfulness-based 
interventions, have led to alterations in brain electrical activity, such as increased left- 
sided anterior activation (Davidson et al., 2003), and affective and cognitive changes 
(Chambers & Allen, 2008; Ortner, Kilner, & Zelazo, 2007). It is also notable that the 
neuronal correlates of dispositional and trained mindfulness are similar to those seen 
during pain control, placebo response, and empathy (Creswell et al., 2007; Stein et al.,
2007). Moreover, Damasio’s (2010) research into the neuroscience of consciousness 
has provided compelling new evidence to suggest that consciousness is a biological 
process, created by a living organism and is therefore embodied, rather than separate 
from the body. This new scientific proposition supports the sentiment of mindfulness, 
which understands true awareness through the person as a whole, thus, contributing 
new evidence to the debate regarding the mind-body problem (Almog, 2005).
Case study
Kull, F. R. (2006). A Year in Wilderness Solitude. Dissertation Abstracts 
International: Section B: The Sciences and Engineering. PhD. McGill University.
Kull (2006) journeyed into wilderness solitude to search for himself and stayed in 
isolation for one year. Kull kept a diary of almost every day during his solitude, which 
provides the reader with the rare insight into one man’s experience of isolation. This 
part of the paper will use extracts from Kull’s (2006) diaries in order to portray a live 
example of using ACT practically. Extracting some of Kull’s thoughts, feelings, 
physical symptoms and responses, can allow the reader to gain an understanding of his 
experience, through the framework of CBT and the lens of my subjective 
understanding. See below for the first excerpt from Kull’s (2006) diary:
"Last night for the first tim ej I felt I was becoming overwhelmed and worn  
out to  the point where I can't deal w ith any more discom fort and maybe I'll ju s t
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end it  ali ... Scary feeling. I look ahead and see a never-ending stream  of pain and 
it's too much.
Since I arrived here there has been a series of events battering a t  ME. This has 
always been m y basic mode in life. Here alone I have to  face it. There's a constant 
edge of anger and frustration when the world does not behave as I think it  should, 
when m y sensations and emotions are not w hat I w ant them  to  be." (p. 192)
"Ah how I beat myself up. I've been hammering on myself because I'm not 
dealing w ith the pain very well and am  caught in m y angers and frustrations."
(p. 193)
This was day 88 and 89 of Kull’s experience in isolation and already it seems clear 
that he’s finding solitude difficult. From these extracts, one can see how Kull becomes 
trapped in his internal dialogue and in doing so, loses the present. When he expresses 
looking into the future and seeing never-ending pain, he not only moves away from 
the present but also catastrophises (Padesky & Greenberger, 1995), seeing the worst 
possible scenario. Moreover, when Kull describes how his sensations and emotions 
are not what he wants them to be, it appears that he invests much energy into fighting 
against reality, rather than accepting it for what it is. This struggle is comparable with 
the earlier metaphor o f ‘fighting against waves’. Therefore, his internal battle expends 
energy which could be distributed in more helpful ways, such as for instance starting a 
fire to warm his aches.
From these excerpts one can extract enough information to sketch what 
Greenberger and Padesky (1995) refer to as a hot cross bun diagram (See figure 1). 
This diagram stems from traditional CBT but is also used within the ACT model.
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Trigger situation
Physical discomfort
Thoughts
"/ can’t  deal w ith anymore 
discom fort”
Maybe I’ll ju s t end it alt
FeelingsPhysical Symptoms
Overwhelmed, scared, 
angry, frustrated
Physical discomfort.
worn out
Behaviour
W ithdraws and ‘beats himself up’ 
and ‘hammers on himself1
Figure 1: illustrates Kull’s trigger situation, thoughts, feelings, behaviours and physical symptoms. The 
arrows represent the direction of interaction.
Sketching a hot cross bun diagram with a client can condense a client’s 
difficulty into a more manageable form and provides an opportunity to explore how 
each component affects the other. For example, in the diagram above, the thought: “I 
can’t deal with anymore discomfort” understandably leads to Kull feeling 
overwhelmed and scared and these feelings reinforce the thought that he can’t cope. 
As a reaction to feeling overwhelmed and scared, Kull becomes angry and frustrated 
with himself, which then leads to him withdrawing and beating himself up or put 
another way, self-criticizing. This reaction then contributes to Kull’s anger and 
frustration, which subsequently may add to his physical discomfort and feeling worn 
out. Kull’s feeling of being worn out then fuels his original thought that he can’t cope 
anymore and his only escape is to end it all. The difference between traditional CBT 
and ACT is that, rather than challenging these thoughts, ACT would aim to promote 
the acceptance of them but to diffuse the client’s attachment to them.
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"/t’s been, a Ward tw o  days of physical and psychological/emotional pain.” "Anger 
and rebellion hiding a boy crying for his father's approval and receiving only harsh 
criticism no m a tte r  w hat he did or how well he tried  to  do it. No wonder Cm a 
perfectionist always hoping th a t if I do things well enough I'll finally feel loved and 
accepted.”
"I m ust be stupidj stubborn  or irreparably dam aged.” (p. 235)
From this extract, one can begin to get a sense of Kull’s core beliefs and rules for 
living (Beck, 1993). What Beck refers to as core beliefs are beliefs that one forms 
about themselves, others and the world, which are learnt from childhood experience. 
One’s rules for living are subsequently how one behaves in the world in order to 
manage these core beliefs, for example:
► Core belief about self: “I must be stupid, stubborn, or irreparably 
damaged”.
► Core belief about others: Others will criticize me.
► Core belief about the world: The world is a harsh place.
► Rules for living: I must be perfect in order to be loved and accepted.
It can be said that Kull’s perception of himself, others and the world are 
filtered through his core beliefs. Therefore, events which occur in life can be seen to 
confirm these beliefs. Core beliefs provide a deeper understanding for the hot cross 
bun diagram presented previously. For example, Kull may have believed that he was 
failing and could not go on because he was not attaining the perfectionism, which his 
rules for living dictate. Additionally, what’s interesting is that Kull’s behaviour 
towards himself is to beat himself up verbally, which is how his father behaved 
towards him. Therefore, Kull appears to have internalized his father’s negative 
reinforcement (Skinner, 1972) and utilizes this as a way of relating to himself.
Critique
Using a diagram such as the hot cross bun can provide a way to simplify and 
clarify clients’ difficulties, which they may experience as chaotic. However, this
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approach could be accused of over-simplifying the subjective experience of being 
human. Consequently, it has been suggested by those such as Richardson (1997), that 
in general, the CBT approach is more suitable for clients’ who seek practical 
symptom-relief rather than deeper insight. Although, ACTs focus on self-awareness 
and meta-cognition in mindfulness may provide some reconciliation of this matter, as 
mindfulness can provide an opportunity for a type of unedited self-therapy, which 
arguably, could provide more insight than an edited dialogue with a therapist.
Where traditional CBT may work towards changing negative automatic 
thoughts and core beliefs, from the functional contextualist standpoint, inherent within 
ACT, the therapist’s aim would be to facilitate clients’ to see the ‘truth’ about their 
thoughts and core beliefs as contextual, changing and evolving constructs. This 
perspective could be experienced by clients as more empowering than the second- 
wave CBT approach, where clients’ negative automatic thoughts are labelled faulty. 
However, ACT could be criticized regarding its outcome measures, which focus on 
behavioural change. This may be problematic for two reasons: 1) behavioural change 
is only one way to measure the progress of therapy and for a therapy which promotes 
a multi-dimensional view of human experience, it seems contradictory to measure 
progress on only one aspect of this experience; 2) the CBT approach can create 
pressure for clients to change, and even when change is achieved, this process runs the 
risk of impinging upon clients’ autonomy and potentially promoting compliance. For 
example, ‘homework’ is given, such as in school and therefore, this immediately sets 
up a power-dynamic, which some clients may feel compelled to obey, even when it is 
not what they actually want.
Conclusion
ACT has been gaining momentum in the field of counselling psychology, 
however, is ACT the panacea which practitioners have been hoping for? 
Controversially, Martin (1997) suggests that mindfulness is a core process across 
psychotherapies. However, if one considers this as ‘true’, perhaps this core process 
had been forgotten or inadequately attended to and it is now through mindfulness that 
we have been reminded to attend to the experience of being human in its entirety. 
ACT appears to be a welcome addition to counselling psychology, although, the
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emphasis on the outcome of therapy being measured by only one aspect of being 
human, namely behaviour, could be said to go against ACTs philosophy of the multi­
dimensional experience of being human.
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Borderline Personality Disorder and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
It can be argued that human distress is something which is experienced 
subjectively. What one experiences as distressing and how they deal with this can 
depend on a range of factors, including culture, gender and personal experience. 
Looking back throughout history, some earlier beliefs about psychological 
‘abnormality’ centred on the supernatural as the cause (Milton, 2010). However, 
modem thought tends to focus on organic causes and can be seen to categorize 
individually experienced problems, in a way which highlights potentially shared 
commonalities. Consequently, this is where psychopathology and the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) (American Psychiatric Association, 
1994) come into the picture. The DSM represents dominant modem discourses of 
human distress, arguably, the most prevailing being the medical model. However, 
Vesper et al. (2006) suggests that a major strength of counselling psychology, is that it 
is generally open to considering different perspectives.
This paper aims to explore human distress from a therapeutic perspective, with 
particular attention paid to the categorization of human distress known as Borderline 
Personality Disorder (BPD). BPD will be conceptualized through the theoretical 
model of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) and the lens of my subjective 
understanding. Hence, this paper will aim to provide a broad overview of how ACT 
therapists’ might work clinically, with a client diagnosed with BPD. Moreover, on the 
premise that the ‘truth’ about human distress and how to work with this 
therapeutically may be subjective, a further aim of this paper will be to offer a critique 
of ACT, as well as the DSM.
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Human distress categorized as Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)
The DSM -  IV broadly categorizes BPD symptoms as: unstable moods, 
relationships and sense of self, swinging from idealization to devaluation of others, 
engaging in manipulative behaviours and self-harming, with a pervasive fear of 
abandonment. There are nine DSM criteria in total but only five criteria must be met 
for diagnosis. Arguably, the acronym BPD already sets the stage for medical model 
discourse, categorizing human experience into a manageable form. However, 
counselling psychology would likely view this as reductionism, which misses the 
phenomenology of the individual. It is from this convoluted starting-point that 
exploration into BPD begins.
BPD is highly associated with childhood abuse and/or neglect (Spatz Widom 
et al., 2009), therefore, it would follow that there is a general assumption that the 
genesis of BPD occurs during childhood, which forms clients’ beliefs about 
themselves, others and the world. Perhaps the adult presentation of BPD appears so 
chaotic and unstable, as it reflects the pain and confusion which was experienced as a 
child. For example, swinging from idealization to devaluation of people might reflect 
a childhood struggle to process the behaviour of care-givers. In an abusive/neglectful 
environment, idealization enables a child to feel a passive sense of security that their 
care-giver is good and just. This sense of safety and security is necessary for healthy 
development (Shaffer & Kipp, 2009) and so perhaps the adaptive child creates a state 
of mind, which allows for this experience, despite their actual environment. Thus, 
when the child’s image of their care-giver as good and just is repeatedly contradicted 
by their care-givers behaviour, this may bring the child’s built up anger and confusion 
to the boil, resulting in devaluation.
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When the child entertains the possibility that their care-givers aren’t 
necessarily good or just, this can be a very painful, insecure and frightening place to 
exist for a child. Therefore, the need for idealization may once again rise to the 
surface, entrapping the child in a continuous circle of hope, disillusionment and 
disappointment. This cycle may become so entrenched that by adulthood, this is the 
only way an adult might know how to interact with others and the world. It is usually 
after the pattern has become ingrained that They’ are diagnosed with BPD.
My personal experiences with clients diagnosed with BPD have all been 
different, specific to each individual. The similarities which I have observed seemed 
like childlike qualities of testing the therapeutic boundaries. However, this can be 
understood when one considers that BPD is associated, in many cases, with childhood 
trauma, where often boundaries were blurred or broken. In fact, some argue that many 
who are diagnosed with BPD are diagnosed incorrectly and may actually suffer from 
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Schwecke, 2009). Therefore, when one 
conceptualises clients diagnosed with BPD in this way, one can appreciate their need 
to test boundaries. In testing boundaries, the client can assess the therapist and how 
likely they might be to repeat the emotional injuries and confusions which they 
suffered in the past. Although clients push against boundaries and can feel frustrated 
by them, clear boundaries can often become reassuring, containing and provide a 
sense of safety and consistency, which may have been absent during childhood. This 
might provide an explanation as to why therapeutic boundaries can feel particularly 
difficult for BPD clients but also reparative, if the therapist is able to remain 
consistent.
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
ACT is a third-wave therapeutic approach within behaviour-based therapies, 
which diverges from traditional second-wave CBT most notably, in that, thoughts and 
feelings are accepted rather than challenged. Mindfulness (Kabat-Zinn, 1982) is used 
within ACT as a way for clients to become aware of their embodied experience and to 
accept this experience in the present moment for what it is and not necessarily what 
they would like it to be.
The epistemological position of ACT is functional contextualism (Gifford & 
Hayes, 1999), which advocates that truth is experienced through context and is a 
function of context. For example, Hayes (2004) suggests that we only know the world 
through our interactions with it and these interactions are historically and contextually 
bound. Therefore, ACT therapists’ encourage clients to hold the ‘truth’ about their 
thoughts and appraisals as non-literal, changing constructs.
Moreover, ACT is based on Relational Frame Theory (RFT) (Hayes, Bames- 
Holmes, & Roche, 2001), which sits within the philosophy of functional 
contextualism and focuses on relational responding. This describes how linguistic 
processes, including internal dialogues, can dominate over experience, change 
experience and perpetuate experiential avoidance (Block-Lemer et al., 2009; Ciarrochi 
& Bailey, 2008). For example, cognitive fusion is when one becomes fused to a 
thought about an event, rather than to the reality of the event itself (Hayes, 2007).
BPD, ACT and working therapeutically
According to ACT, psychopathology emerges due to psychological 
inflexibility, which Hayes (2004) suggests is ones inability to modify behaviour,
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despite the fact that this behaviour acts against one’s personal values. Pierson and 
Hayes (2007) describe three components of psychological inflexibility, which are: 
cognitive fusion; experiential avoidance; lack of clarity in one’s values. Therefore, 
according to ACT, BPD can be seen as an expression of psychological inflexibility. 
For example, ACT might view a BPD client as cognitively fused to their internal 
dialogue of being unlovable and fear of abandonment, whilst behaviourally avoiding 
this possibility by keeping an emotional distance from others or acting in self­
destructive ways, which keep others distant from them. This behavioural avoidance 
therefore maintains the problem and never allows the client the opportunity to have a 
different experience, reinforcing their thoughts that they are unlovable and will 
inevitably be abandoned.
The way ACT therapists’ might work with a client who is cognitively fused to 
their internal dialogue, is by promoting the sentiment that we are more than our 
thoughts. The aim is to help clients’ to feel less controlled by their verbal content. For 
example, if a client diagnosed with BPD says: “I am a bad person”, an ACT therapist 
might ask the client to reword this as: “I feel like a bad person”. This changes the 
statement from something which defines them, to an impermanent state of mind. The 
aim is to defuse the client’s attachment to their verbal evaluation as factual. This can 
also be achieved through exercises, such as asking clients’ to think something like “I 
will pick up the glass” and then to act against it, thus defusing the power which the 
client feels their thoughts have over them. Consequently, while ACT therapists’ may 
acknowledge and validate feelings, they also seek to show these feelings in the context 
of an internal dialogue, rather than as a fact of life.
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Working with BPD clients’ can be challenging for the therapist, in terms of 
risk issues. As this client ‘type’ are known for acting in self-destructive ways, which 
at times, might include suicide threats and/or attempts. This can leave the therapist 
with regular feelings of anxiety regarding the client’s safety. Moreover, the therapist 
can be left wondering if they will see their client the following week, or ever again. 
Therefore, as a BPD client may well be battling with their own fears of abandonment, 
so too might the therapist hold fears that they will be abandoned by their client, if they 
succeed in ending their life. This can create an intense dynamic between client and 
therapist and they may both have to work hard to accept their difficult feelings and 
thoughts with regard to this possibility.
The acceptance of uncomfortable private events can be understood and 
increased through mindfulness and various experiential exercises such as the Chinese 
finger trap (Sage at al., 2008). This is a simple puzzle which traps a person’s fingers in 
both ends of a small, woven bamboo cylinder. The common response is to attempt to 
fight against entrapment and pull one’s fingers out; however, this tightens the trap. It 
is only when one accepts that they are trapped and desists in their fight against 
entrapment that it loosens and releases. Therefore, this becomes a metaphor for life; 
one can fight against the pain of living or try to avoid it but it is only when one 
accepts this pain, that they can truly be free to experience life in its entirety.
ACT maintains that one can also aid the acceptance of uncomfortable 
experiences through exploring clients’ values, which is simply what they feel is truly 
important to them in life. By ascertaining this, the client can gain a sense of life- 
direction in which they believe they will find most enrichment. This can be 
particularly helpful for BPD clients’ and aid the development of a sense of self, as
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well as clarifying a valued direction to aim for. The idea is that once a person knows 
where they want to go, they can examine their behaviour and become aware of what 
they are doing to achieve this and to avoid this. With awareness comes choice and 
clients’ can choose to experience some discomfort, in order to achieve what’s 
important to them or to continue as they are.
Much research indicates the importance of the therapeutic relationship in 
general between client and therapist (Marziali & Alexander, 1991) and Clarkson 
(2003) goes further to explore the uses and abuses of the therapeutic relationship. This 
issue is particularly relevant when working with BPD clients, as some of the 
symptoms associated with BPD are characterized in terms of unstable/manipulative 
relationships. Although a client may push against boundaries, they may also be 
sensitive to inconsistency and perceived abuse from the therapist, as this may largely 
be what they expect or fear from others, based on their childhood experiences, which 
generate their core beliefs (Beck, 1995). Therefore, the therapeutic relationship can be 
difficult to build and maintain but can also become the most powerful tool, 
particularly when working with BPD clients. For example, ACT promotes the 
importance of acceptance, which includes acceptance of internal experiences, even 
when this feels uncomfortable. It is this acceptance, which can aid the therapeutic 
relationship, as the therapist should model acceptance of their own internal world as 
well as that of the client’s. Therefore, this can provide clients with a safe space to test 
boundaries and at times to act out within therapy and still be accepted. This can feel 
reparative for clients’ in providing the acceptance which may have been lacking 
during childhood.
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Critique
There are many implications of being diagnosed with BPD in terms of stigma 
and how society or even how a client’s family members perceive and treat them 
(Angermeyer & Matschinger, 2005; Van’t Veer et al., 2006). However, for the 
purposes of this paper, more attention will be paid to the client and therapist, while 
acknowledging that these other factors also play a role. Therefore, from a clinical 
perspective, the stigma associated with BPD is also present among therapists, as BPD 
clients are thought to be one of the most challenging client-types (Aviram et al., 
2006). Thus, upon hearing the term, many therapists may form assumptions before 
even meeting the client. In one sense this achieves an aim of the DSM, to categorize 
human experience in a way which promotes therapists shared understanding of clients. 
However, it is this shared understanding which makes it more likely for therapists to 
lose sight of the subjective experience of their clients, which is liable to affect the 
quality of the therapeutic relationship. Thus, an ACT therapist may have to be careful 
not to make assumptions about the client based on diagnosis, so that they do not 
become cognitively fused  to the linguistic categorization of human distress and 
consequently miss the clients reality.
From a client’s perspective, a diagnosis of BPD might offer some comfort that 
their distress can be understood. For other clients however, the label of BPD might act 
as confirmation that there is something ‘wrong’ with them. Moreover, when a client 
finds comfort in their diagnosis, accepting this label might create a division between 
the client and those who are ‘mentally well’. It therefore follows that this can set up an 
immediate barrier between client and therapist, positioning the therapist as a mentally 
well expert, contrary to the ethos of ACT therapists, who promote equality in the
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therapeutic relationship. It is this division created by labels such as ‘mentally ill’ and 
‘mentally well’, which can be said to serve judgment on others in the categorization of 
mental illness. However, from a systematic perspective, one might argue that there 
needs to be some categorization in order for professionals to determine who needs 
help and who does not.
When considering the DSM description of BPD, RFT demonstrates the 
importance of language. The DSM can generate the impression that human distress is 
created when something goes wrong with the human psychological system. For 
instance, when one uses the term mental illness, this sounds akin to when one 
becomes physically ill due to biological faults (Sanders, Frankland & Wilkins, 2009). 
Leading on from this, the term ‘disorder’, brings with it the insinuation that the 
problem is located within the client. However, there are many ways in which this can 
be perceived and the DSM only presents one angle of a multifaceted issue.
ACT views human distress as part of life and the impermanent human 
condition. It is only when one becomes too attached to certain internal or external 
experiences, such as pleasure, that problems arise. The point at which the medical 
model and ACT appear to agree is, arguably, where both models locate the problem. 
For example, the language used in the DSM implies that the problem is located within 
the individual. Similarly, ACT proposes that difficulties arise when individuals 
become too attached to certain experiences. Thus, both models can be seen to locate 
the dysfunction within the person, largely omitting relational, social and 
environmental influences.
From an ACT perspective and divergent from other therapeutic disciplines, 
such as Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) (Simpson, 2011), a client diagnosed
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with BPD wouldn’t necessarily be worked with in a different way to a client without a 
diagnosis. Moreover, the therapy, ideally, would depend more upon the individual’s 
needs, rather than the diagnosis. This could be seen as a strength of ACT from a 
phenomenological viewpoint, as problems can be explored through the perception of 
the client, rather than a categorization system. However, it could also be argued that 
there is implicit and sometimes explicit directiveness from ACT therapists’ promoting 
‘change’, which conflicts with the notion of true ‘acceptance’ of the person. 
Conversely, this may also depend on the therapist and how comfortable they feel with 
being uncomfortable and consequently feeling unable to ‘help’.
Finally, in relation to the categorization of human distress and with ACT’s 
epistemological position of functional contextualism in mind; it is important to note 
that research has shown how labels for phenomena can be constructed according to 
current cultural opinion. For example, Becker (1997) documents the history of female 
‘insanity’ beginning with the label of witchcraft, leading on to hysteria (Freud, 1894) 
and currently focussing on BPD. Therefore, the genesis and maintenance of BPD can 
also be said to come from current cultural opinion, which creates and reinforces BPD 
as a ‘mental illness’ within society.
Conclusion
This paper has provided a broad outline of BPD and ACT and brought these 
constructs together within a therapeutic context. Critique was offered for the DSM 
categorization of human distress known as BPD, as well as the therapeutic approach 
of ACT.
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In relation to human distress, psychopathology could be seen as a natural 
extension of the human predilection to categorize, which is one of the ways Siegler et 
al. (2006) suggests that we learn. Categorizing makes it possible to reduce the amount 
of information which one must process. In a world full of individuals, it seems evident 
how categorization can be helpful in the medical domain. However, counselling 
psychologists are ideally more concerned with the individual, therefore, where do 
counselling psychologists stand in relation to psychopathology and the DSM? It 
would seem that diagnosing phenomena or people, in order to reduce information into 
a manageable form might be helpful for some clients and therapists. Conversely, it 
could be argued that this may be over-simplifying the subjective experience of being 
human. Therefore, categorizing human distress can be seen as useful, reductive and a 
way for professionals to avoid the mess of human distress. What may be the most 
important thing to remember, is that behind each DSM category are a group of 
professional opinions and behind each label, there is a human being.
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THERAPEUTIC PRACTICE 
DOSSIER
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Introduction to the Therapeutic Practice Dossier
This dossier contains descriptions of the various clinical placement contexts I 
have experienced over my three years of training, as well as a summary of client 
populations and placement-activities undertaken. This section also includes my Final 
Clinical Paper, which describes my journey of personal and professional development 
throughout my training.
Note: All material relating to clients within this section will be disguised and 
pseudonyms used in order to protect confidentiality and anonymity.
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Description of Clinical Placements
First year clinical placement:
University counselling centre 
October 2008 -  July 2009
My first year placement was located within a university counselling centre; the 
clientele being students and staff from an array of different social, cultural and ethnic 
backgrounds. Most clients within this context were self-referred or had been referred by 
their tutor. This year of my training was focussed on person-centred counselling. The 
therapeutic backgrounds of the therapists I worked with were mixed and in general the 
centre promoted an active approach to therapy. The counselling centre was linked with 
other services, such as academic student-support groups, the student Health Centre and 
learning support organisations. With signed consent from a client, the counselling 
centre could also provide proof of mitigating circumstances for tutors or exam boards.
The counselling centre customarily offered six sessions of individual therapy 
to clients; however some longer term clients’ were permitted. As well as individual, 
couples and group counselling, the centre also worked across the university in 
developing good practice in the field of mental health and well being, offering group 
workshops for various issues, such as anxiety, feeling alone in a new place and exam 
stress. The philosophy that underpinned the counselling centre’s work was based on the 
idea that taking care of both hearts and minds is important.
During this placement I saw clients weekly, conducted psychological 
assessments and had weekly one-to-one supervision. My supervisor at that time was 
psychodynamic in orientation, although she was aware that this was my person-centred 
year of training. Therefore, supervision became an amalgamation of person-centred and 
psychodynamic ways of thinking about clients.
Some the activities which I engaged with on this placement included 
observational opportunities such as the organisation and therapeutic planning of 
psychological work-shops. I had the opportunity to attend and present in clinical 
meetings and seminars, which took place twice a month. During clinical meetings, I
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was able to collaboratively discuss my clients, as well as my colleagues’ clients. This 
often proved interesting and insightful, as the employed therapists were from varying 
therapeutic backgrounds such as; psychodynamic, person centred, psychosynthesis and 
integrative. These clinical meetings allowed me to explore client issues from various 
angles and perspectives, which I feel created a solid foundation for my introduction into 
therapeutic work.
The seminars which I attended were focussed on many interesting topics such 
as anorexia, bulimia, male depression and self psychology. Further to this, I co­
presented a seminar on the subject of dreams and how dreams can be used within 
psychotherapy, with particular emphasis on Jung and Hillman. The varied subjects 
presented in seminars and clinical meetings represented the counselling centres 
multidimensional character and embodied the attitude of acceptance of differing 
perspectives. This placement aided my development as a practitioner by expanding my 
knowledge and open-mindedness to different approaches.
Second year clinical placement: 
NHS Psychotherapy Department 
October 2009 -  July 2010
My second year placement was located within an NHS Psychotherapy 
Department, specializing in secondary care. The clientele were adults who had been 
referred by their GP, social services, CMHT or other NHS related professionals for 
various reasons such as; depression, self-harm, suicide attempts, suicidal ideation, 
history of abuse, anxiety, mental health issues and relationship difficulties. This year 
of my training focused on psychodynamic therapy. The department offered long-term 
(1-2 years) psychotherapy, as well as short-term (6-8 months), depending on the client 
and their difficulties. This service not only offered one-to-one psychotherapy but also 
provided couples therapy and family therapy from a post-modern systemic 
perspective, as well as numerous arts therapies and psychotherapeutic groups.
Within this placement I saw clients weekly on a one-to-one basis, utilising a 
psychodynamic approach. I was also a member of the family therapy team (FTT),
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which meant that I also saw families weekly as part of the reflecting team and as lead 
therapist within a systemic framework. I received separate supervision for my 
individual and family work. Supervision for my individual work was psychodynamic 
in orientation, mostly on a one-to-one basis as well as group-supervision. Supervision 
for family therapy was a group process and we would reflect on every family as a 
team before, during and after sessions. As the work of the lead therapist is always 
transparent, viewed by the reflecting team through a one-way mirror, this created a 
rare opportunity for open discussion around therapeutic practice. As a trainee, at first 
this felt extremely anxiety provoking for me. However, I came to truly value this 
process and my reflecting team.
Within this placement I had the opportunity to observe many NHS processes, 
such as referral procedures and criteria, as well as the lengthy waiting-lists which 
NHS professionals continue to battle with. I also took part in Rio training and received 
my smart card at the end of the course. Within the context of the family therapy team, 
I attended monthly forums which were focused on group-dynamics. The forums were 
usually structured around a particular group presenting in a collaborative manner, 
which opened up for debate. I also co-presented in two forums. Within forums many 
topics could be discussed such as; NHS policies, NHS politics, support networks, 
diagnosis and how this impacts families and techniques on how to join  with families. 
The forums which I co-presented are outlined below:
1) FTT presentation to NHS Trust psychology professionals: ‘Formation of 
a new family therapy team. Reflecting on dynamics, challenges and 
opportunities’. (Duration: 2 hours, Preparation: 8 hours) 15-10-2009.
Within this forum all four members of the FTT contributed to the presentation, 
including taking part in a reflecting team discussion, which could be observed by 
those attending the forum, the likes of which was conducted within family therapy 
with clients. The forum was focused on considering group dynamics, with particular 
attention paid to the newly formed FTT which I was a new member of. In fact, all 
members of this team were newly put together and so the dynamics and potential 
dynamics relating to; hierarchy, duel relationships of ‘assessor’ verses ‘work
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colleague’ within our group were explored. The presentation was then opened up to 
the entire group for debate and discussion.
2) FTT presentation to NHS Trust psychology professionals: ‘The 
experience of trainee counselling psychologists in family therapy’. 
(Duration: 2 hours, Preparation: 8 hours) 1-7-2010
This presentation included showing footage of my videoed therapeutic work 
with a family and presenting my experience as a trainee counselling psychologist. 
Discussion took place around how, as a trainee, I experienced the reverse dynamic of 
practicing family therapy before learning theory. Discussions were also focused, not 
only on how practitioners can be affected by families, but also how families can be 
affected by practitioners and their reflecting team. The FTT I was a member of 
actually felt like a family unit of its own. Therefore, the FTT almost acted like a 
model for families. Therefore, if the FTT was not able to maintain an open and 
collaborative stance, this had the potential to affect the family’s ability to follow suit. 
However, luckily the FTT I was a part of was a very unique, supportive and humorous 
family unit and I believe that this played a major role in aiding the family’s we saw to 
feel comfortable enough to be open.
This placement was an exceptional experience for me and provided me with 
many rich experiences of personal and professional learning. Additionally, I was 
exposed to NHS politics and policies, which added to my understanding and 
engagement in working for the NHS. As this year of my training was focussed on 
psychodynamic therapy, not only did I need to adapt to this change but additionally I 
found myself adapting to working systemically with families. Moving between these 
differing theories, frameworks and approaches was something which helped me to 
find my own style as a practitioner. Through these experiences, I also connected with 
some of the underlying commonalities between these two approaches, such as the 
psychodynamic and systemic focus on relational factors.
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Third year clinical placements:
My third year of training was focused on cognitive-behavioural therapy and 
my placement was split into three NHS services which will be described separately.
Drug and alcohol service 
September 2010 -  July 2011
This service specialized in adults with drug and alcohol addictions, where I 
was a member of a multidisciplinary team, working alongside key-workers, 
psychologists, doctors and psychiatrists. All clients had been referred to psychological 
therapy by their key-worker in order to explore their underlying reasons for using 
drugs and alcohol. This service offered short-term to medium-term CBT but was also 
open to integrating additional theoretical models of thinking. I saw clients weekly for 
therapy and also conducted psychological assessments, including the use of 
psychometric tests, such as the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II), Beck Anxiety 
Inventory (BAI) and the Crown Crisp Experiential Index (CCEI). Supervision for this 
placement took place fortnightly on a one-to-one basis. My supervisor was a 
counselling psychologist and supervision was integrative.
Specialist psychological service for pain and health related difficulties 
September 2010 -  April 2011
This service specialized in providing psychological therapy for adults with 
pain and health difficulties. Clients had usually been referred by their GP due to 
difficulties such as; neurological disorders, multiple sclerosis, P.T.S.D. and cancer, to 
name a few. The approach used within this placement was Acceptance & 
Commitment Therapy, which is a third-wave CBT approach. This service offered 
short-term to medium-term CBT, dependent on the client’s difficulties. I saw clients 
weekly for therapy and also conducted psychological assessments. Supervision within 
this context took place weekly on a one-to-one basis and approached exploration into 
client work from an ACT perspective.
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IAPT Service
April 2011 -  July 2011
This placement was part of an IAPT service located within a GP’s practice 
specializing in adult primary care. This service offered primarily short-term third- 
wave CBT from an ACT perspective. Most clients were referred to psychological 
therapy by their GP. The clientele for this service is extremely diverse, with 
difficulties such as; phobias, depression, relationship difficulties and suicidal ideation. 
As this service worked as part of IAPT, clients could also be referred for various 
short-courses in conjunction with therapy, such as The managing low mood course’. I 
saw clients weekly for therapy and also conducted psychological assessments, 
including the use of psychometric tests such as; Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ9), 
General Anxiety Disorder Assessment (GAD7), Work and Social Adjustment Scale 
(W&SAS) and Phobia scales. Supervision was on a one-to-one basis fortnightly, as 
well as group-supervision monthly. Client-work was explored through the framework 
of CBT in general and ACT more specifically.
Within my third year placements I had the opportunity to observe and 
participate in many NHS processes, such as referral procedures to internal and 
external services. I completed assessment reports for referrers, as well as referral 
letters and discharge summaries. I liaised with key-workers, psychiatrists and CPNs in 
order to collaborate and develop better care-plans for some of my clients. I also 
shadowed numerous therapy sessions performed by experienced CBT therapists and in 
some of these sessions, I was part of the collaborative process. My placements also 
afforded me opportunities to attend Clinical Governance meetings and team meetings, 
consisting of a variety of professionals such as psychologists, key-workers, medical 
doctors, psychiatrists, CPN’s, nurses and the Hospital Director. I attended seminars 
and work-shops, such as a RAW seminar on pregnancy and drug use and a work-shop 
on Acceptance and Commitment Therapy. Additionally, I was presented with the rare 
opportunity to teach a two-day CBT course to MA level psychology students with the 
Director of the hospital which I was placed at. This was a paid position and the 
Director and I co-taught the classes, distributing the work equally between us. This
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was an amazing experience for me, one which made me realise that I really enjoy 
teaching.
On a more sombre note, after the suicide of a former client of mine during my 
third year, I was given the choice to attend a meeting between all of the professionals 
involved with his care, such as his key-worker, CPN, GP, staff-members who were 
part of his supported housing and the NHS professional who was heading up an 
internal investigation into the case. The aim of this meeting was to understand what 
happened with this man and to establish if there was anything else that could have 
been done for him.
I decided to attend the meeting for many reasons. Although there was a part of 
me which wanted to avoid this meeting, I realized that it was important for me to face 
the situation and process it so that I would be able to find a sense of closure. Attending 
the meeting was the right decision, as not only did I contribute to the general 
understanding of this man and his decision to end his life but I also learned a lot in 
return. I realised that all of the professionals in the room, like me, felt a sense of 
responsibility and were plagued with ‘what i f  questions. I also learned that he was 
provided with many opportunities from a range of different services and still he chose 
to end his life. What we all came to realise through this meeting was that this was a 
decision he had thought over and come to with a sound mind and although the fallout 
of his decision was difficult for many, it was something that we had to accept. I feel 
that this whole experience changed me as a practitioner and stripped away my rescue 
fantasies. What this left me with was a deeper sense of acceptance for clients’ 
autonomy and an emotional understanding that ultimately ‘choice’ belongs to every 
individual. Practitioners can aid clients’ to be more aware of their choices and 
possibly open up new avenues of choice, however, how clients use this awareness is 
up to them.
My third year placements within the NHS year provided me with another steep 
learning curve. I gained experience in applied psychology and found this active 
approach useful. I felt able to incorporate my previous years training with clients’ and 
I believe that this aided my development as a practitioner, allowing space for my 
therapeutic style to assimilate and expand. The course combined with my placements
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aided me to become confident in conceptualising and formulating the same difficulties 
or client in different ways. Although IAPT currently creates a dominant platform for 
CBT, during my third year placements I also learnt that most practitioners operating 
under the IAPT umbrella use integrative interventions also. This led me to believe that 
within the NHS, there is more pluralism than is perhaps conceived.
Throughout all of my clinical practice experience, I adhered to the Services’ 
procedures and policies, as well as the Health Professions Council and the British 
Psychological Society’s Code of Conduct for Counselling Psychologists.
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Final Clinical Paper: The amoeba
Beginning this final clinical paper feels like trying to ascertain which amoeba 
woke the world and began the journey which ensued from this single cell. Like the 
amoeba, at the start of this course, I was only a version of what I could be and what I 
could become. Although this journey is endless, I feel that I have changed and evolved 
and that I myself have been woken. The version of myself who began this course 
thought that she had a good idea about who she was and who she could be. Now, I feel 
more unsure of who I ‘am’ and what I will become but am okay with this. What I have 
realised is that I am not fixed, my thoughts, ideas, moral assumptions can change with 
context and evolve with time. In years to come, when I look back on what I write here 
now, I will likely smile to myself in reminiscence. This being said, now that I have 
found an appreciation for how I can change, I have actually come closer to what I feel 
is my core. The part of myself which isn’t afraid to feel anger, sadness, fear, jealousy, 
rage and the myriad of human experiences in-between. Thus, my final clinical paper 
will aim to tell the story of where I am now and how I arrived at this point in time. 
Staying with the metaphorical qualities of the amoeba, this paper will be structured in 
three main parts, in accordance with the three life cycle stages of the social amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum.
These stages are:
Distinct single-celled entities
- Amoeba feeds on local food source 
Slug-like multi-cellular mass
- The “slug” moves towards light and heat and away from what was familiar 
Fruiting body development and dispersal
- Amoebae self-organise and new structures emerge
- “Slug” moves to find a good place to spread spores
(Flowers et al., 2010) 
Distinct single-celled entities -  Life in my garden
One of the many things which I have learnt on my journey through this course 
is how ones past can affect the present. I believe that this is something which person- 
centred, psychodynamic and CBT models of psychological theory would agree on but
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perhaps to differing extents. Nonetheless, it is my belief that our past lays the 
foundation for what we believe about ourselves, the world and ultimately, I believe 
that the past can shed light on why we are drawn to particular things in life, like for 
instance to becoming a counselling psychologist. Therefore, with this in mind, I will 
disclose part of my past, in order to understand the present more fully.
As an only child, I recall that I spent much of my childhood either alone, with 
adults or in a far off dimension with all of the magical characters that my dream-world 
could produce (and these were extensive). Apart from the refuge I experienced in my 
own mind, the place I felt most at home in the world was in nature and I found that 
most of my early learning came from nature. I remember spending hours watching the 
birds in their mating-dances, territorial displays and fierce protection of their young. 
Not having any siblings accustomed me to spending most of my free time people- 
watching, animal-watching and creative thinking. Consequently, at an early age I 
found myself analysing people, wondering about what makes them tick and 
contemplating why they behaved in certain ways.
In hindsight, I think the reason why I felt at home in nature was because the 
adult world felt so confusing for me. In the adult world I observed so many 
inconsistencies and things which didn’t make sense to me. However, in nature, it 
seemed like there was more symbiosis and authenticity. It would most likely be 
accurate to say that one of the things which lead me to counselling psychology was 
the desire to understand. This started with my parents, who still manage to thoroughly 
perplex me on a regular basis, and from there it expanded, or perhaps exploded might 
be a better word. That is to say, I discovered in myself a growing passion to 
understand the living things around me in the world, including myself.
Fast-forwarding to my teenage years, I remember an occasion, where I was 
sitting with my boyfriend at the time. I looked over at him as he sat next to me, 
absently watching television and I felt in awe. In that instant it hit me just how 
wondrous it was that I was sat next to another human being. A human being with his 
own mind, body, thoughts, fears and dreams and he was choosing to spend that 
moment in time with me. I marvelled at how the intricate web of our life choices had
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weaved our paths together, so that we would be sitting there on my sofa, in my house, 
at that very moment. This reminds me of the feeling I get each time I see a client. It’s 
a feeling of privilege that another human being has chosen to spend an hour of their 
precious life with me and allow me glimpses into their inner-world so that we can try 
to understand it together.
Like the amoeba, I found nourishment locally, in my garden, in my 
relationships with animals and in my imagination. However, as I grew older, this 
nourishment alone was no longer enough to sate my appetite. I was already on a 
journey of change at this point, although I did not know this at the time. The 
foundation which had been laid started a sequence of patterns in my relating to others, 
which subsequently lead me to ‘becoming’ an unofficial counsellor to my family, 
friends and often strangers. With an analytic mind, the desire to understand, as well as 
a deep sense of empathy for the existential pain and loneliness that comes with being 
human, I began my journey into psychology, armoured with all the grandiose rescue- 
fantasies which come hand in hand with naivety and inexperience.
Slug-like multi-cellular mass -  Journey into unchartered territory 
Moulding to the person-centred approach
The comparison of a slug-like texture to the next part of my development, 
although slightly disgusting, seems apt, as the consistency is no longer rigid but 
mouldable. My introduction to person-centred counselling was of this kind of texture. 
The reason for this was because I perceive(d) person-centred counselling to be a 
flexible foundation which is adaptable. This is evident in my both my client studies 
within this therapeutic model (Mr G & Mr J), as I felt that although the core 
foundation of my therapeutic work aimed to uphold humanistic values, such as 
empathy, unconditional positive regard and congruence (Rogers, 1957). To me, the 
frame felt flexible enough to incorporate additional ways of thinking, such as 
psychodynamic and psychosynthesis, as long as this felt congruent to do so.
Despite my non-purist stance on person-centred counselling, I would say that 
to a large extent, these values run through my therapeutic work from the first year up
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to this very moment in time. The times where I have felt myself losing sight of these 
values, I have always aimed to pull myself back to this core value-system. I believe 
that I adopt a non-purist stance to person-centred counselling not because it is not 
necessary and sufficient in its own right; but because my personal belief is that these 
values ‘should’ be at the core of every therapeutic encounter, irrespective of 
theoretical orientation. This belief is based in research which suggests that this type of 
therapeutic relationship encourages self-acceptance, directness in relating, immediacy 
of experiencing and an internal locus of evaluation (Truscott, 2010).
Person-centred therapy (Rogers, 1961) taught me about conditions of worth 
and how conditional positive regard can shape a child to behave in ways which are 
desirable by their parents. I feel that this was portrayed by MR J (See process report) 
in our sessions together. It seemed that in order for Mr J to be provided with positive 
affirmation from his parents, he had to be strong, which resulted in him feeling unable 
to accept his own vulnerability and built up anger for not being accepted for who he 
was. Therefore, I saw my role within this therapeutic encounter as reparative 
(Clarkson, 2003).
The way I approached Mr J aimed to embody the unconditional positive regard 
for him and for his difficult feelings, which was lacking in his childhood. When Mr J 
became angry with me in sessions, I accepted this without retaliation, which allowed 
him to talk about his fear of punishment for his anger. Throughout our time together 
this pattern was repeated and I had to remain aware of my reactions to this. I realised 
that his anger made me feel like I was not good enough and I began to wonder if, 
despite his sometimes omnipotent attitude, he was giving me a picture of how he truly 
felt about himself. This took me a while to figure out, as I had to do some work on 
disentangling the picture he was giving me from my own personal feelings of not 
being good enough. However, once I was confident in my suspicions, I gave this 
potentially disowned part back to him and I feel that this is where the ‘real’ therapy 
began, when he let the mask fall.
I feel that I learnt so much from Mr J, as I have done with every client. 
However, Mr J was the first person to really teach me that in order to facilitate clients
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to accept themselves, first I had to learn to accept myself with unconditional positive 
regard. This is something which, for me at least, is not necessarily ‘achieved’ but 
something which I regularly try to remind myself of when I am being overly self- 
critical. Therefore, it seemed like there was somewhat of a parallel process going on 
and it felt like we genuinely took that unbidden journey together. From this I have 
learned that I can only take a client as far as I have gone myself, which is why I feel 
that personal therapy is an imperative part of counselling psychology, as without 
insight into ourselves we are merely performers, enacting the dance that we have 
learned so well.
Approaching the psycho dynamic mould
From the flexible texture of person-centred to what felt like the more rigid 
texture of psychodynamic counselling. What an adventure! I must admit, this was the 
therapeutic model I had been fervently awaiting and it did not disappoint. I fully 
immersed myself in the model, which had its benefits and in hindsight, its price.
I remember working with Mrs L, who was my first client within a 
psychodynamic context. She was referred to the service due to feeling like she was 
going down-hill again after recovering from what she called a “breakdown”. Mrs L 
was a self-confessed ‘people-pleaser’ and this template for relating with others had 
been modelled by her mother. This style of relating lead to her lack of a sense of self 
and prioritizing others needs above her own, resulting in a reservoir of anger, which 
she was terrified of.
On my first session with Mrs L, despite this feeling unnatural to me, I 
immersed myself in the ‘role’ of being a blank mirror, as suggested by the likes of 
Freud (1915). I continued in this manner for a good few weeks and as psychodynamic 
theory predicts (Spurling, 2004), this raised frustrations for the client, which we were 
able to explore in therapy. However, exploration was limited, as there appeared to be 
something missing in our relationship. What I came to realise later was that the 
missing element was a ‘human’ relationship. It seemed as though my person-centred 
training had been forsaken for the frame of psychodynamic therapy and I had 
forgotten the importance of being congruent, with the client and with myself. Once
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this dawned on me, I slowly began to integrate my ‘self into therapy and through this 
I began to find my ‘self as a counselling psychologist. It was after this recognition 
that the therapy really started moving through the vehicle of a more authentic and 
‘human’ relationship, which contained us both. Again, a parallel process was enacted, 
where Mrs L only began to find a sense of herself after I had modelled this procedure 
and started to find myself. The beauty of this is that in this process we also found each 
other.
Throughout therapy with Mrs L, we experienced and co-created many things. 
A common dynamic related to projective identification (Klein, 1946), where I believe 
that Mrs L projected her disowned anger onto me, which left me feeling angry after 
sessions with her and at first, unable to fathom why. Through discussions with my 
supervisor at the time, it became clear that this anger did not belong to me and this 
awareness gave me the courage to tentatively give Mrs L back her anger. This proved 
fruitful and as she began to own some of her anger, I began to feel less angry after 
sessions with her. One of the many things I learned from working with Mrs L was my 
own susceptibility to projective identification. I believe that I am particularly sensitive 
to this, as I feel that I was projected onto by my parents. Interestingly, some suggest 
that many who experience projections from their parents gain increased sensitivity to 
underlying processes and ultimately this leads them to professions such as being a 
therapist (Miller, 1987).
Something I found extremely helpful during my psychodynamic year of 
training was that alongside this, I also had the opportunity to experience systemic 
family therapy. This opened my eyes to a bigger picture and as I readjusted my focus 
from the individual narrative to the group narrative, I found that this broader focus 
also became integrated into my individual client-work. This helped me to bear in mind 
the dynamics and patterns of relationships existing for my clients outside the therapy 
room and how these systems of relating were set up and maintained (McLeod, 1997). 
Therefore, when talking with clients about the potential of change, we were able to 
explore how this could potentially affect the relationships in their life and how this 
could be negotiated effectively.
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My interest in dreams is connected with my passion for psychodynamic 
theory, which I was able to explore through my research. The bridge which connects 
my interest in dreams to psychodynamic theory is the symbolic function. To me, 
dreams can be like metaphors, which is why I feel it is so important for clients’ to find 
their own meaning for them, which theory supports (Jung, 1974) and this was also 
echoed in the findings of my second year research. Like any metaphor a client 
provides, I feel that dreams can be worked with in a similar way and this type of 
symbolic thinking can potentially increase psychological mindedness (Coltart, 1988) 
and open up the right side of the brain which is said to be connected with symbolic 
and creative processing (Van Lancker Sidtis, 2006), self awareness (Silverman, 2005) 
and recognising emotion (Braun et al., 2005). Therefore, I feel that symbolic or 
metaphorical interactions can be extremely therapeutic and in many cases can open up 
a different quality of exploration. An example of this is portrayed in my process report 
with Mrs L, were she uses a metaphor of an onion and we were subsequently able to 
explore this together and peel back the layers of how she viewed herself.
Interestingly, I have become aware that I am rather right-brain dominant, 
which means that symbolism and creative-working comes easily to me. This has 
meant that, at times, I have experienced particular clients as a challenge for me to use 
more left-brain thinking in order to meet them on their level. These left-brain 
challenges also present themselves in writing up research, which follows a very 
logical and linear sequence. These experiences have actually helped me to begin 
developing more balance. Through this, I have learned to be mindful that 
symbolic/metaphorical interaction does not always fit with every client and so I have 
modified my practice to test and tailor my approach to the individual.
Moulding my approach to CBT
From the perceived rigid texture of psychodynamic theory, which I moulded 
into a material flexible enough to contain a more authentic self -  to once again being 
faced with the seeming rigidity of CBT. This was my most challenging transition yet! 
Not only did I perceive CBT as in opposition to the non-directional values of person- 
centred therapy but I also felt, and continue to feel, uncomfortable with labelling 
clients with ‘faulty thinking’ (Beck, 1993). Positioning myself in a client’s shoes, I
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think that if I heard this, I would perceive this as another thing I was doing ‘wrong’, 
which I don’t believe is helpful or empowering for a client. Therefore, once again I 
found myself attempting to mould my theoretical approach in a way which felt 
authentic and ethical for me personally, as well as something which would be helpful 
for clients. I never could bring myself to call clients’ thinking ‘faulty’ and so I 
moulded this into helpful and unhelpful thinking, which I felt to be perhaps more 
accurate and human.
I had the good fortune to find a placement that was really enthusiastic about 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) (Hayes, 2007), which is a third-wave 
CBT approach. This made the transition to CBT slightly easier for me, as I perceive 
the frame of ACT to be more flexible and creative than second-wave CBT.
I remember working with Miss J (see process report), who had been a heroin 
addict for over ten years. As a child Miss J was taught to bottle up her feelings, a 
coping strategy which she continued to use into her adulthood. Through therapy we 
came to understand her heroin use as another way for her to avoid (Dahl et al., 2009) 
her feelings. This became a behavioural reinforcement in its self, as Miss J continued 
to avoid her difficult feelings; she never allowed herself the opportunity for a new 
experience. Therefore, Miss J felt unable to cope with life and had little sense of her 
own internal resources.
This client provided me with much anxiety and confusion about my ‘role’, as 
her health was deteriorating and she had a three year old daughter who was growing 
up in a house with both parents regularly using heroin. I believe that my confusion 
came from my feelings of helplessness, moral assumptions and ethical responsibility. 
Therefore, I spent time talking about this with my supervisor and liaising with her 
key-worker. I found this extremely helpful, as this gave me a chance to clarify my role 
and ethical responsibilities in the situation. I believe that this is one of the strengths of 
working in a multidisciplinary team.
I realised that although it was not my role to aid Miss J in abstaining from 
heroin, I had feelings of responsibility. This is actually interesting, as Miss J seemed
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to have an external locus of control (Rotter, 1954) and perhaps I was the external 
entity holding these feelings of responsibility for her. Nevertheless, although my 
anxiety eventually eased, I was still aware of the situation with her daughter as 
something to be mindful of. That said, I attended a RAW seminar regarding 
pregnancy and substance-misuse. The opening slide said something like: ‘just because 
a parent is engaging in substance-misuse, doesn’t necessarily mean that they are a bad 
parent’. This helped me get in touch with some of my ‘moral’ assumptions of what it 
is to be a ‘good mother’ and I realised that, despite my best efforts, I had fallen into 
the trap of feeling quite judgemental. This was not a pleasant recognition for me but 
was something I would have to own if I was to put this aside in the therapy room.
Ironically, through the process of therapy with Miss J, I actually experienced 
an element of avoidance and escapism myself. At times this would happen in therapy 
with Miss J, where I would avoid challenging her. However, more notably I became 
aware that, due to some personal issues I have had this year, for a short time I was 
escaping into my client’s world to avoid my own. This comprehension filled me with 
guilt but it was a steep learning curve. This helped me to be mindful of my tendency 
for escapism when I am going through a difficult time and so this is something I can 
look out for in the future.
Like the amoeba, I moved away from what was familiar to me and embarked 
on a journey of change. However, unlike the amoeba, I did this repeatedly, with three 
different theoretical models along with five different placement contexts. I think that 
after all this change it will be another new transition for me to just stay in one place 
for a while.
Fruiting body development and dispersal -  Assimilation and change
Looking back over my three years at Surrey University, the wealth of 
experiences I’ve had have moulded me. The course taught me theory, placement 
taught me practice, personal therapy taught me about myself and the world taught me 
about the canvas on which all this takes place. What I learned from the different
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therapeutic models I was exposed to was a variety of ways to understand others, as 
well as myself.
I feel like I have found my own style as a counselling psychologist. I’m sure 
this will evolve with time but at present it is integrative; its foundation aims to be 
person-centred, the main body of thinking is psychodynamic, with some practical 
CBT tools weaved in between to add extra support when necessary. However, this 
‘style’ is dependent on context and client and so I suppose it could be said that I co- 
create a new therapy with every client. At present, I feel that my strengths lay in 
developing a strong therapeutic relationship and alliance and my use of self. However, 
my areas for development are to maintain awareness of when I develop a maternal 
transference and what it is in the client and in me which triggers this; along with, 
becoming more comfortable with endings, which I am currently having a lot of 
practice with.
The different theories I have been exposed to, although they seemed extremely 
different at first, have, I believe, common strands which thread them all together. 
Although many may disagree, I have come to view person-centred, psychodynamic 
and CBT as saying similar things about the experience of being human but with 
differing narratives and focus. For example, what CBT might name avoidance, 
psychodynamic theory may call denial. However, to me it seems like the same 
function is being served, that of escaping from what’s uncomfortable. Further and 
arguably, what person-centred theory calls conditions of worth, CBT might call rules 
for living (Beck, 1995) and psychodynamic theory might name patterns of relating 
(Freud, 1904). Regardless of what we call this phenomenon, for me the underlying 
function of all of these theories appear to suggest how our past affects our present 
ways of trying to find a way to ‘be’ in the world. Conversely, I believe that the focus 
of each therapeutic approach differs: where I understand the person-centred focus as 
simply being alongside a client, the psychodynamic focus is on insight and CBT 
appears to focus on change. Where I see myself in relation to focus can depend on the 
client and context. However, I would say that I tend to focus more on ‘being with’ 
clients and gaining ‘insight’ through collaborative exploration. It has been my 
experience that this approach can lead to ‘change’, without this becoming the focus of
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therapy. I feel that this lends itself more to working with clients’ autonomy, as 
‘change’ becomes organic, rather than coerced.
Dynamics, I believe, are present within every relationship, from my clients to 
my friends, to my supervisors and tutors. Something interesting which I have noticed 
in myself is that I relate differently with different people. With my friends I feel free 
to be myself, with clients I need to stay aware that I can develop a maternal 
transference. However, with some of my supervisors and tutors, at times I find it 
difficult to be authentic. I think that this comes from my childhood, where I received 
confusing and conflicting messages from my parents. As an adult, I have become 
aware that I sometimes feel unsafe with authority figures and battle with urges to 
comply or rebel. This can sometimes result in my withdrawing. However, now that I 
have become aware, I use mindfulness (Kabat-Zinn, 1990) in order to accept these 
difficult feelings and try to be authentic anyway. This was not such a problem when I 
started the course, as I feel that I had built a false self (Winnicot, 1962) to protect me 
from these feelings. Interestingly, the closer I have come to my true self, the more 
these conflicts have materialised. Therefore, I am in a process of assimilation myself 
and am currently digesting what I have learnt and how to move forward with this.
I identify with the notion of the wounded healer (Maeder, 1989) and I believe 
that this is something which would resonate with many. One could argue that to be 
human is to be wounded, as we all experience the painful aspects of life, as well as the 
pleasurable. I feel that as long as we do not attempt to ‘fix’ ourselves through clients, 
this can actually be therapeutic; as if we are able to accept our wounds then we can 
model this for clients. This is often easier said than done and I feel that it may always 
be a work in progress, for our clients and for ourselves. Many of us learn creative 
ways of hiding our vulnerabilities from others, as contradicting messages in our 
family and society can make us feel that there is something to be ashamed of. The 
world is full of individuals but my sense is that we are all united in our vulnerability 
and I feel that there is beauty in this.
In the middle of writing this paper, I was informed that a client who I finished 
working with approximately a month ago committed suicide. Since then, I have 
noticed myself going through stages of processing this experience. However, the other
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day when I was crying with my personal therapist, she asked me who I was crying 
for? This question stunned me for a moment and then I began to question myself; was 
I crying for the sadness that he was no longer in the world, or because I wondered if I 
could have done something to prevent this, or because I was moved that he felt 
acceptance before he left this world or was I crying for what I had lost? I would say 
that I cried for all of these things in stages and while the first three were my stimulus 
in the earlier stages of grieving, when my therapist asked me why I was crying in that 
moment, I realised that I was crying for what I had lost. I feel like my grandiose 
rescue-fantasies died with him. I also think that he would smile to know that as he 
freed himself from this life, in a way, he set me free also.
It’s not easy for society to accept suicide at present; however, there are 
organisations such as Dignitas, which my former client would often talk about, as this 
was a decision he had wanted to make for a long time. He worried that his health 
problems would strip away his independence and he could not tolerate the thought of 
having a quality of life dependent on others. Although the fallout of his decision is 
difficult for many, I take some comfort knowing that this was a decision he had come 
to with a sound mind and not merely an impulsive act of desperation. This thought 
leaves me with mixed feelings and unanswered questions, such as; is accepting a 
client’s decision to take their own life the greatest act of respecting a client’s 
autonomy?
Three days after hearing about my former client, I assessed a lady who was 
seriously suicidal. This presented a dilemma for me, as although I needed to meet my 
clinical hours, I could not, in good faith, take on this client. I believe that it would 
have been be ethically unsound for me to see a client like this before I had adequate 
time to process my experience. Although in part this was to protect myself, this was 
also to protect the client, as my capacity to ‘be’ with her experience at that time and to 
contain her anxiety, while trying to process my own, might have been compromised. I 
have never turned down taking a client before but this reminds me that I am only 
human and need to care for myself, so that I am able to care for others.
In the final fruiting stage, the amoeba disperses its spores. Although I do not 
presume to think that I have everything figured out, I do believe that what I have
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experienced and learned has aided my personal development. A material example of 
what I view as my development is evidenced my final process report (Miss J), where 
for the first time I present what I felt was my ‘worst’ session with a client. This was 
important for me, as it signified that I had arrived at a place where I felt able to show 
the world my own vulnerability and imperfection, without feeling ashamed of it. I 
now feel ready to disperse my spores of knowledge and understanding, in order to 
share a part of myself with others and in turn to gain a privileged glimpse into their 
lives and to learn from them also. My time on this course has changed me and I feel 
that what I have experienced is assimilating itself into my being. As I have started to 
own and internalise the culture of counselling psychology, I feel that I have come 
closer to what it means to be a counselling psychologist (Milton, 2010). I feel proud to 
be part of a culture which values autonomy, process and self-awareness and feel that 
at last I have found a place, other than nature, which feels like home.
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RESEARCH DOSSIER
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Introduction to the Research Dossier
This dossier includes three research projects undertaken over the course of my 
training. The first is a literature review on dreams, exploring how dreams have been 
understood across time and used therapeutically, as well as more contemporary 
understandings of dreams. This research project was carried out within my first year 
of training. The second research project is a qualitative account of how therapists 
perceive and work with clients’ dreams. Thematic analysis was utilised to investigate 
the data gathered from the transcripts of five participants. This research project was 
conducted during my second year of training. The third research project within this 
dossier is a quantitative account of the differences between participants’ eye- 
movement when recalling a dream memory and a waking memory. T-tests and chi- 
squared analysis was performed on the data. This research was undertaken during my 
third year of training.
Note: information regarding participants within this dossier has been disguised and 
pseudonyms used in order to protect confidentiality and anonymity.
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Year 1 Research:
The enigma of dreaming: A literature review
75
Introduction
Dreams are a subject of great mystery, metaphor and magic; the very concept 
of dreaming has excited and perplexed philosophers, scientists, scholars and laymen 
alike. However, after centuries of debate, consensus has eluded the mere mortal mind 
and still psychology is brimming with questions as to what a dream is, why we dream, 
where dreams come from, if dreaming is physiological or psychological or elements 
of both and if dreaming is a ‘mystical’ experience. Moreover, the more abstract and 
metaphysical questions regarding dreaming can have a tendency to bend the mind, 
such as: are we being dreamed and how do we know when we are dreaming and when 
we are awake? Perhaps it is questions such as these which make films such as ‘The 
Matrix’ (1999) so popular and the idea that we are living in a dream so alluring.
There is something to be said for the mysterious human experience of 
dreaming and how it has evaded concrete understanding. However, why is this 
relevant to counselling psychology? One reason is because dreams are part of human 
experience and one might say that human experience is the heart of counselling 
psychology. Dreams, like any other experience, can be brought into the therapy room 
and worked with therapeutically. Arguably, what dream-work does well is engaging 
the client and practitioner in a meaning-making process. There was a time when 
dreams and psychotherapy went hand-in-hand and perhaps it is about time that this 
tradition was resurrected. To this end, the present literature review seeks to provide 
the reader with a broad overview of the subject of dreaming. This review aims to 
adopt an epistemological position of relativism (Willig, 2001), maintaining that 
individuals beliefs and ideas are usually tied to a conceptual system, which may be 
real for some but not others. Therefore within this framework, the ‘truth’ regarding the 
subject of dreams is subjective and dependent on perception. With this in mind, 
exploration will be focused on how dreams are understood through the various lenses 
of ancient theories, psychotherapy, non-westemized cultures, neuroscience as well as 
some contemporary thoughts.
Due to the abstract nature of dreams and the wide spectrum of fields engaged 
in the research of dreaming, there is no unanimous consensus on how to define 
dreaming. However, Pagel (2001) provides a definition, saying that: “Dreaming is, at
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least in part, a mental experience that can be described during waking consciousness” 
(P. 1). There are also different types of dreams which people can experience, some of 
which will be discussed below.
Types of Dreams
Some of the difficulties in defining the dreaming experience result when 
attempts are specific. For example, if one were to suggest that a dream is something 
experienced when asleep, the daydream may contradict this notion and if one then 
proposed that dreaming is an unconscious activity, then the lucid dream might weaken 
this theory. Therefore, before this review goes further, some attention must be paid to 
different types of dreams, including daydreams, lucid dreams, nightmares, recurring 
dreams and prophetic dreams.
Daydream
A daydream is a visionary fantasy experienced whilst awake and can be the 
result of the brain reflecting on important, but not immediately relevant issues, wishful 
thinking, imagining the future, etc. One of the reasons why daydreams occur can be 
due to the external environment not motivating a person with interesting and/or 
engaging stimuli. Singer’s (2006) research into daydreaming and the nature of 
spontaneous imagery suggests that there is a relationship between daydreaming and 
fundamental processes such as information processing, cognition more generally, 
emotionality and motivation. Therefore, daydreaming, it seems, may serve a function 
other than entertainment when the environment is lacking stimulus.
Lucid dreaming
A lucid dream, also acknowledged as a conscious dream, is where the dreamer 
becomes aware that they are dreaming while the dream is in progress. As a lucid 
dream evolves the dreamer can sometimes manipulate dream-content and thus, the 
waking mind gains control of the dream-story. Some researchers only attribute 
lucidity to the dreamer when cognitive abilities in the dream state appear to be 
approximately equivalent to those of the waking state (Tart, 1979). However, Purcell 
et al. (1986) prefer a minimalist definition; the awareness that what one is 
experiencing while dreaming is a dream, without necessarily other cognitive
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capabilities of the dreamer being altered in any way. Furthermore LaBerge and 
Levitan’s (1995) research suggests that lucid dreaming is a leamable but difficult skill 
to master.
Nightmares
A nightmare is a terrifying or intensely unsettling dream causing strong 
feelings of distress, such as fear, shock and horror. Nightmares can be provoked due 
to physiological causes, such as a high fever or certain types of prescription or illegal 
narcotics. Psychological factors which may arouse nightmares are factors such as; 
unusual trauma, for example Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), stress in the 
dreamer's life or frightening elements from our imagination which can be stirred by 
watching films, reading books or playing computer games. With regard to nightmares 
suffered by those with PTSD, Kramer (1990) suggests that bad dreams are related to 
and are often the consequence of altered feeling states during the day.
Recurring dreams
A recurring dream is a dream which is experienced repeatedly over a period of 
time. This does not always have to be the exact dream which is repeated and can 
contain elements of the dream, such as always ending up in the same strange house or 
always being chased by the same man. Zadra (1996) suggests that recurring dreams 
are connected with the dreamers waking state. For example, research has 
demonstrated that changes from repetitive to progressive dream patterns may be 
important indicators of how well people are adapting to their life circumstances 
(Zadra, 1996).
Prophetic dreams
A prophetic dream, also known as precognitive dream, is when the dreamer 
dreams of an event or experience before it actually happens. Littlewood (2004) 
conducted research on the Earth People of Trinidad, for whom, he writes, dreams may 
still contain prophetic insight or knowledge. While conducting his research, one of the 
locals explained to Littlewood: “Dream is when you spirit travel an' the flesh sleep. 
An' you' spirit travel, travel, an' later you flesh catch up. I often seen people a first 
time an' I say I know them already. I see them in a dream.” (p. 105). Littlewood
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(2004) suggests that it is often conjectured, by scholars and critics alike, that new 
religious inspirations can emerge through dreams. However, he also mentions the 
possibility for random events to become endowed and attributed with significance, 
reinforcing the concept of prophetic dreams.
Perception and understanding of dreams can be said to be affected by the 
‘type’ of dream one has. For example and arguably, most would be more inclined to 
perceive a daydream as a common human experience, compared with, for instance, a 
prophetic dream. Therefore, the way one might understand these two dreaming 
experiences is likely to differ substantially. Moreover, perception and understanding is 
not only affected by the type of dream one experiences but also context can play a part 
in how meaning is attributed to dreams. For example, some might argue that the 
perceived significance and meaning of dreaming has changed over time. Therefore, 
exploration into the subject of dreams will start near the beginning, with ancient 
theories on dreaming.
Ancient and religious conceptions of dreams
Van de Castle (1971) comprehensively documented many ancient theories on 
dreams such as the Babylonians and Assyrians. Many Babylonian and Assyrian dream 
texts date back to approximately 5000BC and depict tales of devils and spirits of the 
dead causing bad dreams. It was believed that various mystical practices could be 
carried out by priests to defeat the evil demons and seek the assistance of Mamu, the 
Babylonian goddess of dreams. Specific dreams were endowed with specific 
meanings, for example; the drinking of wine in a dream foretold a short life and the 
drinking of water signified a long one. However, Egyptian theories on dreaming 
viewed dreams from an alternate perspective. In approximately 3000BC, The 
Egyptians believed that dreams were messages sent from the Gods in order to demand 
penance, forewarn danger or deliver answers to the dreamer. In contrast to the 
mystical practices of Babylonian priests, the Egyptians believed that normal people 
had the power to affect their dreams, for example; a person desiring information from 
a dream could take a clean linen bag and write the name of five different deities upon 
it. The bag was then to be folded, made into a lampwick, doused with oil and set on 
fire (Van de Castle, 1971).
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Indian beliefs on dreams have been documented between the ages of 1500 and 
1000BC containing interpretations of favourable and unfavourable dreams. For 
example; to ride an elephant in a dream was said to foretell good luck, while riding a 
donkey denotes bad luck. Additionally, if a dreamer remembers succeeding dreams, 
only the last should be interpreted, as it was believed that the sequential presentation 
of dreams is hierarchical in the arrangement of psychological motivation (Van de 
Castle, 1971). An alternative perspective to Indian beliefs was the Greek view of 
dreams, which depicted the sleeping person being visited by dream figures in the form 
of ghosts and Gods, who entered the room of the sleeper through the keyhole. 
Moreover, during the fifth century BC, the idea was established that the soul could 
leave the body and visit with the Gods. Interestingly, Chinese theories on dreams took 
the concept of the soul leaving the body further, dating back to roughly 640 AD. The 
Orientals subsequently believed that dreams are internally sourced and are associated 
with the dreamer’s soul. Moreover, they distinguished between the material soul, 
which ceases with the bodies death and the spiritual soul, known as the hun. The hun 
was said to be involved with dreams and while separated from the body during sleep it 
could communicate with spirits or the souls of the dead (Woods, 1947).
The ancient Inca people of South America, date back to approximately 1440 
AD and they were a deeply religious people. The Incas’ used dreams to contact the 
supernatural before any important decision was to be made, as part of a ritual of 
divination (Ember et al., 2002). Equally, more contemporary religious perspectives 
too hold conceptions of dreams. For example, in the bible dreams and visions are 
referred to in approximately seventy passages. Additionally, Judaism represented in 
The Talmud, which was written between 600 and 200BC, documents Rabbi Hista’s 
proclamation that an uninterpreted dream is like an ‘unread letter’. Rabbi Hista also 
suggested that bad dreams were more beneficial than good dreams, as the pain which 
they caused would motivate the dreamer to prevent their fulfilment. Furthermore, 
within the Koran, information was revealed to Mohammed through dreams and 
Mohammed would ask his disciples every new day about their dreams, offering 
interpretations (Van de Castle, 1971).
Arguably, it is important to highlight ancient perceptions of dreams, so that we 
can know how our perceptions have evolved through time, which indeed may point to
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future trends in the conceptualisation of dreaming. Western civilization may feel 
apprehensive to entertain some ancient understandings of dreaming. However, it could 
be countered that some concepts have been carried over to modem times; such as the 
belief that dreams contain important information. This has been particularly the case 
within psychotherapy, where dreams have been thought of as an important part of the 
insight-orientated therapeutic process.
Dreams and psychotherapy
Perception and understanding of dreams ranges widely between theoretical 
orientations, as well as between psychologists’. Thus, some of the eminent schools of 
thought relating to dream-work will be discussed in the next section, including 
psychoanalytic, existential and gestalt therapy.
Perhaps the most prominent figure within psychology to bring dreams to the 
fore was Sigmund Freud. Freud (1900) advocated that dreams represent disguised 
information which exists in the dreamer’s unconscious. Unconscious dream material 
was thought, by Freud, to be too disturbing to become conscious, often representing 
unsatisfied unconscious wishes, usually sexual. Therefore, only coded or symbolic 
unconscious material can break through into dream-content in order for wish- 
fulfilment to be indulged. Freud referred to the remembered content of one’s dreams 
as the manifest dream and the underlying unconscious message of the dream as the 
latent dream.
Freud spent much time with clients endeavouring to interpret the latent 
material of their dreams, by means such as free association. Free association is a 
technique which aims to allow the client’s unconscious dream material to become 
conscious, by permitting the mind to wander and explore associations which are 
triggered by their dream content. For example, the therapist might break down the 
client’s manifest dream into small sections, even down to single words and the client 
would be asked to think of the first things which come to mind. For instance, if one 
were to dream of seeing a boat on the water, the dream could be deconstructed into 
something akin to: ‘boat’, ‘water’ and ‘boat on the water’. First one would hold the 
word ‘boat’ in mind and then see what associations the mind produced, such as: boat - 
fishing, seaside, sand, burrowing feet in the sand, holidays, family, arguments, and so
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on and so forth. Accordingly, this can be done with each component of the manifest 
content. Freud (1990) believed that dreams are “ ...the royal road to the unconscious” 
(p. 25) and that through free association; one can unlock secrets of the unconscious. 
Accordingly, Freud attributed great significance to dreams and endowed them with the 
capability to provide vast insight into the self.
Freud has been labelled a revolutionary within Psychology, although his 
material has, at times, been viewed as controversial; his impact upon psychology 
cannot be denied. Freud’s theory of the unconscious is still utilised within many areas 
of psychotherapy, not limited to psychoanalysis. Furthermore, Freud’s way of 
working with dreams, using free association, is also still used within modem 
psychoanalysis. However, Freud has been criticized on many counts, such as; his 
theory of the unconscious being extremely difficult to prove and thus it remains a 
supposition. Although the concept of the unconscious is widely acknowledged and 
used within psychology, to this day it remains unproven. Consequently, Freud’s work 
with dreams is based upon the theorised ‘existence’ of the unconscious. Freud’s work 
in general has also been criticised due to its over-emphasis on sex. However, What is 
interesting is that Freud’s concept of the unconscious holding disturbing material is 
not unlike ancient Greek beliefs depicted by Plato as the “ ... lawless wild beast nature 
which peers out in sleep.” (Lane, Lee & Lee, 2007, p. 572). Additionally, Freud’s 
contention that dreams provide insight into the self is similar to ancient Chinese 
beliefs that dreams provide insight into the soul, depending, of course, on how one 
defines the soul.
Similarly, Jung worked alongside Freud for some time, sharing in Freud’s 
fascination with dreams and assigning much importance to dream-work in therapy. 
However, their later divergence sent them in different directions. Where Freud would 
ask; what was the cause of the dream? Jung would ask; what is the meaning of the 
. dream? Ergo, where Freud would aim to pierce the latent dream-content to distinguish 
which unconscious wish was seeking fulfilment, Jung would work with the manifest 
content, which he believed to represent some conflict or complex within the dreamer. 
A complex can be described as a pattern of suppressed thoughts and feelings and Jung 
believed that the dreamer should look at the people in his dreams, because dream 
people are personifications of one’s own complexes. As such, they show our
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complexes at work in determining our attitudes, which in turn encourage our 
behaviours. For example if a conscious man denies thinking about kicking a cat, his 
complex may emerge in his dreams enacted by the shadow, an archetype discussed 
later. At the subjective level, as Jung calls it, an analyst may search for dreamer's 
qualities projected onto other dream persons, highlighting parts of the dreamer which 
have perhaps received little attention. At the objective level, the manifest dream can 
offer another point of view to the dreamer, for example, if one dreams of a person who 
they regard as ‘good’ who is acting out of character, this allows the dreamer to 
discover their true relation to the character.
Jung (1945) proclaimed that the structure of a manifest dream is similar to that of 
a drama and within it contains all the necessary information. The drama was said to 
comprise of four different stages:
1) Exposition: The opening scene.
2) Development: Emergence of the plot
3) Culmination: Something significant occurs.
4) Lysis: The result or solution of the dream’s action.
Jung considered the lysis to be the most important part of the dream because 
within this is the dreamers solution. To interpret a dream, Jung (1974) used the 
method of amplification. This involves elaborating on a dream image in order to find 
its significance through association. However, in contrast to Freud’s method of free 
association, Jung encouraged his clients to stay close to the manifest dream content 
rather than wandering away from it. During amplification, the analyst enables the 
client to go further than their personal dream-content to the wider implications of their 
material; in so doing, the client feels less alone and locates their personal neurosis 
within humanity's universal suffering. This leads on to Jung’s assertion that dreams 
are also an expression of collective generic experiences, which refer to basic life 
difficulties and emerge in terms of symbols and myths but are thoughts and memories 
shared by all humanity. The analyst of dreams must therefore be familiar with a 
variety of myths, religions, rituals and fairy tales in order to fully understand the 
meaning of dreams.
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Jung called the mythological motifs, which can be found in dreams archetypes and 
these can be described as the collectively inherited unconscious idea, pattern of 
thought or image universally present in individual psyches. Three examples of an 
archetype are the shadow; which can be represented as personified evil in fairytales, 
the mother; a concept which most are familiar with and the mandala; denoting a ritual 
or magic circle used in Lamaism and Tantric Yoga, representing a cosmological 
wholeness. These archetypes support Jung’s concept of the collective unconscious; 
which can be described as the sum of all experiences that the human race has acquired 
in its phylogenetic development. The notion of the collective unconscious has loosely 
been compared with the phenomenon of birds instinctively knowing how to make 
certain types of nests. Jung, similarly to Freud, believed the conscious element of a 
dream lies in the manifest dream and the unconscious element lies in the latent dream 
and thus, half conscious, half unconscious, the dream acts as a bridge between the 
known and the unknown.
Contemporary psychotherapy still holds Jung in high regard, with many analysts 
still conducting Jungian dream-work. Further to this, the concept that dreams portray 
parts of one’s self has also stood the test of time and is used within various 
psychological disciplines, such as Gestalt therapy. However, critiques have largely 
focused on Jung’s idea of the collective unconscious, as not only is it complex, this 
concept is also extremely difficult to prove. What is interesting about Jung’s theory of 
the collective unconscious is that it is said to transcend time and culture differences. 
For example the mandala can be seen within many religions such as Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, Native American rituals and Aboriginal Australian 
rituals and its symbolism can be traced back to ancient times.
Another perspective on dreams is offered by existential psychology. Existential 
psychotherapy stems from a philosophical standpoint, which takes a 
phenomenological approach to human experience. Existentialism highlights the 
unique and isolated experience exclusive to the individual, in a sometimes hostile and 
apathetic world. This philosophy stresses that people are free and thus responsible for 
what they choose to do in life and how they fulfill their own potential. It is said that it 
is this responsibility for one’s self, which induces intense anguish.
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Dream-work within existential psychology is in contrast to approaches of the likes 
of Freud and Jung, as dreams are viewed plainly as an expression of human existence. 
Therefore, Condrau (1991) suggests that there is no need to explore latent dream- 
thoughts, or to interpret on the subjective-objective level, as what is important is 
where the dreamer is located, what they encounter and how they react to this within 
the dream, van Deurzen (2002) goes on to say that through the discussion of dreams, 
one can establish what is most important to the dreamer, as well as what they are 
most afraid of. van Deurzen (2002) describes this eloquently by saying: “The dream is 
like a microcosm inhabited by the same intentions and worries as the client’s actual 
world” (p. 145).
The concerns of dreaming are viewed to be rooted in and refer to an existential 
dilemma, which is hidden in the concrete difficulties of waking life and represented in 
the concrete dream events (Carder & Jaenicke, 2008). Within existential 
psychotherapy, the aim of dream-work is to aid the client to distil the essential 
meaning from their dream experience. What is of imperative importance is for the 
client to assign their own meaning to their dream, van Deurzen (2002) describes a 
process of dream-work, which begins with simplifying the client’s dream-story and 
summing up its basic action in one sentence. This process can help to distil the story 
into its most basic metaphor, highlighting fundamental motivations, aspirations and 
fears. The second part of this process is what van Deurzen (2002) calls amplification; 
however, this is operationalised differently to Jung’s use of the term. Amplification in 
this instance refers to examining the four levels of experience represented in the 
dream, these are: the physical dimension, the social dimension, the personal 
dimension and the spiritual dimension. The physical dimension is simply the client’s 
relationship to the physical world and can be represented in a dream through, for 
example, the location of the dreamer. The personal dimension is the client’s 
relationship to themselves, which can be evidenced in dreams through the dreamer’s 
feelings. The social dimension is the client’s relationship to society and ‘others’ more 
generally and can be embodied in dreams as people, or more abstract representations 
of culture, such as books. Finally, the spiritual dimension does not necessarily refer to 
religion but to the relationship the client has to their values, beliefs, abstract and 
metaphysical aspects of living. Clients’ values and beliefs can therefore be seen in
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dreams, for instance in the way they react to certain dream-situations, which can 
reveal their existential attitude to themselves and the world.
Existential psychology has its roots in philosophy, in the good company of famous 
existential philosophers such as Martin Heidegger and Jean-Paul Sartre. The 
existential movement breathed life into phenomenology and is still used extensively to 
date. However, existentialism has been critiqued on its overemphasis on the dark side 
of existence. Interestingly, ancient Indian Buddhism saw Siddhartha Gautama (563- 
483 BC) reach his own ‘existential truth’, that life is suffering (Armstrong, 1993). 
This might remind one of Sartre’s assertion that it is only through suffering that a man 
can develop himself (Thody, 1964). Thus, it can be said that existential philosophy 
shares similarities with some ancient conceptions.
Moving on to, some might say, a more active approach to dream-work, Fritz Peris 
(1893-1970) coined the term Gestalt therapy, which is a German word for a 
configuration or pattern, so unified as a whole that it cannot be described as a sum of 
its parts. An example of a Gestalt is something which can be perceived in more than 
one way, such as an optical illusion. Like existential psychotherapy, Gestalt therapy 
takes a phenomenological approach, with therapeutic work based in the ‘here-and- 
now’ lived experience. In fact, Gestalt therapy is all about experience, which is why 
comparatively little literature has been written on the subject; the best way to truly 
absorb Gestalt therapy is to experience Gestalt therapy.
The aim of Gestalt therapy is to achieve insight and awareness into the self and to 
discover the parts of the self which have been repressed by the conscious mind, so that 
these parts can be reincorporated into the self. It is believed that dreams are messages 
from the unconscious and that dreams contain the disowned parts of the self projected 
onto others. So far, this concept does not sound too dissimilar from psychoanalytic 
theory, yet when the practical therapy begins, the distinction is clear. Within Gestalt 
therapy, the client is aided to re-visit their disowned parts or feelings expressed 
through the dream and re-experience them. After a client has described their dream in 
the present tense they are encouraged to become parts of the dream through role-play. 
Moreover, conversation can take place between different parts of the dream. For
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example, if one were to dream of a cat chasing a mouse one may be asked to become 
the cat and talk as the cat. Additionally, one can shift between roles and become the 
mouse next and even continue a dialogue between the two characters by intermittently 
swapping roles. This method can also be used with physical parts of the client. For 
example, if a client is tapping their foot while talking, a Gestalt therapist may invite 
them to ask their foot what it wants to say and then to swap roles and talk as their foot.
Downing and Marmorstein (1973) adduce that there are five personality layers 
which must be worked through before one can arrive at the truly authentic, alive, 
experiencing, expressive person that one can be. The first layer is the cliché layer; this 
level is related to superficial socializing, such as politely asking people how they are 
with no real interest in their answer. The second layer is the synthetic or ‘games- 
playing’ layer; this is concerned with acting out games and social roles such as, the 
good girl, the boss game and the top-dog, bottom-dog game. Downing suggests that 
this is the most dangerous level as people are not viewed as human beings but as roles. 
The third level is the neurotic layer or ‘impasse’ and this is exactly how it sounds, the 
person cannot pass and is stuck; this level has some awareness but there is confusion 
about how to deal with contradictions and self-discoveries. The fourth layer is the 
implosive or ‘death’ layer; fear of the impasse is now truly felt and all defenses have 
been abdicated, one is in touch with the core of neurosis. The fifth and final layer is 
the explosive or ‘life’ layer; the energy which had been previously trapped inside 
starts moving and explodes as one makes contact with the real self (Downing & 
Marmorstein, 1973). These are the stages which, Gestalt therapist. Downing aimed to 
guide his client’s to work through by re-experiencing their dreams.
Gestalt therapy is one of the more creative therapies, which has provided new 
ways of experiencing and getting back in touch with one’s self. However, this 
approach may not be appropriate for all clients; in fact, many clients may be put off by 
the seeming absurdity of say having a conversation with their own foot. Thus, this 
may dissuade some clients from seeking benefit from this style of therapy.
Thus far, it can be seen how dreams can be understood differently according to the 
type of dream, the time in which the dream takes place, the school of thought or the
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person who perceives the dream. However, another dimension to the understanding of 
dreams relates to culture and how this can affect how dreams are perceived.
A culture-specific conception of dreams
Having looked at some of the ways in which dreams have been conceptualised 
and used within westernised civilisation, let us now briefly look at how dreams can be 
perceived within non-westemized cultures. For example, the Sonenekuinaji are an Ese 
Eja community of 90 people living in a tributary of the Madre Dios River, Peru. 
Peluso (2004) investigated the Ese Eja people, who believe that people have 
individual eshawa (spirits), which interact with other eshawa (the spirit world) in 
dreams and has the ability to “...transform spirit, human, and animal forms as well as 
to take multiple and singular forms and to move between them.” (Peluso, 2004, p. 
109). The Ese Eja suggest that it is not us whom perceive reality but reality which 
perceives us, through multiple forms of eshawa. Moreover, States (2003) suggests that 
the imagery quality of dreams pertains to the belief that dreams impart knowledge. 
Therefore, dreaming is thought to be linked to the invisible world of eshawa; all 
eshawa are eyamikekwa (shamans), or rather, the eyamikekwa have the power of 
eshawa. Thus dreams are said to be springs of knowledge and pathways of 
communication between multiple worlds, which divuldge information (Riches, 1995). 
This way of thinking about dreams as being pathways to another world can be 
compared to psychoanalysis, as Jacobs (2006), when talking about peoples inner 
worlds, ascertained that: “Dreams and nightmares reveal the surface of this hidden 
world.” (p. 92).
The Ese Eja contend that dreams are important for perceiving the future and 
also the present (Kracke, 1993). In some dreams the dreamer is able to take control of 
the dream and become aware of their surroundings, which fits the description of what 
Western society might call a lucid dream. The Ese Eja tell of how they have learned 
about specific uses of plants which aid or cause illness through dreams. Thus, learning 
through the acquisition of knowledge in dream reality means that dreams are taken 
very seriously by the Ese Eja and can be perceived as literal, metaphorical or 
prophetic (Peluso, 2004).
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The notion of eshawa intimates a distorted line between dreaming and waking 
realities, however, this by no means suggests that the Ese Eja cannot tell the difference 
between waking and dreaming worlds. Gregor (1981) postulates that dreams lay 
between what is self and what is not-self. Dreams therefore provide insight into the 
philosophical and epistemological and “...they remind us that just as in the temporal- 
historical times of yawaho nee nee [a long time ago], transformation between multiple 
worlds is still possible.” (Peluso, 2004, p. 116). For the Ese Eja, just as one’s dreams 
connect to diverse realities, so do people's eshawa. Peluso (2004) advocates that such 
an outlook depicts the ability for dreams to cross uncertain boundaries of self, 
community, and other.
Peluso (2004) provides a relatively open-minded account of the culture of the 
Ese Eja and offers a novel glimpse into a specific cultures perception of the universal 
phenomenon of dreaming. However, although Peluso recounts the Ese Eja’s 
proclamation that they have learnt from dreams, such as certain plants which cure 
illness; it is not made explicit if these were first-hand accounts from the dreamers or 
potential myths passed down from generation to generation.
Moving onto another culture-specific picture of dreams, the natives of the 
Caribbean island of Dominica proclaim the dream as Ta konpanyi la nuif (the 
companion of the night). Although the Dominicans are quite some distance from the 
Sonenekuinajis’ of Peru, there are similarities between these two cultures with regard 
to the significance of dreams. George-Joseph and Smith (2008) studied this culture 
and what dreams mean to the people of Dominica. The research suggests that belief in 
dreams is grounded in diverse cultural influences, including those of the French, West 
African, British, and the dogmas of the Roman Catholic Church. Myths and truths are 
interwoven within this society to create an unwritten lexicon of dream-symbol 
interpretation. However, native interpretations of dreams have not been scientifically 
validated, which is what George-Joseph and Smith’s (2008) study aimed to do; 
consequently, they found that practical, historical, and psychological data were found 
to resonate with these traditional Dominican interpretations. The study goes into some 
detail of many dream symbols and their meanings, some of which will be touched on 
briefly.
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The islanders of the Dominican have a unified way of interpreting dreams, for 
example, dreaming of green bananas is said to correspond to prosperity for the 
dreamer. In actuality, green bananas are the biggest proportion of the islands export 
and maintainer of Dominican economy. Furthermore, conventional symbolism 
categorizes fruits as emblems of earthly desires (Stevens, 1999). Henceforth, the 
Dominicans interpretation of green bananas as an indication of prosperity, displays a 
rational explanation for the symbol of green bananas, which may be embedded within 
the unconscious. George-Joseph and Smith’s (2008) research suggest that the peoples 
of the Dominican do not reject science and welcome modem theories but retain their 
belief in the supernatural. While the island is open to science, ‘facts’ and ‘truth’ 
remain relative and they continue to enjoy myths, magic and enchantment in search of 
their own personal truths.
A dream, within Dominican culture, is seen as a personal myth, which 
delineates private thoughts, emanating from the dreamer’s internal world. Cirlot 
(1962) contends that what a myth symbolises for any one culture, in any given 
moment of history, is represented for the individual in the symbolic image of dreams. 
Interestingly, this shares commonalities with Jung’s (1974) theory of archetypes 
within the collective unconscious and may in fact offer support for this conjectural 
cross-cultural phenomenon.
Western civilisation largely pertains to science, as opposed to the supernatural; 
which can be evidenced by a steady decline in faith in organized Religions (Altemeyer 
2004). Moreover, Within Western society, belief in the supernatural is regarded by 
many as primitive and is essentially abandoned in exchange for science. Interestingly, 
it seems George-Joseph and Smith (2008) demonstrated that many of these ‘primitive’ 
interpretations of dreams appear to be compatible with psychology. On the other hand, 
it could also be argued that one can impose interpretations on many things but this 
does not make them ‘scientific’. However, interpretations within psychoanalysis have 
been critiqued for the very same reason. It could also be argued that reversely, it has 
been these ‘primitive’ beliefs which have provided support for science; as similar 
primitive views date back to ancient times and have endured the ages, demonstrating 
their robustness across time.
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Having looked at how select cultures view dreams, in comparison with 
Western civilisation, I would like to remind the reader that this is merely an overview; 
there are many more cultures with various culture-specific perceptions of dreams. 
However, to reassure the reader, recent research carried out by Domhoff and 
Schneider (2008) explored the similarities and differences in dream content at cross- 
cultural, gender and individual levels. The results of this study indicate that dream 
content might be more universal than most researchers comprehend and individual 
differences are less noticeable than previously assumed. With this in mind, the next 
part of this paper will draw attention to a more ‘scientific’ understanding of dreams in 
general.
Neuropsychological view of dreams
Sleep and dreaming have been explored through scientific research, observing 
elements such as sleep cycles and brain-regions active during sleep. According to 
research, there appears to be different types of sleep, which vary in quality and depth 
throughout the sleep cycles; Pinel (2008) advocates that there are four stages of sleep. 
During the first stage of sleep electroencephalogram (EEG) waves are low-voltage 
and high-frequency, which is comparable to being awake. Stage two sleep EEG has a 
higher amplitude and lower frequency. Stage three sleep EEG portrays the occurrence 
of sporadic delta waves, which are large and slow. Stage four sleep EEG is dominated 
by delta waves. Thereafter, the sleeper goes backward through the sleep stages and 
returns to stage one. The return to stage one is where rapid eye movement (REM) 
sleep takes place, where the eyes rotate in their sockets, and thus the cycle continues 
to repeat itself throughout sleep.
Sleep can be further divided into two types, REM sleep and non-REM 
(NREM) sleep. A night’s sleep alternates between REM sleep and NREM sleep, with 
bouts of REM usually lasting five - thirty minutes and occurring approximately every 
sixty - ninety minutes (Carskadon and Dement, 1994; Hobson, 1999). According to 
research REM sleep has largely been associated with dreaming (McCarley, 1995). 
More recent investigations support this finding, concurring that 70-95% of sleep 
subjects reported dreaming when awakened from the REM sleep stage, as opposed to 
the NREM stage, which incurred dreaming of only 5-10% (Solms, 2000). Compared
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with stages three and four slow wave sleep, REM sleep characteristics include 
increases in cerebral activity, such as blood flow and neural firing proliferating to 
waking status in many people; there can also be a growth in autonomic nervous 
system activity. REM sleep has been referred to as paradoxical sleep; the paradox 
being that even though the sleeper is asleep, the total activity of the brain is as great as 
or even greater when compared with the brain activity of being awake (Jouvet, 1975). 
Moreover, paradoxical sleep makes up approximately 25% of our sleep (Pinel, 2008). 
Therefore this raises intriguing questions about what the mind is doing while asleep, 
what function it serves and what meaning can be ascertained from the dream-images 
produced in REM sleep. Mazur, Pace-Schott, & Hobson (2002) propose that dreams 
are merely a by-product of activity in brain regions engaged during sleep. However, if 
this is the case, why should brain activity equate or exceed normal waking brain 
functioning during REM sleep?
Many researchers have suggested that REM sleep is associated with memory, 
in terms of storage and organization, such as Stickgold and Walker (2005). However, 
Vertes and Seigel (2005) refute this on the basis of evidence that REM sleep 
strengthens memory being unconvincing. For example, Vertes and Eastman (2000) 
argue that many studies which fail to support a mnemonic (relating to memory) 
function of REM sleep have been omitted. Even more interestingly, Vertes and 
Eastman (2000) have pointed out that many patients who take certain antidepressant 
drugs, which block REM sleep for months, encounter no overt memory problems. 
Much research has been conducted on REM deprivation, such as Brunner et al.’s 
(1990) study, which found that REM deprived participants displayed a REM rebound, 
where they would experience more than their usual amount of REM sleep for the next 
two or three nights. This suggests that REM sleep is regulated separately from NREM 
sleep and indeed has its own special function. However, this function is not yet 
understood in a concrete way which can be agreed on.
Some theories on why we dream
Activation-synthesis theory (Hobson, 1989, cited in Eiser, 2005) suggests that 
information supplied to the cortex throughout REM sleep is predominantly random 
and the cortex attempts to make sense of these signals, which results in dreaming.
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Although this theory does not entirely refute Freud’s (1900) avocations of the 
meaningfulness of dreams, it simply suggests that the meaning can be found in how 
one makes sense of the signals in the created dream. The main criticism of this model 
is that it provides no account for why NREM sleep should not incorporate the random 
firing of neurons and also lead to dreams.
Another theory for why we sleep is the default theory (Home, 2000), which 
postulates that there are three types of states which the brain switches between, 
NREM sleep, which is difficult to stay in continuously, wakefulness, if there is a 
bodily need such as hunger to take care of and REM sleep, which is the default 
setting. Intriguingly, this theory suggests that REM sleep and wakefulness have many 
similarities, which is supported by research (Nykamp et al., 1998). This theory may 
also explain why the brain is so active during REM sleep. However, although this 
theory provides an explanation for why we switch between NREM, REM and wakeful 
states, it does not explicitly account for the purpose of dreaming.
The threat-simulation hypothesis (Revonsuo, 2000) of dreaming is largely 
based on the work of Darwin (1995) and argues that the purpose of dreams and the 
reason why dreaming has evolved is for the rehearsal of threatening scenarios, in order 
to prepare individuals’ for real-life threats. Ergo, dreaming exists because it has been 
naturally selected across generations to function as preparation for human beings to 
rehearse for potential danger. This is an evolutionary theory which has received much 
support (Hall & Van de Castle, 1966; Snyder, 1970; Strauch & Meier, 1996), 
suggesting that the majority of dreams are mostly made up of negative emotions or 
threatening situations. This theory also bears resemblance to Rabbi Hista’s assertion 
that bad dreams are of benefit so as to cause the dreamer to prevent their fulfilment. In 
contrast, Zadra, Desjardins, and Marcotte (2006) raise questions regarding the 
recurrent dream and propose that this phenomenon opposes the threat-simulation 
hypothesis.
From the predominant scientific view of the dreaming experience, there are 
others who move towards a more abstract conception of dreaming. Although and
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arguably, quantum mechanics can be said to propose a scientific explanation for 
dreaming, it is based more in the metaphysical realms of conception.
Quantum mechanics and dreams
Having inspected some relatively straightforward academic and scientific 
theories on dreaming, let us now adjust our gaze to the more abstract of scientific 
postulations. To this end, the question is raised as to what happens when quantum 
physics meets the concept of consciousness? In quantum mechanics, time does not 
function the same way as our waking world. Past, present, and future become 
amalgamated and random on the quantum level. Events seemingly occur in a chaotic 
and unpredictable manner, slipping in and out of time, and possibly universes. These 
characteristics appear to describe dreams strikingly well. As mentioned hitherto, brain 
activity while sleeping remains high and thus Wolf (1990) theorises that our minds 
may be tuned to interacting on multiple levels of reality during this time:
If the parallel universes of relativity are the same as those of quantum theory 
the possibility exists that parallel universes may be extremely close to us, 
perhaps only atomic dimensions away but perhaps in a higher dimension of 
space— an extension into what physicists call superspace, (p. 24).
Wolf (1990) contends that contemporary neuroscience may depict the close 
proximity of parallel worlds to our own via the study of things such as, altered states 
of awareness, schizophrenia and lucid dreaming. Furthermore, concepts of parallel 
worlds provide explanations for these phenomena. Therefore, perhaps when one 
sleeps, consciousness detaches if  s self from the sleepers reality, making it possible to 
visit or glimpse parallel worlds. The images we see in dreams, some familiar and 
some obscure, may therefore be of beings and things existing in alternate realities; 
making it possible to see one’s self operating in another dimension. This could 
account for why, for example; houses, people or even one’s self in a dream may seem 
familiar but have subtle or obvious differences. Ergo our dreams may be ‘reality’, 
even if it is not one’s own.
The quantum mechanical perspective on dreams offers an explanation for 
prophetic dreams, which can be understood and conceivably even offer support for
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this theory. A quantum mechanical theory on dreaming postulates that the direction of 
time may have no significance or power over where or even how ones consciousness 
travels in dreams. Wolf (1990) suggests that the future and the past, as long as they 
exist, are both valid destinations for ones exploration, offering an explanation for 
prophetic dreams, which Wolf (1990) suggests have been reported by a large number 
of people. Ergo, prophetic dreams may take place in a future which could be similar to 
the one that is ultimately experienced. Furthermore perhaps this theory also offers an 
explanation for the experience of déjà vu? (Phillips, 2009).
The quantum mechanical theory of why we dream is an exciting idea to 
masticate, however, for many it is difficult to digest. Interestingly, the idea of our 
unconscious communicating with other worlds has similarities with ancient Greek 
beliefs that the soul leaves the body, takes trips or visits with the Gods. Many 
quantum physicists are antirealists and believe that there is no such thing as an 
objective reality. Therefore, those from a realist standpoint may automatically take 
exception to this theory. Furthermore, this metaphysical theory of dreams is 
something which is highly difficult to test; how does one go about proving that our 
unconscious taps into parallel universes while we sleep? Thus, akin to Freud’s notion 
of the unconscious, and Jung’s theory of the collective unconscious, at this point in 
time this theory remains abstract and theoretical. On the other hand, when Freud 
(1900) first published ‘The Interpretation of Dreams’, he was disparaged by the 
academic world and yet over one hundred years later this book is still considered of 
paramount importance to psychotherapy. Therefore, it can be seen how, in the 
vernacular of quantum mechanics, the past is present and the present is past; entwined 
together and brought forward into the future. With this in mind, this literature review 
will touch upon some ‘modem’ conceptions of dreaming.
Modern thoughts on dreams
Research by Solms et al. (2007) advocates that aspects of Freud's 
phenomenological account of the dreaming mind are highly consistent with current 
neuroscientific data, rather than psycho-neurological postulations, such as the 
activation-synthesis theory (Hobson, 1989). This may indicate that dreams are more 
than merely a product of sleep; which could explain why a concrete understanding of
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the biological function of dreaming has not been obtained. Furthermore, up to date 
research on dreams illustrates that people continue to believe that dreams contain 
‘hidden truths’. It seems that even the lack of scientific evidence for this cannot strip 
away people’s ‘mystical’ beliefs about the phenomenon of dreaming. When 
Morewedge and Norton (2009) studied Eastern and Western cultures the results 
suggested that: “People engage in motivated interpretation of their dreams and that 
these interpretations impact their everyday lives.” (p. 1). Morewedge and Norton’s 
(2009) findings suggest that, despite disagreement between academics, laypeople hold 
the belief that dreams provide meaningful insight into both themselves and their 
world. Furthermore, within the psychotherapeutic domain, psychoanalytic therapists 
were generally seen to display a very positive attitude towards working with clients’ 
and their own dreams (Hill et al., 2008). Therefore, despite a lack of consensus on the 
function of dreaming, what does seem to be agreed on by the general public and 
psychoanalytic therapists is that dreams can hold insight.
Discussion
Morewedge and Norton’s (2009) study highlights how, despite scientific 
movement into a world which can be sceptical of much which appears ‘mystical’; 
strands of ancient beliefs regarding dreams can be seen as somewhat intertwined with 
modem theories. For example, the modem belief that dreams contain meaning and 
information can be traced back to ancient times and non-Westemised cultures. After 
years of research into dreams, with regard to the lack of unanimity, it could be argued 
that not a great deal more is known today about the function of dreaming. However, 
with regard to counselling psychology, is it necessarily imperative that the function of 
dreaming be known? One could propose that perhaps it is not. To qualify this 
statement, one only has to ask a client what their dreams mean to them.
The ‘function’ of dreaming can be said to be tied to context, as well as the 
individual. For example, a psychotherapist might understand their dream as a message 
from the unconscious and a neuroscientist might understand their dreams as activity in 
the brain. However, each individual will understand their dream subjectively, as 
meaning can be said to be filtered through one’s own unique experiences in the world. 
Therefore, one’s dream can act as a medium through which one’s experience, attitudes
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and beliefs can be brought to the fore. This provides fertile ground for exploration 
within counselling psychology and offers an opportunity to explore clients’ 
phenomenology, without making assumptions. Therefore, I propose that the ‘function’ 
of dreaming within the context of counselling psychology is to offer a platform for 
exploration.
Staying with the experiential nature of dreams is something which is important 
to counselling psychology. Though counselling psychologists may not always share 
their clients’ beliefs, they may not necessarily need to, just as it may not be necessary 
for a unified consensus on the function of dreaming. However, what is it important is 
that clients’ beliefs are ‘accepted’ (Rogers, 1980). Therefore, this literature review 
promotes the phenomenological exploration of dreams and therefore poses questions 
for future research based on the experiences of individuals and counselling 
psychologists, both regarding how they understand and use their dreaming 
experiences.
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APPENDIX A
Self Reflection
My desire to study dreams comes from my own personal fascination with 
them. Dreams have always intrigued me, not only my own dreams but also other 
people’s. As a novice, I have often attempted informal interpretation of dreams 
through what they mean to the dreamer as well as through motifs, which I have now 
come to understand as archetypes (Jung, 1974).
Through conducting my literature review on dreams, I have had the 
opportunity to learn more about dreams, which I am thankful for. I found that I share 
similar ideas to Jung’s conception of dreams. However, I have taken something away 
with me from all of the perspectives I have studied. I share Freud’s view that dreams 
are the work of the unconscious, although not always representing sexual wish 
fulfilment. I found many commonalities with Jung such as dream-figures representing 
one’s own complexes. I found the existentialist approach valuable, especially with 
regard to making the dreamer the authority on their own dream, teasing out what it 
means to them. Additionally, I really admire the creative way in which Gestalt therapy 
works with dream material.
My fear was that my literature review might portray my preferences, which I 
aimed to avoid as much as possible. For example, I perceived much concurrent 
support for Jung’s work, as his conception of dreams is most similar to my own. 
However, I attempted to withhold some of my thoughts on this to avoid presenting a 
biased review of the literature. Furthermore, I experienced a tension within myself 
while attempting to present a scientific and logical overview, which triggered my 
personal frustrations of living in a ‘fact’ driven world. My personal premise is that 
reality is unique to the individual and is thus subjective; hence this is why the term 
‘fact’ makes me uncomfortable. I tried to overcome this by being congruent with the 
reader in my discussion, where my personal views become apparent. I also decided to 
work this into the literature review as a theme by commenting on how ancient beliefs 
still appear to alive today, despite scientific debate.
I was unsure about including the quantum mechanical view of dreams for 
similar reasons as above, that it may seem rather abstract to many appetites. Although, 
I realise that at times T  may seem that way to people also. Being rather abstract and
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open-minded is something which I consider as tied to my character and I believe that 
this can aid me to understand and enter clients’ worlds. However, I fear that realist 
perspectives may not be so accepting if I utilise this approach in a literature review. 
Therefore, my goal was to strike a balance between subjectivity and objectivity, the 
metaphysical and the scientific, etc. which felt true to myself and would be useful for 
readers. I hope that I achieved this; in any case I enjoyed writing the literature review.
On a more personal note, I have been inspired recently by having the fantastic 
opportunity of visiting Petruska Clarkson’s library. Within her extensive collection I 
found many works on ancient Egyptian writings, science fiction, as well as the occult, 
to name a few. I felt awestruck that a woman so well renowned for her contribution to 
psychology was also actively interested in the ‘mystical’ side of life. This makes sense 
when one considers her concept of transpersonal relationship (Clarkson, 2003), which 
is mystical in its very definition. Although I never had the opportunity of meeting 
Petruska Clarkson, while inside her library I felt close to her in a way which I can’t 
explain. This provided me with more confidence to reveal some of my more 
‘mystical’ curiosities, which I am truly grateful for.
Due to my personal frustration that science presents only a narrow version of 
the world, my original research question was going to be: ‘Why hasn’t science been 
able to explain why we dream?’ and offer this question to the public. However, this 
directly contradicted my contention that one should stay close to clients’ experience of 
a dream. Therefore, this was an indicator to me that unless I acknowledged my own 
frustrations and biases and put these to the side, the literature review was in danger of 
becoming more about venting my frustration than about providing a useful overview 
of the subject.
This literature review has consumed my time and thoughts for quite some time 
now but I believe that it represents where I am at, at this present moment in time. I 
believe that it portrays my willingness to learn from other points of view, while being 
aware and accepting of my own ideas and biases. One could argue that arguing for 
open-mindedness to mysticism is imposing another doctrine upon people and perhaps 
they may be right. This is why within my future study I will aim to remain aware of 
my personal conception of dreaming while staying focused on the clients’ experience
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of dreaming. This, in essence, is why I have chosen a qualitative methodology, as I 
feel that it is best suited to staying with the clients’ experience, rather than imposing 
my own views. However, I will need to remain aware of my biases while interpreting 
the findings, as much as is possible and will most likely utilise an external examiner 
for this purpose.
Having researched the topic of dreams more objectively, as opposed to 
focussing only on my own personal preferences; I believe that I have become more 
confident and skilled in working with dreams with my clients. My frustration is that I 
will never know enough on this subject.
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APPENDIX B
Research Resources 
Sources Utilized
• World Wide Web 
—> Google
—> Google Scholarly articles
• Online Databases 
—* PsycINFO
PsycARTICLES
• Books
—»• Personal Collection
—> University of Surrey Library 
Word Wide Web
I used the Google search engine to begin my research, in order to gain an initial 
impression of what is known publically about dreams within psychology. My most 
fruitful search was achieved by using the words ‘dream’ and ‘psychology’. 
However, I was mindful not to include information in my literature review, which 
was not official or peer-reviewed.
Online Databases
I conducted my official research within PsycINFO by typing in words such as; 
dream, therapy, counselling, counseling, Freud, Jung, psychodynamic, 
psychotherapy, unconscious, culture, mystical, mysticism, etc. My most fruitful 
word-search on PsycINFO was gained simply by using the words ‘dream’ and 
‘interpretation’. This brought up a page where I could use many studies (print-out 
attached).
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Books
I was lucky enough to have books on dreams in my personal collection by the 
likes of Freud, Jung, Jacobs and Dostoevsky. The books which I didn’t possess; 
such as works by Downing, Hall, Peris, Rogers, Pinel, Van de Castle and Woods,
I found in the University library by searching on their online catalogue with words 
like ‘Dream’, ‘Gestalt’, ‘psychodynamic’, neuropsychology, etc. My most fruitful 
search was obtained by typing in ‘biopsychology’ (print-out attached).
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How do therapists perceive and work with their clients’ dreams? A qualitative
exploration
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Abstract
Background Dreams have been a subject of interest for humankind dating back 
to ancient times. However, despite Freud’s advances, bringing dreams to the 
fore within psychotherapy; there appears to be a paucity of contemporary 
research into how therapists perceive and work therapeutically with dreams. 
Methods Qualitative methodology was utilised in order to provide an account 
of therapists’ views on the dreaming experiences of their clients. Five 
therapists’ took part in semi-structured interviews regarding this subject and 
the data was analysed using Thematic Analysis (TA). A critical-realist position 
was adopted in order to accesses the circular relationship between ‘reality’ and 
discourse.
Results The results yielded three main themes: ‘Dreams as representations’, ‘In 
therapy’ and ‘Identity’.
Conclusions The findings of this study raise some potential conflicts for 
modem therapists’, such as how to maintain a balance between practical and 
creative therapeutic interactions, in a world perceived to becoming more 
practical.
Keywords: dreams, psychotherapy, qualitative, perception, therapeutic,
practice
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Introduction
Dreaming is a curious existential phenomenon, one which has perplexed the 
wisest of minds to the humblest. The word ‘dream’ can conjure different meanings for 
all of us; to some, it may represent a metaphor for life, a glimpse into our 
unconscious, or perceived as the brain processing information. Nevertheless, the 
experience of dreaming is something which happens to most. However, the ‘meaning’ 
of one’s dreams is subjective and can signify different things for different people. 
Therefore, this study aims to explore dreams through the perspective of five 
therapists’ in contemporary Western society and to investigate how dreams can be 
used therapeutically. Therapists’, as individuals, may have different perceptions of 
their clients’ dreams due to their personal philosophy, religion or theoretical 
orientation, etc. This is why it is important to explore therapists’ perception of dreams, 
as well as how they choose to work or not work with them. For example, how one 
perceives a dream may affect how one works therapeutically with it. Therefore, the 
term ‘perception’ aims to encapsulate therapists’ understanding, feelings and attitudes 
towards their clients’ dreams and how they might recognise dreams as relevant to their 
client.
Perhaps the most important figure within psychology to bring dreams to the 
fore was Sigmund Freud. Freud (1965/1900) advocated that dreams represent 
disguised information existing in the dreamers’ unconscious1. A way in which Freud 
worked with clients’ dreams was through a technique called free association. Free 
association, for Freud, was a way into the client’s unconscious by inviting the client to
1 Freud suggests that the unconscious mind is a reservoir of feelings, thoughts, urges, and memories 
that are outside of conscious awareness.
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focus on a dream or a dream segment, while the client allows their minds to wander 
and to voice any associations which come to mind. Similarly, Jung worked alongside 
Freud for some time, assigning much importance to dream-work in therapy. However, 
their later divergence sent them in different directions. Where Freud would ask; what 
was the cause of the dream? Jung (1974) would ask; what is the meaning of the 
dream? Ergo, where Freud would aim to pierce the latent dream-content to distinguish 
which unconscious wish was seeking fulfilment, Jung would work with the manifest 
content, which he believed to represent some conflict or complex2 within the dreamer.
In contrast and diverging from Freud and Jung was Fritz Peris (1976) who 
coined the term Gestalt therapy. Gestalt therapy has its roots in existential philosophy 
and takes a phenomenological standpoint on dreams. Gestalt therapists use active and 
creative ways in order to bring the client’s dream alive in the here-and-now of 
psychotherapy; using methods such as asking the client to become parts of their dream 
and speak from each parts perspective.
Where Freud’s focus was on the unconscious meaning of a dream, Jung and 
Peris’s spotlight shone primarily on conscious dream-material. Moreover, Jung’s 
concept of dream-figures being personifications of the dreamer’s complexes 
resembles Peris’s concept of the dreamer projecting their suppressed thoughts or 
feelings onto parts of the dream. Regardless of whether or not dream-parts are thought 
to be acting out complexes or projected onto or even representing unconscious wishes, 
as Freud postulated; the point remains the same across these theories, that dreams can 
purportedly provide one with insight into the self. However, it is important to note that 
these types of therapy are not suitable for all clients. Sadock et al. (2007) suggests that
2 A complex can be described as a pattern of suppressed thoughts and feelings.
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clients appropriate for psychoanalysis are those who are psychologically minded3, and 
of, at least “...average intelligence” (pp. 924). Furthermore, Gestalt therapy may not 
feel comfortable for those who tend to be introverted. Therefore, individual 
differences play a part, pertaining not only to the matching of how a therapist and 
client might perceive a dream but also in the most comfortable and helpful way that 
the dream can be worked with.
It is necessary to note that although Freud, Jung and Peris are commonly the 
names which come to mind within psychology when speaking of dreams, this by no 
means suggests that these are the only schools of thought interested in dreams. 
Existential-Phenomenology (Boss, 1958, 1977; Craig & Walsh, 1993),
Psychosynthesis, (Loker, 1987), Focusing (Gendlin, 1986), client-centred therapy 
(Barrineau, 1992), psycho-drama (Della Chiesa, 1993), family therapy (Bynum, 
1993), group therapy (Ullman, 1996) individual psychology (Adler, 1936), family 
systems (Beck, 2005; Bynum, 1980, 1993; Kane, 1997; Kaplan, et. al., 1981), 
cognitive behavioural therapy (Freeman & Boyll, 1992), and modem psychoanalytic 
therapy (Weiss, 1993), also have ways of working therapeutically with dreams.
There appears to be a paucity of current literature on how dreams are 
understood and used by contemporary therapists. What little research exists consists 
largely of survey work. For example, Keller et al. (1995) surveyed therapists and 
found that 83% of participants worked with dreams in therapy, mostly utilizing 
Freudian or Gestalt techniques. What seemed to materialize from this study was that 
many participants did not introduce or discuss dreams unless the client initiated the 
conversation. Further, Schredl et al. (2000) surveyed experienced German therapists;
3 Coltart (1988) suggests assessm ent criteria to establish if clients are 'psychologically minded', 
consisting of factors such as; the capacity to provide a coherent history with appropriate affect.
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approximately half of participants were trained in psychoanalysis and the other half 
were client-centered, cognitive-behavioral, family, gestalt, or psychodramatic in 
orientation. Participants suggested that working with dreams within therapy 
considerably contributed to a successful therapeutic outcome. Further, it was found 
that psychoanalytic therapists were most likely to work with clients dreams.
Crook and Hill (2003) provided a more detailed account through a 
questionnaire design, regarding activities used by therapists when conducting dream- 
work within therapy. Participants rated themselves as relatively eclectic; however, 
with a stronger persuasion towards cognitive-behavioral therapy. Participants reported 
approximately 25% of their clients bringing dreams into therapy and spending an 
average of 8% of their time in therapy working on dreams. The research found that 
participants were more likely to work with dreams with clients who had worrying 
dreams or were interested in dream-work.
These studies can be considered to offer initial insight into therapists’ attitudes 
towards dreams, as well as going some way to exploring how therapists’ work with 
dreams within psychotherapy. Crook and Hill's (2003) research, is particularly 
advantageous due to the collection of explicit data regarding techniques used by 
therapists and some information about situations and clients with whom cognitive- 
behavioural therapists were more likely to use dreams. Using a questionnaire design 
may provide some insight into the topic of dreams. However, and arguably, survey 
methods can limit the quality of information which could be gathered through an 
interview and potentially miss the therapists personal experience of dream-work. A 
one-size-fits-all approach does not seem to fit with the idiosyncratic meaning which 
individuals can make from dreams and dream-work. Lempen and Midgley (2006) go
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some way to rectifying the limitation of survey designs by using interviews, as well as 
surveys. Research conducted by Lempen and Midgley (2006) investigated the use of 
dreams in psychoanalytic practice. Interestingly, more experienced therapists attached 
more importance to working with dreams than did inexperienced therapists.
To address the paucity of information on how therapists perceive and deal with 
their clients dreams during the psychotherapeutic encounter, this study adopts a 
qualitative approach. Qualitative methodologies are said to provide researchers with 
resources to produce participant-led research (Mason, 2002). Also Rees (1996) 
proposes that:
Qualitative research involves broadly stated questions about human 
experiences and realties, studied through sustained contact with people 
in their natural environments, generating rich, descriptive data that helps 
us to understand their experiences and attitudes, (p. 375).
This study aims to add to a body of research within the field of dreams in 
particular and psychotherapy in general. The objective is to provide a qualitative 
account of therapists’ views on the dreaming experiences of their clients. To such an 
extent the study asks: How do therapists perceive and work with their clients’ dreams?
To help answer this question semi-structured interviews were chosen as a 
method of data collection. Semi-structured interviews can be conducted with a 
relatively open framework, which allows conversational, two-way communication, 
although focused towards the subject at hand (Drever, 1995). Thematic Analysis (TA) 
was used to analyze the data. Braun and Clarke (2006) advocate that TA can offer a
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thick description of the data set, with little need for data-manipulation; allowing the 
data to tell its story. A critical realist (Willig, 1999) epistemological position was 
undertaken in order to analyze the data.
For those using TA, Braun and Clarke (2006), recommend that researchers 
state their epistemological position before undertaking research. Critical realism refers 
to the scientific pursuit of an objective ‘truth’ and maintains that people are bounded 
by a real physical and social world which can be ‘known’; however this view of the 
world may also be constructed by people and therefore be relative to each individual. 
This approach was chosen because it falls between essentialism and constructionism, 
in that, it accesses the circular relationship between ‘reality’ and discourse. For 
example, where essentialism argues that experience, meaning and the reality of 
individuals’ can be known, constructionism argues that meanings are constructed and 
are the effects of a variety of discourses functioning within society (Braun and Clarke, 
2006). Between these two opposing poles fits critical realism, which acknowledges 
the existence of dreams and how participants’ make meaning of these experiences, as 
well as how the wider social context can affect those meanings. Thus, from a critical 
realist standpoint, this research attempts to both reflect reality and how participants 
construct this reality (Braun and Clarke, 2006). What this means in practice is that the 
study will reflect participants perceptions of dreams and dream-work, while also 
bearing in mind, how this perception might be influenced by their personal 
philosophy, theoretical orientation and wider social circumstances.
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Method
Participants
The sample consisted of five experienced therapists from differing therapeutic 
orientations; pseudonyms have been used to maintain confidentiality, details follow 
below.
Mrs. A: is a female, integrative therapist, who’s most substantial training has been in 
psychosynthesis and is currently, working at a student counselling centre and private 
practice.
Mr. B: is a male systemic therapist, working with individuals, couples and families 
currently in the NHS and private practice.
Mr. C: is a male analytic therapist, who is also trained in group analysis and currently, 
working in the NHS and private practice.
Mr. D: is a male therapist, trained in Gestalt and psychodynamic therapy and works in 
private practice.
Mrs. E: is a female integrative therapist, leaning largely towards psychodynamic 
psychotherapy and currently working in private practice.
All participants’ were between the ages of forty - sixty. The sample was white 
European; mostly British. Mixed purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990) was used, which 
allows the researcher to utilize two different sampling methods in a purposeful way; 
employing the flexibility of opportunistic sampling and the access to good interview
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subjects’ though snowball sampling. The mixed sampling technique made it possible 
to make use of therapists’ within an existing accessible network, meeting the 
recruitment criteria, who then provided the connections to other appropriate 
therapists’. The recruitment criteria entailed: therapists in private practice, with at 
least five years experience in the field of psychotherapy.
Participants’ were invited to participate in this research via email, attached to 
the email was a Participant Information Sheet (See Appendix) and a copy of the 
Interview Schedule (See Appendix).
Procedure
Those who accepted the invitation were interviewed on a one-to-one basis, at 
their convenience; usually in the participant’s office. The rationale for conducting 
interviews in participants’ offices was due to Vischer’s (2008) contention that the 
primary component of psychological comfort is a sense of territory, such as an 
individual’s work-office. It was believed that this location would facilitate optimal 
conditions for an interview, with participants’ feeling at ease in their surroundings.
Participants’ were briefed on the nature of the research and provided with a 
paper copy of the Participant Information Sheet. After participants’ finished reading 
the information sheet, they were reminded of their right to withdraw at any time and 
the confidential nature of the interview. They were then asked to sign a consent form 
(see Appendix), so that the interview could be recorded and the information used for 
research purposes. Participants’ were informed that the interview would be semi­
structured and were given the list of questions which they would be asked. After
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consent was obtained and any questions participants’ had answered, the interview 
commenced. Interviews lasted approximately twenty to thirty-five minutes and were 
later transcribed (see Appendix).
Credibility of the study
It is important to note that researcher-effects are unavoidable in a study like 
this, from the conducting of interviews to the analysis and write-up of findings. The 
reflection section which accompanies this report acknowledges the role that 
researcher-subj ectivity played, adding to the credibility of the study, following 
qualitative researchers recommendations (Brown 2003).
Yardley’s (2000) principals, such as, transparency, coherence and rigour were 
also used as guidelines to ensure the credibility of this research. Transparency and 
coherence advocate the researcher displaying a thorough description of research 
procedures and data collection, followed by a logical presentation of this information. 
Rigour accounts for the diligence of the study and analysis carried out. Braun and 
Clarke (2006) propose that many of the disadvantages of TA “...depend more on 
poorly conducted analyses or inappropriate research questions...” (p. 96). Thus, this 
study aimed to conduct rigorous TA in alignment with Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 
stipulations.
Analysis
Transcripts were analysed using TA, following Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 
recommendations and an inductive approach was utilized to allow the data to tell its 
story. Data analysis involved six steps; the first step was the exploration of the data
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corpus, consisting of five interview transcripts. The second step entailed generating 
initial codes for interesting features of the data, in a methodical manner. Step three 
involved searching for themes which might best encapsulate the coded segments of 
data. After some preliminary themes and sub-themes had been generated, step four 
involved reviewing the themes. Through further review of how the main themes could 
best encapsulate the sub-themes; some of the preliminary themes were amended to fit 
with the coded sub-themes present in the data corpus. However, there were many 
different themes which could have been chosen and arguably, some of the sub-themes 
could fit into more than one main theme. The main themes which were finalized were 
deemed best at capturing the story the data described. Step five consisted of defining 
and naming the themes to generate clear definitions of what the data was perceived to 
be expressing. The final step six was to write up the report and to portray the study’s 
findings in concise and rational way.
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Results
The themes delineated from analysis are illustrated in Figure 1 and developed below:
Thematic Map
Dreams as rep­
resentations
In therapy Identity
Figure 1: Illustrates three main themes: ‘Dreams as representations’, Tn therapy’ and 
‘Identity’, as well as the sub-themes which correspond to each theme.
Overall and although participants varied in demographical and experiential 
background, some commonalities were teased from the data. Figure 1 portrays the 
three main themes developed from the data.
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► Dreams as representations
► In therapy
► Identity
These are defined as follows:
Dreams as representations
This main theme refers to the participants expressed understanding of what a 
dream can mean. Dreams can mean many different things to people and it is therefore 
not surprising that this also applies to those trained in psychotherapy. For example, 
participants defined dreams in various ways: as an opening to the client’s internal 
world, symbolic/metaphor, transference, recovered memories, projections and fortune- 
telling.
Within the main theme o f ‘dreams as representations’, participants reflected on 
their views of dreams. All participants perceived dreams as representing an opening to 
the internal world of the client. This ‘opening’ was seen as being able to take many 
forms. Mrs. E said:
“...ti? dream is like an opening, it really is the royal road to the 
unconscious...because it has already come from a guarded place... ”
This mode of thinking stems from psychoanalytic theory and suggests that 
dreams can illuminate a part of the clients’ internal world, which is thought to be 
inaccessible to the conscious mind. Therefore, what Mrs E implies is that dreams can
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provide a way into the more guarded parts of clients’ experience and bring these 
experiences to the fore in an acceptable form. Further, Mr. D talked about dreams 
carrying:
“...aspects or some hopes that the person finds quite difficult to 
articulate... ”
This suggests that dreams can also be understood as a way to convey factors 
that the client may not have the words to express consciously. Alternatively, this could 
also mean that dreams provide the opportunity to communicate something which may 
feel uncomfortable for the client to express overtly.
The symbolic and metaphorical nature of dreams was also portrayed by many 
participants. For example, Mr. D said:
“...basically if you're interested in the symbolic function or symbolic 
meaning then you will have an appreciation of dreams... ”
Mr D appears to imply that dream images may represent a part of the dreamer or 
the dreamer’s life in symbolic form. Thus, it seems that dreams can be conceived of as 
utilizing the symbolic function in order to present the client or the client’s issues 
through dream-material. Alternatively, this could also be conceptualized as allowing 
symbolic meaning to be attributed to the dream-material after the dream has taken 
place. A continuation of dreams utilizing the symbolic function was expressed by 
some as ‘metaphors’ for the client’s life. For example, Mr. B recalled a client’s dream 
about driving in the fog:
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“...that fear of being expected to be in control and somehow not crashing 
and there was a feeling about control and that something potentially awful 
could happen; which was a kind of metaphor for how his life was at the 
time, so they were powerful images really ”.
It seems that, for Mr B, dreams can be conceptualised as in some way 
representing parts of the client or the client’s life. It appears that this particular dream 
was interpreted by the therapist as a metaphor for how the client was feeling at the 
time but for Mr. B, a dream was used to explain a continuation of a life event:
“I f  someone has a fight with their boyfriend or something and then they 
have a dream about having a fight with their boyfriend (laugh)
Mr B implies that dreams can also offer obvious metaphors for the client’s life, 
which can be straightforward to interpret. Therefore, in general participants perceived 
dreams as representations of clients’ feelings and their life, communicated in symbolic 
and metaphorical forms, where information could be disguised or obvious to the 
dreamer.
A further understanding of dreams which seemed to be present in the data was 
the perception of a dream as transference. Transference stems from the psychoanalytic 
school of thought and delineates a repetition of the past, whereby thoughts or feelings, 
usually from childhood, are transferred to the therapist (Freud, 1912). Mrs. E said:
“...working in the transference, one develops a kind of courage about 
being able to see yourself in the dreams...which, when they’re brought to 
therapy, can often be about the psychotherapist”.
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Mrs E suggests that dreams can not only provide insight into the client but also 
into how the client might perceive the therapist and moreover, what kind of 
transferential figure the therapist might represent for the client. Mr C continued this 
line of thought stating:
“...072 the occasions where clients have brought a dream to me, I  have kept 
in the back of my mind that there might be a message for me... ”
Again, Mr C implies that dreams might offer a form of unconscious 
communication, which can potentially shed light on the transference relationship. 
Therefore, a dream can be conceptualised as relating, not only to the client, but also to 
the therapeutic relationship.
Some participants also suggested that dreams can represent recovered 
memories. Mr. B, when talking of a client who had a recurring dream, where he felt a 
presence behind him on the stairs, said:
“...the therapy had accessed lots of his memories that he had 
unconsciously forgotten but he does have this recurring dream quite 
often ”.
This suggests that not only can dreams be perceived as representing a client’s 
life but also dreams can be seen as relating to memories which may have been 
forgotten or repressed. Mrs E went on to say:
“...You do have to be very careful sometimes; I  remember a client who 
actually remembered some traumatic events, which she had repressed, 
through her dreams ”.
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Mrs E raises the awareness for caution within dream-work, as there are 
occasions where dream-material may relate to or represent repressed memories. 
Therefore, it appears that there are occasions where dreams can be taken more literally 
to represent lived experiences.
Some participants perceived dreams and dream-parts as projections; the term 
projection, stems from psychoanalytic traditions and is conceptualised, simply, as 
attributing one’s own repressed thoughts onto someone else (Freud, 1896). Mr. D 
said:
“Dreams might carry some sort of projections or aspects of that 
person...they come to awareness in this sort of modified dream-form ”.
Mr D indicates that he perceives dreams and dream-parts as illuminating less 
acknowledged or wanted parts of clients’ and bringing these into consciousness.
Another sub-theme which was noticed in the data was fortune-telling, which 
was expressed by some participants. Mr. B said:
“You know that expression ‘oh you’ve just broken my dream’, suddenly 
something will happen or someone will say something and it relates to 
something you’d forgotten you ’d dreamt about and it’s come true ”.
This seems to denote a more esoteric feeling regarding dreaming, implying that 
dreams can be perceived as holding important prophetic or intuitive information for 
the dreamer. Mrs A went on to say:
“You know, there have been times where 1 would dream about a client and when I ’d see 
them at our session, they would say something that was in my dream ”.
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Mrs A appears to be referring to something akin to the transpersonal 
relationship, which Clarkson (1995) describes as “ ...the spiritual or inexplicable 
dimensions of relationships in all forms of psychotherapy” (p. 18). This suggests 
that perhaps dreams might be a medium through which the transpersonal 
relationship can take place.
In therapy
This main theme encapsulates some of the different views, issues and 
approaches presented by participants regarding working with dreams within therapy, 
such as: considering whether to encourage or wait for clients to bring dreams, the 
possibility of demand characteristics (Ome, 1959), facilitating the client as expert, 
techniques used to explore a dream, insight attained from dream-work, decline in 
dream-work and a perceived dream-work renaissance.
Within the theme of ‘in therapy’, participants reflected on whether it was 
better to encourage or wait for dreams to be presented. Participants’ suggested that the 
normal course of action would be to wait for the client to bring a dream. However, 
there appeared to be occasions where this approach might be revised. All participants 
agreed that this decision was dependent not only on the client but also on the situation. 
Mrs. E said:
"... it’s about the client bringing the dream. I t’s a bit like everything the 
client brings to me, that somehow it’s something about them in a disguised 
form; so the most important thing is that it’s not my agenda”.
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It seems that, in Mrs E’s view, waiting for the client to bring a dream to therapy 
is important, to prevent therapy from diverting away from the client’s agenda. Also, 
this approach maintains clients’ autonomy to decide whether or not they want to bring 
their dreams to therapy. However, Mrs. A said:
“I  have asked people ‘do you ever have any dreams about this? if they 
are particularly stuck or... if they 're facing a dilemma because particularly 
the mind is trying to solve it and that can be quite useful''.
This suggests that there might be particular situations where Mrs A perceives 
that enquiring about a client’s dream could aid the client to work through issues 
present in their waking life. This may also indicate that Mrs A holds the belief that 
dreams can be an extension of a problem-solving mind. Therefore, dream activity can 
potentially be perceived as providing answers or options to the dreamer regarding 
their waking life. Mr. C said:
“/  suppose the whole issue about analytic work is that to a large extent, 
you wait to see what the patient brings to the session but with dreams, 
there might be a case for just sort o f highlighting it now and again, I  don't 
know, making a patient more sensitive to it... ”
Mr. C acknowledges the analytic tradition of client-lead therapy but then poses 
the question, as to whether or not dream-work might be an exception to this rule. This 
appears to portray participants’ general perception of dream-work being somewhat 
different to other kinds of therapeutic work and therefore participants reflect on how 
dream-work might be approached appropriately. The general consensus appeared to
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be that the choice to wait for or to encourage clients’ dreams was dependent on client 
and situation.
An interesting reflection expressed by some participants was the possibility of 
demand characteristics, which is a confounding variable within research and in this 
context simply refers to clients potentially bringing what they believe they ‘should’ 
bring to therapy. Mrs E said:
“I  think i t ’s possible that some clients want to please their therapists 
and to appear engaged... ”
Mrs E highlights the potential for clients to be compliant, which may be a part 
of their defence or perhaps to do with idealizing the therapist. In either situation this 
raises concerns regarding the client’s autonomy and how free they feel to bring what 
they deem as important to them. Mrs. A took this further and said:
“/  think clients ’ tend to bring what they think you want them to bring 
really... or what they've picked up from reading; ‘Oh you're that sort of 
psychotherapist, you'll be interested in this dream I  had the other night"'.
What Mrs A implies is that there may be an unspoken expectation from the 
client of what is deemed appropriate material to bring to therapy, often based on what 
‘type’ of therapist they are seeing. This is an interesting thought to bear in mind, as it 
seems that what Mrs A is describing are the preconceptions clients’ might have about 
her and other therapists and how these preconceptions can actually affect what clients 
feel they can bring to therapy.
All participants agreed that facilitating the client as expert of their own dream 
was important. Even participants within the more interpretative traditions agreed that
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what was most significant is the client’s meaning placed on their dream. Whilst 
talking about clients bringing dreams to therapy, Mr. C said:
"... I  would probably do what my analyst did, which was to say 7 wonder 
what you make of that', or 7 wonder if you have any particular 
associations ’ or ‘does that have a special significance for you'”.
Mr. C provides examples of how therapists can explore their client’s dreams, 
while allowing the client to find their own meaning. Mrs. A takes the concept of 
‘client as expert’ further when she says:
“...there's various levels you can go into a dream... so the client will find 
their own level with the dream I  think. They do it quite naturally and 
instinctively, as people do ”.
What this seems to suggest is that Mrs. A sees her role as facilitating clients’ use 
of their own instincts relating to their dreams. Therefore, the client is viewed to hold 
the power and the internal map of their own journey. Mrs E commented on this 
saying:
“...I think it helps people to know they are making their own 
discoveries and it makes them more curious about themselves... ”
What Mrs E appears to be referring to is empowering the client and nurturing 
their sense that they are the expert of their own life. This approach can also encourage 
clients to explore their own inner world independently of the therapist.
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What stemmed from the ‘client as expert’ was the subject of techniques, or 
rather, the ways in which therapists work therapeutically with dreams. All participants 
agreed that they do not have a rigid way of working with clients’ dreams and the ways 
in which they work, again, depend on the client and the situation. Mr. D presented an 
interesting way of working with dreams and said:
“I'd use the classical Gestalt stuff like ‘let's continue to dream' or ‘let's 
get into the dream and identify something and have a conversation with 
that item in the dream"'.
A Gestalt approach allows the client to extend their dream or to explore parts, 
figures, etc. in the dream and facilitate a conversation between these parts. Another 
interesting technique which Mrs. A spoke about was using stones to represent dream- 
parts and said:
“So it might he, you know, two opposing figures or ‘and how do you feel 
holding both? ’ or ‘put your fear in the dream into the stone and then put 
the stone where you want to put it '
This technique seems to allow clients’ to externalize parts of their dream, so that 
they can be explored in a creative way; which may be beneficial for creative-minded 
clients who are perhaps not so comfortable with the active role-playing techniques of 
Gestalt approaches. Mr. B said:
“I f they haven't made the links, I  might suggest it or be curious about it, 
you know ‘did that not remind you o f  ...and sometimes it does and 
sometimes it doesn't".
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This suggests that although the client is seen as the expert and encouraged to 
find their own meaning of their dreams; there are times when Mr. B might prompt or 
even share the links that come to his mind. The techniques mentioned are only some 
of the ways in which therapists’ work with clients’ dreams but what seems to be a 
common factor between these techniques is that there is an attempt to facilitate the 
client to explore what the dream means to them and to their life.
Another factor which participants expressed was the insight attained from 
dream-work. This was related to what participants perceived can be gained from 
dream-work and how this can be different from other kinds of therapeutic work. All 
participants agreed that dream-work can be useful but thought about this in different 
ways. Mrs. A said:
“I  think dream-work is incredibly useful and it really helps people get a 
completely fresh perspective on what’s going on in their lives by going to 
that sort of other level of unconscious... ”
Mrs A appears to believe that dreams can offer clients’ new ways of viewing 
themselves or issues in their waking lives. Mr. D went on to talk about a particular 
client he did some dream-work with and said:
“...she’d have an experience and five minutes later she continuously 
disconnectedfrom it but she would be able to link that with something else 
within this dr earn... so I  guess you could think of this dream as having 
captured or helped her capture something about herself that in a more 
alert state, she sort of disconnects from ”.
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It would appear that dream-work can also be perceived as a means to connect 
with, not only dream-material, but also, it seems, live material, using a dream perhaps 
as an anchor to make thinking feel safe enough for a client to push through the urge to 
disassociate. What seems to be the common thread between participants’ perceptions 
is that dream-work may provide a way into the client’s psyche, in a way that perhaps a 
more direct exchange does not.
Another sub-theme which was categorized from the data was a reflection on 
whether or not dream-work is perceived to be declining. Mr. C said:
“I  think that in psychotherapy, as in so many things in life, there seem to 
be sort o f fashions or things that are more present or less present, at 
different points in history...it’s certainly not in favor at the moment...!feel 
I  hear it less. ”
Mr. C suggests that dream-work is not perceived as in fashion within 
psychotherapy at present, so this prompts the question, as to what is believed to be in 
favor in modem psychotherapy? Mrs. A, while considering dream-work, said:
“...it will probably decline actually because of all this sort o f emphasis on 
CBT, which, you know, I  think CBT’s really good but I  just think, the way 
everything’s sort of going down this road is just imbalanced and so I ’m 
kind of thinking... more people are going for short-term, where it’s 
probably less likely to come up ”.
CBT stands for Cognitive Behavioural Therapy and it seems that many of the 
participants within this study believe that this is what is currently ‘in vogue’ within 
psychotherapy. Mr. D went on to say:
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“I  don’t see a reason why there should be a decline...if we ’re thinking in 
absolute numbers, if CBT continues to become the thing, then I  guess CBT 
tends to have less interest in dreams, at least that’s my understanding, 
although I  don’t think we can rule out that CBT will develop an approach 
to work with dreams ”.
Although Mr. D agrees that CBT seems to be the current therapeutic fashion, 
he also suggests that this doesn’t necessarily foretell the decline in dream-work and 
that CBT may well find ways of incorporating dream-work into its practice.
The next sub-theme which was observed and categorized from the data was the 
potential for a dream-work renaissance, which refers to the concept of therapeutic 
trends and how these may revive over time. Mrs. A said:
“...I think that we ’re moving away from the imaginative side of things into 
a more cognitive side of it. But no doubt things will change again, you 
know, that’s just the way things re-balance... ”
Mrs A proposes that although psychotherapeutic trends are perceived as moving 
away from the imaginative quality of dream-work, the future may hold a revival. 
Interestingly, Mr. C had a slightly different view and said:
“...it may be, like in so many other parts of practice, that dream-work 
might have a bit of a Renesanse... there was a paper... by Thomas Ogdon 
about talking as dreaming and it’s derivations like that I  find so 
interesting”.
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Though Mr. C agreed that dream-work may have a re-birth of sorts in the future, 
he went on to talk about new derivations within dream-work. This begs the question 
as to if it is merely classical dream-work which is perceived to be declining, rather 
than dream-work in general. Perhaps these new derivations of dream-work, such as 
Ogdon (2006) can be understood as taking on a modern-day approach to dream-work.
Identity
‘Identity’ is a main theme which could be observed throughout the data and 
relates to how participants see themselves and others as belonging to particular 
schools of thought. Moreover, each school of thought was perceived as having 
particular ways of understanding and working with dreams. This theme takes into 
account participants: theoretical orientation, interest in dreams, individual differences 
and also the gender of the therapist.
Within the theme of ‘identity’ was the perception of therapists’ theoretical 
orientation, which relates to the approach(s) therapists have been trained in. Mrs. A, 
while discussing different theoretical orientations, said:
“...Jungians would see themselves as separate from psychodynamic but 
classical Jungians or classical Freudians would be more interested in 
dreams and Gestalt psychotherapists; there's a sort o f spectrum there I  
guess and the psychosynthesis people are quite interested and then there’s 
moving into the sorts of therapy that aren’t really interested in them at 
all... like CBT (laugh) ”
Mrs A suggests that different theoretical approaches have differing levels of 
interest when it comes to dreams. The implication here is that theoretical orientation
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can not only affect how practitioners work with dreams but also their level of interest 
in them. Alternatively, it can also be conceptualised as a practitioner’s interest 
inevitably attracting them to certain types of approaches, with differing focuses. It 
seems therefore that part of participants’ perception of identity relates to the 
therapeutic orientations participants see themselves as a part of and those which they 
do not.
The sub-theme of peoples’ interest in dreams relates to the belief held by all 
participants, to differing extents, that people are and have always been interested in 
dreams. Mrs. A said:
“I  think dream-work is such an antidote to the modern mind-set, the way 
we go about things... human beings have always listened to their dreams, 
you know, in ancient Greece... and to lose that I  think is a real shame ”.
Mrs A portrays the sense that dreams have always been of interest to the human 
race and to relinquish this interest would be a great forfeit for the modem way of 
living. Mr. B went on to talk about modem times and said:
“...if you go to a book shop and look up dreams, you’ll probably find 
there’s loads of books about, I ’ve got one myself at home... ”.
Mr B expresses how he perceives society at large as interested in dreams; one 
can confirm this perception by merely googling the subject on the internet and finding 
millions of sites dedicated to dreams. Comparatively, Mr. D said:
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“So dreams, whether we like it or not, are a human experience and they ’re 
likely to he around for a while, so I  think clients ’ will be interested in what 
they mean
Mr. D brings our attention to dreams as a human experience and suggests that 
because of this, there is little chance of dream-interest declining.
Participants also reflected on the individual differences of therapists and 
clients, which relates, not only, to their individuality as professionals but also their 
individuality as human beings. Mr. C said:
“...my first supervisor was a Jungian and she was hugely focused on 
dream-work...whereas, I  suppose I  would see myself a bit at the other end 
of the spectrum, in that, ifpatients ’ bring dreams, then I ’ll work with them 
but...I don’t make a particular focus. ”.
This seems interesting, as stereotypically analytic therapists’ are usually 
perceived as one of the traditions that place more emphasis on dream-work (Rapaport, 
1942). However, despite theoretical orientation, Mr C places himself at “...the other 
end o f the spectrum... ” with regard to pro-active dream-work. On a personal note, Mr. 
B spoke about how his dream-work is affected by his private experience of dreaming 
and said:
“...I suppose I  also do that because I  often dream of people who have 
passed away’’.
Mr. B was referring to actively asking clients about their dreams when a loved- 
one has died. This suggests that Mr. B’s personal experience and individuality is also 
an important part of his identity and affects his practice. Therefore, participants’ may
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hold assumptions about therapists and their interests but the individuality of 
therapists’ appears to be an important factor which creates variance within theoretical 
frameworks. Therefore, the individuality of a therapist can result in conforming to 
perceived stereotypes, or in fact contradicting them.
The understanding of individual differences relating to the individuality of 
clients was also expressed by participants. When considering this Mrs. E said:
“I  have no hard and fast rule; it just depends on the responses and on the 
level of curiosity or perhaps how painful it might be sometimes to go 
there
Mrs. E advocates the importance of therapists’ awareness of individual 
differences and to be mindful of gauging clients’ reactions, as what works for one 
client may not be appropriate for another.
The final sub-theme within the theme of ‘identity’ relates to the therapist’s 
gender and how some participants perceived that this might play a part in 
psychotherapy. Mr. C talked about the amount of dreams he brought to two different 
analysts he was with and said:
“I  was only with her for two and a bit years I  think, but much, much more 
than I  ever took to my original male analyst
It seems that Mr. C perceived the gender of his analysts as important enough to 
draw attention to and made the observation of how he brought many more dreams to 
his female analyst, than he did to his male analyst. Mrs. A added:
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“...I had a client, who would frequently mention his dreams hut 
never wanted to explore them. I  later discovered that these dreams 
were sex-dreams and he just didn 7 feel comfortable talking about 
them with a female. ”
Mrs. A raises the issue of how gender can potentially act as a barrier to dream- 
work which may come from stereotypical ways of viewing males and females. This 
provides insight into the perception of how gender might potentially affect a client’s 
decision to bring dreams to therapy and the types of dreams which may feel too 
uncomfortable to do so.
Findings
This research set out to explore how therapists perceive and work with their 
clients’ dreams. The findings suggest that participants perceived dreams and dream- 
work as having many dimensions. The analysis of data yielded three main themes 
which reflected how participants perceived dreams and dream-work to be 
advantageous within psychotherapy but dependent on the therapist, client and 
situation. The findings also reflected participants differing views on how to approach 
dream-work with clients’.
In general, it would seem that participants’ do not introduce dreams in therapy. 
However, contrary to Keller et al.’s (1995) findings; this study suggests that there are 
situations where some therapists’ will prompt clients’ regarding dream-work. This fits 
with Crook and Hill’s (2003) contention that therapists’ are more likely to encourage 
dream-work if the client is interested or has a particularly disturbing dream. The 
present study also adds a further dimension, in that; some participants also initiate
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dream-work within therapy if they feel that this can aid clients’ resolution of waking 
difficulties.
Schredl et al.’s (2000) finding that psychoanalytic therapists’ were most likely 
to work with dreams was confirmed by the perceptions of participants within this 
study. However, the present research findings suggest that in ‘reality’ the theoretical 
orientation of therapists may be only one dimension to how they understand and work 
with dreams. For example, although Mr. C is a psychoanalytic therapist, he also 
appeared to be the least likely, out of all participants, to work with dreams. 
Interestingly, participants presented their own assumptions regarding how other 
theoretical approaches work with dreams; nevertheless, it would seem that a 
therapist’s individuality is an important factor, which can conform to stereotypes or 
rebel against them.
From a social perspective, it seems apparent from the data that participants 
make clear distinctions between the theoretical orientation(s) of the group(s) they 
belong to and to the groups they do not belong to. Arguably, this could be understood 
through Tajfel’s (1981) social identity theory, which postulates that people tend to 
categorise themselves into one or more ‘in-groups’, building a part of their identity on 
the basis of membership of that group and enforcing boundaries with ‘out-groups’. 
This theory could provide some understanding as to why participants appeared to 
make such clear distinctions between themselves and others with regard to identity.
Within the theme of ‘in therapy’, the perception of a client bringing what they 
think they should bring to therapy, seems an important concept for therapists to take 
into account. This may be a factor which needs to be considered within therapy, when 
therapists contemplate how to nurture a client’s authenticity.
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Mr C’s report of bringing more dreams to his female analyst could be merely 
coincidence. However, it could also suggest that he perceived gender differences 
operating, perhaps at a covert level; which may be why Mr. C brought focus to the 
gender of his analysts, as he felt this was somehow important. Perceived gender 
differences may play out within therapy between therapist and client in the sense of 
what each person ‘expects’ from the other; but additionally, Mr. C. might also 
perceive the subject of dreams as being more associated with the female sex. 
Interestingly, the modem literature referring to dreams referenced within this study is 
in fact predominantly female.
The expressed prophetic feature of a broken dream seems to denote a more 
esoteric feeling regarding dreaming; a quality which has, arguably, always been 
present to some extent. Interestingly, the concept of the broken dream mirrors ancient 
conceptions of dreaming (Van de Castle, 1971). Thus, participants’ perception seems 
to capture an age-old element of the enigmatic quality of dreams.
Dream-work was perceived by some as declining and moving aside for more 
practical and cognitive therapies like CBT. This raises questions regarding the 
perceived link between the perception of psychotherapy moving away from dreams 
and the perception of psychotherapy in general becoming more practical and 
cognitive. From a more political perspective, this connection might be understood 
through the increasing pressure for evidence-based practice. Therefore, the perceived 
shift away from dreams could be bom out of fear, that due to the sometimes symbolic 
or enigmatic nature of dream-work, it cannot be substantiated or measured. However, 
this seems contrary to counselling psychologists’ ethos of staying with ‘not knowing’ 
(Mason, 1993) and may reflect a conflict for counselling psychologists within modem
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society. Although, it should be noted that this study was focused on the subjective 
experiences of five therapists and as such it is not the studies intention to generalise 
the research findings to the larger population.
An interesting by-product of conducting the interviews was that many 
participants expressed their pleasure in being a part of the research, as it had acted as a 
‘reminder’ for them about how valuable dream-work can be therapeutically. However, 
if participants felt that they had been ‘reminded’ of dream-work, this implies that 
something had been forgotten. Nevertheless, the enthusiasm which ensued from 
discussing the subject of dreams, in a way, seemed to create its own micro-renaissance 
of dream-work within participants.
A limitation of the present study is related to the small sample, which, on one 
hand, allows rich exploration into participants’ perceptions but on the other hand, only 
offers exploration into a limited sub-set of the population of interest. Furthermore, it is 
possible that therapists who were interested in dream-work were most likely to 
participate in the research, which limits the extent to which a more balanced view 
might be obtained.
The implications of this study suggest that perception plays a major role in the 
following actions of therapists and clients. Therefore, it seems important for 
counselling psychologists to be aware of their own perceptions pertaining to dream- 
work and how this might influence their practice. Additionally, counselling 
psychologists hold the delicate task of maintaining the balance between, on one hand, 
facilitating clients’ awareness that dream-work can be therapeutic and on the other, 
allowing clients’ autonomy.
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In terms of future research, no CBT therapists participated within this study 
and so the assumptions of CBT being less interested in dream-work could not be 
confirmed or denied. Perhaps a good platform for further research into this area would 
be to conduct a larger-scale study, taking into account potential gender-differences, as 
well as incorporating CBT therapists.
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APPENDIX A
Reflection
The reason why I chose to research psychotherapists’ perception of dreams 
and how they work with them is because I am personally interested in this area. I 
dream often and when I remember, I record my dreams in a journal. When I have 
reflected on my own dreams I have frequently found insight into myself and my life- 
issues, regardless of the debate as to if meaning is found in dreams or if it is attributed 
to them. Furthermore, I have found, in my experience as a trainee counselling 
psychologist, that dream-material can be a really rich and creative way to explore 
clients’ internal world. Using images which emerge from the psyche can come in 
many forms, such as; clients’ using metaphors or analogies, or my sharing images 
which come to mind with clients. Therefore, I feel that dream-images can be used in a 
similar way and can often inspire deeper levels of exploration than perhaps a direct 
dialogue might facilitate. This being said, my interest and enthusiasm for this subject 
has no doubt affected my research in many ways.
It is important to note that researcher-effects are unavoidable in a study like 
this, from the conducting of the interviews to the analysis and write-up of findings. 
Demand characteristics (Ome, 1959) may have been present within participants, as the 
very fact that a researcher has chosen a subject to research, suggests that they are 
interested in it. Therefore, participants may have been influenced by the researcher’s 
interest in the subject of dreams. In order to counteract this effect to some extent, 
participants were encouraged to be open and therapeutic skills were used in an attempt 
to remain neutral throughout interviews. Moreover, there is always subjectivity when 
it comes to analysing data and with this in mind; my attempt was to remain objective, 
with the help of my research-supervisor, who oversaw my work and reminded me 
when my ideas were filtering through to the interpretation of my results. This was the 
case throughout the analysis and write-up of the research, which is why researcher- 
collaboration was so important to the study.
I chose a qualitative methodology due to the idiosyncratic nature of dreams 
and dream-work, as I felt that this would best capture participants’ experience and 
perceptions. This type of methodology also fits with my personal ethos as a trainee
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counselling psychologist, facilitating the expression of subjective experiences and 
adopting a flexible approach. Furthermore, at times questionnaires do not allow 
people to express their individuality fully, where interviews can allow for a more 
personal dialogue and participants’ can expand and colour in missing or unanticipated 
areas. Therefore, due to my somewhat flexible style as a trainee counselling 
psychologist and researcher, this may have affected the analytical process, even down 
to how much freedom I allowed participants’ to digress during interviews. I feel that 
although this approach allowed rich data to be gathered, this may have also limited the 
data gained for the specific research questions. However, from a critical realist 
(Willig, 1999) position, this allowed me to take into account participants’ world and 
circumstances, while at the same time exploring their perceptions. Although, the 
theme of ‘identity’ might possibly be better explained from a social constructionist 
(See Burr, 1995) standpoint.
I was intrigued by many of the study’s findings, such as, when Mr C brought 
my attention to the gender of his analysts and described how he brought many more 
dreams to his female analyst. This caught my attention and through sheer curiosity I 
checked the gender of the modem researchers referenced in my report and 
interestingly, they were disproportionately female; and of course I am also female. 
This led to my pondering about why this might be and also flagged up an interesting 
dynamic because three out of five of the participants’ were male. Therefore, within the 
present study the roles were somewhat reversed, with more male participants talking 
about dreams. This may have also had an effect on the results.
What also seemed to emerge from talking to participants was the sense that 
psychotherapy is moving away from the creative and more towards the practical. This 
is interesting because this mirrors some of the discussions I have been privy to within 
the NHS, regarding the increasing pressure for evidence based practice; and the 
difficulty to maintain a balance in the face of this pressure. At present, it is my 
perception that most psychotherapists seem to be in one camp or the other, supporting 
this idea or rebelling against it; in essence, psychotherapy appears to be splitting 
(Klein, 1946). Moreover, counselling psychology’s philosophy of ‘staying with the 
not knowing’ (Mason, 1993), appears to be challenged by the pressure for evidence 
based practice and therefore in some sense ‘knowing’. This conflict might paint a
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picture of psychotherapy today and stimulates interesting questions about future trends 
and how these might be negotiated by counselling psychologists.
I feel that conducting this study has changed me as a researcher and helped me 
to stay more objective. Interestingly, with my own clients’ I have found that when I let 
go of my goals, clients’ seem to shift and start achieving their own goals. Similarly 
with research, once I acknowledged my own perceptions and beliefs but then 
attempted to put them to the side; this allowed me to see the research with fresh eyes 
and to experience what the participants were trying to portray. I feel that this has been 
invaluable, as once I allowed the data to speak; it expressed some very interesting and 
unanticipated findings.
It is important to note that although measures were taken to remain objective, 
this is never entirely possible and in some sense, the present research might be best 
conceptualized as having a partially-active sixth participant. This research was based 
on perception, not only participants’ perception but also my own perception of what 
participants were attempting to express.
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APPENDIX B
Interview Schedule
• Q l) Generally, how do you think dream-work is perceived by 
psychotherapists?
• Q2) What are your thoughts on working with clients’ dreams in therapy?
• Q3) What would you say is your way of working with clients’ dreams?
• Q4) In your opinion, what’s the client's role in dream work?
• Q5) How do you see dream-work within psychotherapy in the coming years?
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APPENDIX C
Participant Information Sheet
Title of project: A qualitative analysis of how psychotherapists' perceive and work with their
clients' dreams.
The present research study is being conducted for the University of Surrey, Psychology 
Department. Before you decide whether or not to participate, it is important for you to 
understand why this research is being carried out and what you will be asked to do. Please 
dedicate some time to reading this information sheet carefully and feel free to ask any 
questions if anything is unclear.
The purpose of this study
The purpose of this study is to explore what psychotherapists’ think or feel about 
working with their clients’ dreams within therapy and how they might go about 
working with a client’s dream (which might also be affected by the participants’ 
theoretical background). Through exploring how psychotherapists’ perceive and work 
with clients’ dreams within this research, it may provide a platform to theorize why 
psychotherapists’ perceive and work in this way and what might be influencing this in 
modem society.
W ithin th is study, 'Dream -work' is con sid ered  as any kind o f  th erap eu tic  in teraction  relating  
to  or inspired by a clien t's reported  dream . Furtherm ore, for th e  purpose o f  th is study, th e  
term  'psychotherap ist' is used  to  describ e any individual w h o  o ffers  p sych oth erap eu tic  
serv ices to  p eop le .
This study is being conducted by Mary-Anne Smyth, a postgraduate student at the 
University of Surrey, as part of her PsychD Practitioner Doctorate course.
Participants
You have been chosen to take part in this research because you are a p sych oth erap ist. A 
maximum of five participants will take part in this study; which will allow for a more detailed 
account of individual thoughts, feelings and opinions.
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It is important to note that this study is completely voluntary and participants' are not under 
pressure to take part. Also, participants may stop the interview if they feel the need to and 
have the right to withdraw at any time.
Taking part in the study
Those agreeing to participate in this study will be interviewed by a researcher who will ask 
questions about their experiences of dream-work with clients’. The interview will take place 
in a convenient location for participants’, such as their offices, if appropriate. Participants’ 
will be asked to sign a consent form for the interview to be recorded and the estimated 
duration of the interview is approximately 20-40 minutes.
Participants’ confidentiality
All participants’ who agree to take part in this study will contribute anonymously. All 
identities will be kept confidential and any documentation or recordings gathered during the 
research will be destroyed after the study is completed.
After the interview
Each interview will be transcribed, the findings from all of the interviews will then be 
combined and a report will be written to summarize what the research has found. Within the 
report the identity of participants will be replaced with a pseudonym (a false name) which will 
preserve the anonymity of all participants’ involved. The final report will be read by fellow 
academics at the University of Surrey and may be published.
In the case of any problems
The welfare of participants is a priority for this research and although the present 
research topic does not appear to be a sensitive or intrusive subject, one can never 
know for sure how an interview might affect participants. For example, the interview 
could provoke unanticipated anxieties or memories and might result in participants’ 
divulging information of a personal nature. This is why precautions will be taken to 
avoid participants’ distress, such as ensuring anonymity, providing a break or space 
within the interview if required and guarantying their right to withdraw at any time. 
Furthermore, participants will also be offered an optional debriefing session after the 
interview in case they have experienced any distress deriving from their participation 
in this study.
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How the research might be of benefit
A potential benefit from participating in this study might be the opportunity to discuss 
dream-work in a way that previously might not have been possible. With less 
prominent pressures for diplomacy, which anonymity affords, this may provide a 
unique space for psychotherapists’ to explore the subject of dream-work. This 
research may also provide other psychotherapists and those interested in the area of 
dream-work with new ideas and different ways to approach thinking about or working 
with clients’ dreams. New insight might be gained on a personal and professional 
level, not only for participants but also for the psychotherapeutic community, its 
services to clients and ongoing research into dream-work. Furthermore, it is hoped 
that more attention will be drawn to the subject of therapeutic dream-work; which has 
been declining in academic research and thus limiting the progression and generation 
of new ideas and theoretical contribution to modem psychology.
Contact details
This study is being conducted for the University of Surrey, under the supervision of Dr Dora 
Brown, (psychologist, researcher and research tutor). Mary-Anne Smyth will be the researcher 
working directly with participants in this study.
Please feel free to contact us by email or telephone as follows:
Mary-Anne Smyth email: M. Smyth@surrey.ac.uk 
Dora Brown email: Dora.Brown@surrev.ac.uk 
Contact telephone number: 1483 684 444
Thank you for your time
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APPENDIX D
Interview Participant A
Colour codes:
People are interested in dreams 
Encouraging clients to bring dreams or waiting 
Clients as expert and making own meaning of dream 
Techniques used
Individuality of clients’ & therapists’
Deeper meaning can be gained from dreams
Dreams represent different things to different people 
Trend
Effect of interview
Interviewer, Q l): Generally, how do you think dream-work is perceived by 
psychotherapists?
Participant A:
and urn, sometimes clients’ are very much 
encouraged to bring dreams often. But,
; in fact clients’ wouldn’t bring them. I mean, I think clients’ tend 
to bring what they think you want them to bring really...or what they’ve picked up 
from reading; Oh your that sort of therapist, you’ll be interested in this dream I had
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the other night.. .also, something
Interviewer: Ok, so would you say perhaps the most likely orientation would be 
psychodynamic or Jungian or?
Participant A:
(Seems to be a divide in psychological identity’ assigned to dream-work)
Interviewer, Q2): What are your thoughts on working with clients’ dreams in 
therapy?
Participant A: Well. I find dreams very interesting to work with. I suppose doing 
short-term work with students, I don’t, I get less opportunity I think now to work with 
dreams than I used to. When I was in private practice, when you have that long-term 
sort of view and also perhaps less of a...practical focus; the work I do here is in 
general practically focused, it just tends to be at that end; when you’re working long­
term; obviously it’s not. (Dreams don’t seem to be associated with the “practical”; 
what does this mean they are associated with?) So, I think dream-work is incredibly 
useful and it really helps people let completely fresh perspective on what’s going on in 
their lives by going to that sort of, other level of unconscious, but we call it level. But 
drawing on a kind of sense in themselves that knows quite a lot about what’s
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happening in their lives that consciously they don’t know. So I think it’s really, really 
useful. Actually, you know, there have been times where I would dream about a client 
and when I’d see them at our session, they would say something that was in my 
dream.
Interviewer: T h a t’s really interesting. So would you say you were quite eager to 
w ork with dreams? If  a client brought a dream , would you be quite enthusiastic 
about working with it or apprehensive at all?
Participant A: I’d be quite enthusiastic in general; I think it can be difficult, if 
they’ve had a very frightening dream... I think that’s more difficult, if you’re working 
short-term because, you know; what are we going to open up here? It can be a kind of 
issue, whereas in longer-term work you’ve got more, sort of safety built in, but 
generally I’d be quite enthusiastic but urn, clients’ are not always so enthusiastic: 
‘Oooh a dream’, you know (laugh) and they look blankly at you, ‘yes well, on to my, 
you know, dissertation (laugh). Also, I had a client, who would frequently mention his 
dreams but never wanted to explore them. I later discovered that these dreams were 
sex-dreams and he just didn’t feel comfortable talking about them with a female.
Interviewer, Q3): W hat would you say is your personal way of working with 
clients’ dream s? Are there any specific techniques or theories which inform your 
way of working?
Participant A: I, I do vary it depending on the client and the dream. So if I felt 
someone was very imaginative and, you know, had that ability to sort of play  with 
images and understand images, you know, I’d be much more likely to work in a more 
imaginative way with the dream. So I might, I quite like the Gestalt way of working
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with dreams; which is: you speak as each of the dream parts and um, but not 
everybody feels comfortable. You know, when I say to clients 'Oh imagine you’re the, 
I don’t know, policeman and speak as the policeman’ and sometimes clients’, they 
feel too embarrassed to do that, so if I felt that or if that did happen, I would modify it, 
you know, 'so what are your associations with policemen or um, does this ring any 
bells?’ I might make quite general comments, rather than going into the dream, you 
know, ‘does it ring any bells with what’s happening in your life at the moment or’, so 
it would vary quite a lot. I have worked, where I use stones as well, as dream parts; 
that people would use the stones to perhaps represent parts of the dream.
Interviewer: Is that like in a gestalt type of way?
Participant A: Kind of a Gestalt type of way but not necessarily actually becoming 
the parts but just, that the part, for instance; one client was quite scared of, she had a 
dream about herself being very, very small with her father and her father’s colleagues 
and friends and them talking politics and her feeling left out and so it was quite scary 
for her, but anyway we took a stone for the small her, so it’s a bit more like a creative 
arts approach, rather than a Gestalt approach; you don’t go straight to being the
thing in the dream, so it’s sort of creating a bit o f distance
there.
Interviewer: So when you use the stones with dreams, do you use the stones as 
representing different parts or people or both depending on...?
Participant A: I mean, I’ve never actually done a whole dream with stones, usually 
it’s because there’s some figure in the dream that’s quite, there’s quite a strong
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emotional charge around that and so, maybe one or two stones I’ve used, but actually 
it would be really interesting to use the whole lot and do the whole, sort of picture of 
the dream. So it might be, you know, two opposing figures or ‘and how do you feel 
holding both?’ or ‘put your fear in the dream into the stone and then put the stone 
where you want to put it’. Things like that, I use it more with parts of the dream I 
think.
Interviewer, Q4): In your opinion, what’s the client’s role in dream work?
Participant A: Well, the client’s role is paramount, in that, well it’s their dream and
you know, they need to discover what associations are meaningful to them. And I’ll 
just sort of facilitate them, you’d have different ways of entering into that or 
elaborating that or understanding that or connecting that, whatever it is. I mean, 
there’s various levels you can go into a dream, you can go in at a very deep feelingful 
way and some clients will do that or sometimes want to have an insight about the 
dream, so the client will find their own level with the dream I think. They do it quite 
naturally and instinctively, as people do.
Interviewer: I was wondering, you said with short-term work you have less 
opportunity to work with dreams, would there be any situations where you might 
encourage a client to bring a dream or would you generally wait for them to 
bring something if it was relevant?
Participant A: Oh no. I have asked people ‘do you ever have any dreams about this?’ 
If they are particularly stuck or, for instance, if they’re facing quite a dilemma because 
particularly the mind is working or trying to solve it and that can be quite useful. If I
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felt they were, again, someone who’s quite imaginative and who works with images 
quite naturally, I would say, you know, ‘what kind of dreams are you having?’ or, so
generally 1 wouldn’t ask it, by any means as a matter of course with students at all. I 
mean sometimes people come along and say ‘I keep having this awful nightmare’ it’s 
usually a nightmare because that’s the dream that troubles people and the one they 
want to tell you about. And then I am interested to hear about that and I would say, 
well ‘what do you think that’s about, you know, you keep having it, it seems quite 
important?’
Interviewer: So it sounds like it’s really about the client’s associations, so even 
though you might open it up and explore it, they’re central in exploring the 
associations.
Participant A: Yes, I don’t interpret them, no; if I felt there was something really 
glaring I might (laugh) have to restrain myself. But I don’t know, unless you’re in that 
sort of therapy, and I have been, I’ve had my dreams interpreted; it’s always been, you 
know, quite good actually but unless you’re in that type of therapy, it can feel a bit 
weird and they’ll say ‘oh, do you think so?’ It’s as if the clients’ are not as receptive 
unless they know that’s the territory that you’re going to interpret some alone the 
lines.
Interviewer: I t’s interesting how your therapy has impacted on perhaps how you 
do dream-work, is that accurate?
Participant A: Yes, it’s impacted and I don’t, I probably don’t do it like, actually I 
don’t know, I’ve done different kinds of dream-work. I mean the most dream-work
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I’ve done was in Jungian analysis and that was a particular kind and it was quite 
interpretive and always very well I thought
(Identity of
therapist plays a part in working with dreams)
Interviewer, Q5): How do you see dream-work within psychotherapy in the 
coming years, do you see any shifts or changes, the same, inclining, declining?
Participant A: Oh God, it will probably decline actually, yeah, because of all this sort 
of emphasis on CBT, which, you know, I think CBT’s really good but I just think, the 
way everything’s sort of going down this road is just imbalanced and um, so I think, 
I’m kind of thinking, you know, more people are going for short-term, where it’s 
probably less likely to come up and
so, but in general 1 think that we're moving away from the imaginative 
side of things into a more cognitive side of it, you know. But no doubt things will
change again, you know, that's just the way things re-balance, its Jung's principal.
Interviewer: So if you think the future might hold dream-work declining, do you 
have any feelings about that?
Participant A: Oh yeah, I think it’s a shame, mmm, and I think, just because I think 
dream-work is such an antidote to the modern mind-set, the way we go about things. I 
mean, you know, it’s like dreams, Hillman, you know, I think is fantastic, you know 
like valuing this, well the soul, you know, that sort of deep experience, which is slow,
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its counter-rational, it’s not irrational, it's got its own rationality but it goes against 
um, you know, it’s against the ego, you know, because it comes from a place which 
often goes against all your conscious kind of striving and its telling you something 
different and that it’s just another move away from our natural sort of, how human 
beings have been over millennia, you know, human beings have always listened to 
their dreams, you know, in ancient Greece they went into the temple if  they were ill 
and took some nasty hallucinogenic substance and had a fantastic dream 'wow. I’m 
cured’ (laugh) maybe not cured but kind of feeling different and to lose that 1 think is 
a real shame.
Q6) Is there anything else that you would like to add that hasn’t already been 
discussed?
Participant A: Well I don’t know, it’s just, it’s really nice to talk about this 
actually, yeah because it’s sort of put me back in touch with, you know, that side 
of the work, which is something I rarely do now, you know, because we are 
getting so much more practical and there’s so much less time for this kind of 
playful, mysterious exploration, so it’s really lovely to talk about it, I just fee l 
how inspiring it is actually and nourishing. So yeah, that’s really good.
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APPENDIX E
Participant B
Colour code:
People are interested in dreams 
Encouraging clients to bring dreams or waiting 
Clients as expert and making own meaning of dream 
Techniques used
Individuality of clients’ & therapists’
Deeper meaning can be gained from dreams
Trend
Effect of interview
Interviewer, Q l): Generally, how do you think dream -w ork is perceived by 
psychotherapists?
Participant B:
I know that (colleague) is a Freudian 
therapist and I know he uses quite a lot of dream-work both with individuals and with 
groups, um, so I guess that’s where the tradition comes from.
although I have done some psychodynamic training when I was a probation 
officer. (Identity, dreams belong to psychodynamic traditions but don’t we all have 
dreams?) And so, you know, the literature about conscious and the fact that when 
you’re asleep it’s your unconscious that’s coming to the fore when you dream,
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Interviewer: So do you think it’s largely affected by theoretical orientation?
Participant B: Yes, partly but I suppose people talk a lot about their dreams don’t 
they and there’s lots of sort of pop books on the meaning of dreams and, you know, 'i f  
you dream of fire it relates to sex’ or but sometimes a cigar is just a cigar
Interviewer, Q2): What are your thoughts on working with clients’ dreams in 
therapy?
Participant B: Well, yeah I don't often raise it but if somebody brought a dream or 
referred to a dream, or if I got a sense that there’s something, like if they were having 
restless nights or something, I’m more likely to get into a conversation about dreams. 
And um, I’m particularly interested in the interpretation placed on them by the client 
themselves, so if somebody tells me about a dream, my response would generally be 
‘so what do you make of it, why do you think you had it’ and they might say ‘because 
I had cheese late at night’ (laugh) so a practical explanation or and sometimes it's 
blindingly obvious because it might be very much related to what’s going on, what's 
happening in their lives, so if someone has a fight with their boyfriend or something 
and then they have a dream about having a light with their boyfriend (laugh). Other 
times I guess it’s more obscure and so exploring what people will make of it...and 
people are quite good at that sometimes and other times I might sort o f say, ‘oh do you 
think that’s related to blah blah blah’ or something else that’s occurred to me and so 
we would have a discussion around that. But there have been one or two sort of, 
perhaps notable examples but the thing about dreams is that they are often quite 
forgettable, like somebody told
me the other day, they have a recurring dream of walking downstairs and feeling a 
presence behind them and then either they are pushed or they fall down the stairs and 
wake themselves up before they hit the bottom, and that very much relates to a 
childhood experience of being abused we think; he relates it.
memory he discovered in the therapy, so in a way, the therapy had accessed lots of his 
memories that he had unconsciously forgotten but he does have this recurring dream 
And also, if somebody’s having that dream a lot, its worth noting whether 
it’s triggered by anything else, is it when something’s happened during the day, or
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likewise when it stops happening, when it fades, or they suddenly become aware that 
they haven’t had that dream. But then people will volunteer too, like somebody else 
said to me the other day that they dreamt they were lost in a wood and they came 
across their mother who was dead and they started crying in the wood, and that very 
much relates to her own loss of her mother but also a sense that she’s failed her 
mother in some way, so there was some meaning attached to what she remembered 
but I wouldn’t say that dreams have suddenly given a big, sort of, eureka-moment in 
therapy but I remember someone else had a dream of driving very fast in dense fog 
and somehow, miraculously, avoiding lots of hazards, never knowing why or how but 
that fear of being expected to be in control and somehow not crashing and there was a 
feeling about control and that something potentially awful could happen, which was a 
kind of metaphor for how his life was at the time, so they were powerful images 
really. And 1 suppose it’s the imagery, when you think about it. it’s the imagery which 
1 think is often most useful, so you have an image in a dream that comes up, like the 
falling down the stairs dream; that image of being pushed or put into danger is 
something you might use in a conversation anyway, without necessarily referring to
Interviewer: So I know you said that you find recurring dreams quite interesting, 
do you generally like working with dreams or is it something your neutral about 
or dislike?
Participant B: No, I’m quite, I’m fascinated but 1 suppose it’s more fascinating if it’s 
brought up by the client because it’s obviously their judgment and it may be a nice 
dream but it might be a dream about being reunited with someone or recovering a 
memory that they have of the past, just as much as frightening and scary dreams, nd
I think people bring it up and talk about their dreams and you have to pay attention, it 
sounds important.
Interviewer, Q3) What would you say is your way of working with clients’ 
dreams, any particular styles or techniques that influence you?
Participant B: No, as I say, it would be very much being curious about the meaning 
they attached or the understanding they have or why they thought they were having
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that dream, what it meant to them. I had another client who always had a dream about 
watching his father repair a car and that was linked to going on a journey with his dad; 
it was very much a sort of childhood dream, you know, he was an adult but he was 
remembering something from his past, something about his father being skilled at 
something and it was a nice memory but it also had some significance about his dad 
taking him somewhere. So sometimes I think people have those kinds of dreams that 
are almost like recovered memories. I’m just thinking of my own dreams; I dream 
quite often of people who are dead, sometimes that’s in a social way but other times I 
just know they are there and part of the dream. (Name) always had very exotic 
dreams; she dreamt of babies a lot but then she was a midwife. When I was doing my 
social-work training,
burning buildings...and it turns out her dad was a fireman (laugh). So, you know, it’s 
about making those links, ! mean you could have interpreted that a lot of ways.
Interviewer: So you take an explorative approach and if appropriate, sometimes 
you might make a link
Participant B: If they haven’t made the links, I might suggest it or be curious about 
it, you know ‘did that not remind you o f  ...and sometimes it does and sometimes it 
doesn’t.
Interviewer, Q4) In your opinion, w hat’s the client's role in dream work?
Participant B: it’s their dream! (Laugh) Well I think that clients’ are responsible for 
the content of the session and we are responsible for the process and managing it, so 
the content belongs to them: if they want to talk about a dream or reveal a dream, 
that’s their content, the process in what you do with that is a shared thing but it’s my 
job to ask them questions about it, to help them to explore it and they may or may not 
want to do so; so their role is to share it or not share it, as they see fit and then to work 
with it or not, as they see fit at the time, whether it’s significant or not.
Interviewer: So it sounds like the client has the autonomy and is seen as the 
expert of their own dream?
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Participant B: I remember (a therapist) runs a group and there was a client, at the 
time when he was going away and one of his client’s had a very vivid dream about 
cricket and I can’t remember the details but it was something about getting out in 
cricket and (the therapist) really focused on this 4 oh it was because the client will be 
missing (the therapist)’ and it all sounded like a very loose connection to me but he 
got really into it. And
but nevertheless, I think
he would give a very clear interpretation and want to share that rather than asking the 
client, but
Interviewer, Q5) How do you see dream -w ork within psychotherapy in the 
coming years, inclining, declining?
Participant B: I mean if you go to a book shop and look up dreams, you’ll probably 
find there’s loads of books about, I’ve got one myself at home, about what some 
images mean and what they are supposed to do and 1 think people are interested 
generally about dreams So I don’t know whether, I haven’t read much recent, new 
thoughts about dreams, there’s a tradition that, you know, it must be important and it’s 
a window into the unconscious and also in dreams maybe you’re processing thoughts 
that haven’t excessively come to the fore. I mean, just thinking of my own dreams, 
sometimes there kind of wholly inconsequential and I can’t make any kind of sense of 
why I dreamt of that. And other times it’s; if you’ve had a 4ruck’ with somebody and 
you dream of having some sort of confrontation. (Inaudible) Speaking personally, I’ve 
only ever had one wet-dream (laugh) as a teenager and I was in a monastery at the 
time (laugh). So I don’t usually have erotic dreams, and I’m jealous, my wife tells me 
all the time 4oh I had a really sexy dream last night’ and I think 4oh why can’t I do 
that?’ (Laugh). Have you heard about the guy that was asked if he would like to sleep 
with a woman or dream he’d slept with a woman?
Interviewer: No.
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Participant B: He said he’d rather dream he’s slept with a woman because he gets a 
better class of woman (laugh). And you know; someone I know dreamt, well she was 
very sexually frustrated, and her dreams were all about having lots of men and things, 
you know, so you don’t always have to be greatly interpretive to understand what’s 
going on there (laugh). And 1 guess dreams, its’ like seeing a particularly vivid film or 
something. I mean dreams that wake people up, or dreams that when you wake up, 
you’d like to get it back, I mean when someone is remembering a dream and it’s really 
quite a scary dream, you know, dreams of being chased or lost or, one client had a 
very vivid picture of a house that was semi-derelict, and wandering around from room 
to room, not finding what she was looking for; so there was quite a lot of work there 
about what she might have been looking for.
Interviewer: You said that people are interested in dreams but you also 
mentioned that you don’t think there’s much new research into dreams.
Participant B: Well nothing I’ve read lately, have you read anything new?
Interviewer: I seem to have experienced similar as you, where dreams have fallen 
more in the public domain and I was wondering if you have any ideas why this 
might be?
Participant B: Maybe it’s all been said! (Laugh) Î d o n ’t know because people in 
general conversation will ohen talk about their dreams and you know that expression 
'oh you’ve just broken my dream', suddenly something will happen or someone will 
sav something and it relates to something you’d forgotten you’d dreamt about and it’s 
come true. I had a really vivid dream once and I still remember this one; I dreamt I 
was Prime minister and I said to the people ‘give me a year and back me or sack me at 
the end of this year’. It was a very radical platform, I wasn’t pussyfooting around and 
I remember going through the various vassects of Government, you know, the 
economy, education, foreign policy and I was like a dictator really but I remember 
having that very, very vivid dream. I remember telling my son about it and he said you 
should stand for Prime minister but I said I can’t stand for Prime minister, I haven’t 
got the money; ‘oh I’ll back you’ he said, ‘I’ll give you a fiver’ (laugh)
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Q6) Is there anything else that you would like to add that hasn’t already been 
discussed?
Participant B: No, I think, perhaps I could pay more attention sometimes, I
generally, it generally comes from the client overall, the mentioning of it, 1 think if 
you ask a client, I sometimes say 'do you dream about that?' Particularly if it's about 
someone who's died, or someone who they don't see anymore and that they've lost; 1 
sometimes make a point of saying, 'do you dream about them, do you speak to them 
in your dreams?'And sometimes that then will produce some story but I suppose I also 
do that because I often dream of people who have passed away.
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Year 3 Research:
It’s all in the eyes: The differences between recalling a waking memory and a 
dream memory and the eye-movements which accompany these tasks.
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Abstract
Background: It has been proposed that the association between eye 
movement and wakeful memory processing and Rapid Eye-Movement 
(REM) during dreaming might be a similar process. However, there has 
been no previous research conducted into how eye-movements might 
differ when recalling a waking memory and a dream memory.
Objective: to provide an initial quantitative account of the eye- 
movement observed in participants’ recall of a waking memory and a 
dream memory.
Methods: Participants (n=50) eye-movements were observed and 
recorded when recalling a waking memory and a dream memory. Inter­
rater reliability was performed on 10% of the sample using Kappa 
statistics and an independent t-test.
Results: Inter-rater reliability ranged from near perfect (k =80%) to fair 
(k =40%). Significantly more right-gazing and saccades were displayed 
when participants recalled a dream memory. Additionally, females were 
observed to display more saccades than males.
Conclusions: Overall, the findings provide some evidence that eye- 
movements may be related to the retrieval processes of recalling 
autobiographical memories.
Keywords: dreams, memory, eye-movement, recall, counselling psychology,
NLP, EMDR
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Introduction
This study sets out to examine eye-movements during recall and how these 
might differ when recalling a waking memory, which is a memory of an experience 
one has had while awake, and a dream memory. Moreover, this study attempts to 
explore how eye-movements might be associated with the process of recall and how 
this behaviour might differ when recalling a waking memory and a dream memory.
Memories of past events and of dreams are material which is brought into the 
counselling room. Within the psychotherapeutic context, when clients recall a 
memory, they are often observed staring into some far off place. This has been 
referred to as the ‘looking at nothing’ phenomenon (Ferreira, Apel & Henderson,
2008) and this is said to be affected by the type of information a person is recalling 
(Handler & Grinder, 1979). However, there is little that is known about this 
phenomenon, which leaves counselling psychology with unanswered questions as to if 
and how recalling a dream might be different from recalling a waking memory and 
how this might be evidenced in clients. No previous research has addressed this 
question.
One of the least understood cognitive-behavioural phenomena related to memory 
recall is arguably, the seemingly spontaneous eye-movement which accompanies the 
recall process (Micic, Ehrlichman & Chen, 2010). The activation of saccadic eye- 
movements and gaze-fixations have been observed in many types of retrieval 
processes, such as auditory imagery (Bergstrom & Hiscock, 1988), visual imagery 
(Totten, 1935), daydreaming (Antrobus, Antrobus & Singer, 1964) and other verbal- 
linguistic tasks (Ehrlichman, Weiner & Baker, 1974). Micic, Ehrlichman & Chen 
(2010) argue that there is strong empirical evidence to suggest that eye-movements,
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which are not related to visual stimuli and accompany the recall process, “...reflects 
synchronization between functions of the saccadic and the explicit memory system.” 
(p. 210). Some gaze patterns are obviously related to visual stimuli in the 
environment, like for instance, seeing a car drive by. However, there are gaze patterns 
which are not related to visual stimuli but appear to be task-specific, such as recalling 
a memory. Therefore, it is these task-specific gaze-pattems which are of interest 
within this study.
Handler and Grinder (1979) who pioneered what is known as neuro-linguistic 
programming (NLP) considered specific patterns of ocular-motility (i.e. eye- 
movement). NLP theory suggests that specific eye fixations are associated with 
particular types of cognitive processing. For example. Handler & Grinder (1979) 
proposed that in general, when people gaze upwards this is associated with recalling 
visual information, when their gaze is positioned laterally, this is associated with 
recalling auditory information and when gaze is positioned downward, this is 
associated with recalling feelings and internal dialogue. Moreover, NLP theory 
suggests that when people gaze to their right, they are constructing information and 
when they gaze left, they are remembering information. However, if a person is left- 
handed their construction/remembrance gaze-fixations are reversed. Another factor 
which may have the potential to affect eye-movements is gender. However, in relation 
to NLP, Nate’s (2000) investigation found no gender differences. Moreover, Wilson et 
al. (1993) investigated a particular type of eye-movement known as saccades, which is 
simply when the eyes fix on one point after another in the visual field. Wilson et al.’s 
(1993) research also found no gender differences in saccadic eye-movement 
parameters within normal subjects. However, on the whole, there has been little
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investigation into potential differences between the sexes in eye-movements relating 
to recall.
NLP theory has provided grounds for much debate and there is empirical 
evidence both in favour (Nate, 2000) and against it (Heap, 1988) but subsequent 
research has dwindled. However, what Handler and Grinder (1979) did, was to raise 
the plausible connection between eye-movement and recall and how this might be 
relevant in a therapeutic context.
Shapiro (2001) argues that eye movements are linked with stored psychological 
material and suggests that when a traumatic or distressing experience transpires, it 
may overwhelm the mind’s typical ways of coping, resulting in the memory of the 
event being inadequately processed. This is where eye movement desensitization and 
reprocessing therapy (EMDR) is derived from. It promotes that bilateral stimulation, 
for example, eye movements, tones, or tapping, can evoke neurological and 
physiological changes which may assist with the processing of traumatic memories. 
Not surprisingly, this type of therapeutic intervention is most commonly used with 
clients who have been diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
Shapiro’s (2001) reason for developing EMDR was based on an experience where she 
observed, by chance, that moving her eyes seemed to decrease her distress when 
recalling disturbing memories. Although EMDR has been shown to work 
therapeutically (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2005), a clear and agreed 
empirical rationale for the reasons why, have not been provided (Coetzee & Regel, 
2005).
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Arguably, Shapiro’s (2001) main premise is that eye movements have the power 
to affect memory and even aid the processing of traumatic memories. Parnell (1997) 
proposes that eye movements are associated with a part of the brain called the 
hippocampus, which is linked with the consolidation of memory. Parnell (1997) 
compares the association between eye movement and processing memory with Rapid 
Eye-Movement (REM) during sleep and suggests that it might be a similar process. 
With this in mind, if eye movements can affect the processing of memory, which 
research demonstrates it can (Parker et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2010; Vojtova et al.,
2009), then it may be no great leap to assume that eye-movements may be associated 
with the retrieval process of recalling a memory.
With regard to the similarity between recalling a waking memory and a dream 
memory, the process of recalling both rely on autobiographical memory, which is 
memory for one’s own experiences (Conway, 1990; 2001). Moreover, Horton (2009) 
pioneered a study in order to test whether there was a difference in recall between 
dreams and waking memories. Horton found that dream memories share a similar 
profile to waking memories with regard to quality, provided that they were reported or 
rehearsed upon waking.
The gap between memory and dreaming has usually been bridged by theories 
advocating that the function of dreaming is related to memory reprocessing (Stickgold 
et al., 2001). This theory suggests that while people sleep there are a collection of 
processes by which “...fresh memory traces are strengthened and transformed into a 
more stable and persistent form and are integrated into pre-existing knowledge 
networks” (Diekelmann, et al., 2009, p. 121). However, Smith (2010) refutes the idea 
that dreaming enhances memory consolidation but maintains that dreaming may be
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connected with ongoing memory-processing. Cognitive neuroscience suggests that 
while the hippocampus serves as the gateway for new memories to be processed, the 
neocortex is involved in higher functions such as sensory perception, conscious 
thought and language (Noack, 2006). Interestingly, Pace-Shott et al. (2004) propose 
that during REM sleep, when the majority of dreams are said to take place (McCarley, 
1995; Solms, 2000), there is a flow of information from the neocortex to the 
hippocampus, which suggests that dreams may be more thought-like. However, at 
present, there is no unified agreement on the function of dreaming or on the part that 
memory processing might play in this.
Although there has been substantial research conducted on eye movement during 
REM sleep, which supports a link between eye movements and dreaming, there has 
been no research on how eye movements might differ when recalling a dream or 
recalling a waking memory. Van Nuys (1984) attempted to explore whether the link 
between dreaming and eye-movement goes beyond the sleeping state by investigating 
eye-movements associated with dream-recall. Van Nuys (1984) considered gender and 
whether participants were right or left handed. The results yielded a correlation 
between dream-recall and a left gaze shift. Furthermore, it seemed that this was more 
associated with male participants. This study adds to an initial understanding of how 
eye movements might be associated with dream recall, however, it does not tend to the 
question, as to whether eye movements differ when recalling a dream or a waking 
memory.
Aim of the research
The present study aims to go some way to answering this question, adding to a 
body of research within the field of dreams, memory in particular and psychotherapy
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in general. The objective is to provide an initial quantitative account of the eye- 
movements observed in participants’ recall of a waking memory and a dream 
memory. To such an extent the study asks:
► Are there differences in eye-movement relating to the recall of waking memories 
and dream memories?
Due to the lack of literature in this area, there is little previous research in which 
to ground hypotheses, as to whether there will be differences in eye-movement 
between recalling a waking memory or a dream memory. However, as a starting point, 
the present studies predictions were based on work of others, as indicated in the 
hypotheses below.
Hypothesis 1: The type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect left-gazing behaviour (Bandler & Grinder, 1979).
Hypothesis 2: The type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect right-gazing behaviour (Bandler & Grinder, 1979).
Hypothesis 3: Male participants will shift their gaze to the left when recalling a dream 
more often than female participants (Van Nuys, 1984).
Hypothesis 4: The type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect upward-gazing behaviour when recalling visual, auditory and feeling 
content (Bandler & Grinder, 1979).
Hypothesis 5: The type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect middle-gazing behaviour when recalling visual, auditory and feeling content 
(Bandler & Grinder, 1979).
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Hypothesis 6: The type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect lower-gazing behaviour when recalling visual, auditory and feeling content 
(Bandler & Grinder, 1979).
Hypothesis 7: There will be no gender differences in eye-movement relating to the 
content of recall between conditions (Nate, 2000).
Hypothesis 8: Due to the link between REM and dreaming, it is thought that 
participants will display more saccades when recalling a dream memory than when 
recalling a waking memory (Parnell, 1997; McCarley, 1995; Solms, 2000).
Hypothesis 9: Participants saccadic eye-movement will not differ between males and 
females (Wilson et al., 1993).
Further investigation into this area can inform counselling psychologists as to how 
working with dreams therapeutically might differ cognitively for the client from 
working with waking memories. For example Marozza’s (2005) research suggests that 
meaning-making of dream memories is a constructive process and continues through 
recall. Therefore, this research might aid in the development of more bespoke ways of 
working therapeutically with dreams. Furthermore, research into observable external 
behaviours such as eye movement, which might be related to, or be a product of 
internal processes, can aid counselling psychologists in their understanding of non- 
verbal-cues and essentially provide an extra dimension to understanding their clients. 
This research adds to the body of findings relevant to NLP theory by identifying if 
eye-movement differs according to the type of memory, and not just the type of 
content, one recalls. Additionally, the results of this study can add to the literature 
regarding EMDR.
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Researching the difference between eye-movements, when recalling a waking 
memory and a dream memory, can also potentially add to the controversial subject of 
recovered memories. For example, from a therapeutic perspective, de Rivera & 
Sarbin’s (1998) research found that gentle suggestion in dream-work can lead to false 
beliefs. It has also been suggested that some recovered memories are due to dreams 
that feel so ‘real’ that they might be confused with reality (Loftus, 1993). Therefore, 
discerning any potential differences in eye-movement between recalling dream 
memories and waking memories might help to clarify these issues when they emerge. 
For instance, if a client tells their therapist that they have had a dream and feel unsure 
whether this might be a recovered memory; observing the clients’ eye movement 
during recall might aid the therapeutic investigation. Of course this does not suggest 
that the ‘truth’ can be ascertained purely through eye-movement. However, eye- 
movement might have the potential to provide clues in cases such as these. This may 
also be of use for clients who suffer from PTSD, as this type of disturbance often 
involves distressing and vivid dreams, as well as flashbacks, the two of which can 
become enmeshed (Barrett, 2001).
Method 
Design
The present study utilized a mixed measures experimental design. There were two 
I Vs: recall type, which was within participants and had two levels - waking memory 
and dream memory; and sex which was between participants and had two levels -  
male and female. The dependent variable (DV) was operationalised in three ways:
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Longest Gaze = this is the gaze-location in which participants looked for the 
longest amount of time, recorded in seconds, during the 30 second period after the 
researcher had finished asking the participant a question. This was an interval level 
variable.
Content of Recall = this relates to the type of information which the participant 
recalled. This was a categorical variable with three categories - visual, auditory, 
feeling. For example, when a participant recalled what someone in their dream looked 
like, this was coded as visual content. Questions relating to content were specifically 
asked within each condition (see appendix for Interview Schedule).
Saccades = this term was operationalised as any discernable eye-movement which 
could be observed. Some participants’ were inclined to make large sweeping eye- 
movements, while others made small jolty movements. However, all movement was 
recorded within the 30 second time period, after the researcher had finished asking the 
participant a question. This was an interval level variable comprising of the total 
number of movements within the time period.
Participants
Due to the fact that this study focuses on general human non-verbal behaviour, 
there was no need to focus on a particular sub-set of society. Therefore, opportunity 
sampling was employed in order to gain initial and general ideas about the 
phenomenon of interest (Hinton, 2004). The sample consisted of 50 participants of 
whom 46 were students at the University of Surrey and 4 were professionals affiliated
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with the University of Surrey. Of the 46 students, 23 were psychology undergraduates, 
who received course credits for participating in the study, while all other participants 
were entered into a prize draw. The sample included a variety of different ethnicities: 
26 were White-Brittish, 2 were mixed-race, 4 were Chinese, 3 were Japanese, 6 were 
Greek, 3 were Black-Jamaican, 1 was White-American, 2 were White-German, 1 was 
White-Dutch and 2 were Black-Jamaican.
Culture differences and age were not taken into consideration in this preliminary 
study; however, gender was included, as previous research suggests that gender may 
influence dream recall (Blume-Marcovici, 2010; Van Nuys, 1984). Handedness has 
also been shown to affect eye movements relating to cognition (Kinsboume, 1970; 
Kocel et al., 1972; Galin & Omstein, 1974) and so to control for this, only right- 
handed participants met the selection criteria. The only other selection criterion 
participants had to meet was to be able to remember a pleasant dream within the week 
prior to the interview.
Based on convergent empirical evidence, which suggests that eye-movement 
alters according to the processing requirements of tasks, such as long-term memory 
and working memory (Micic, Ehrlichman & Chen, 2010); only waking memories and 
dream memories which participants’ experienced within the week prior to the 
interview were accepted, which also added to recall integrity.
Materials
The materials required for this study were: a private room in which to conduct the 
interview, two chairs, a video camera, a consent form, a Participant Information Sheet,
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an Interview Schedule and a pen (See Appendix for consent form, Participant 
Information Sheet, and Interview Schedule).
Procedure
Structured interviews were selected as opposed to semi-structured, since it has 
been argued that: “If the questions are decided in advance, it is much harder for the 
interview to be deflected from the topic at hand.” (Dyer, 1995, p. 58). Structured 
interviews also provided a standardized procedure, which was the same for every 
participant, thus, decreasing the effect of extraneous variables. Furthermore, this 
method is economical of research time, which enables more time for a larger sample 
to be collected.
Before experimenting began, a brief pilot study was conducted with five 
participants (This data was not included in the results). From the information gained in 
this trial run, the following procedure was constructed.
Participants were invited to participate in the study through email, posters and 
face-to-face encounters. Once participants agreed to participate in the study, a meeting 
was arranged in a private room where the interview could take place. Participants 
were interviewed one at a time in order to protect confidentiality and decrease the 
potential for distracting stimuli in the room. When each participant arrived, they were 
asked to take a seat at a table and spend some time reading through the Participant 
Information Sheet, which provided participants with an idea of what to expect during 
the interview. Participants were informed that the study was interested in how dreams 
and waking memories are recalled by people. However, participants were not
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informed that their eye movements would be the primary focus. The ethics of this 
omission were taken into consideration. However, it was decided that this was 
necessary in order to maintain the integrity of the research. For example, knowing that 
eye-movements were being observed may have affected participants’ natural 
tendencies or produced demand characteristics (Wilkins, 1978). It was decided that 
participants were unlikely to be upset or offended when discovering that their eye 
movements were of interest.
Once the Participant Information Sheet had been read through by the 
participant and any further questions answered, they signed a consent form (See 
appendix), consenting to their voluntary participation in the study. Participants were 
then shown to a chair in the room which was positioned opposite to the researcher. By 
the right side of the researchers chair was a video camera, which had been set at an 
average height to be in-line with most participants’ eye-line when sitting down (105 
cm in height). The camera position and zoom needed to be adjusted for each 
participant, to ensure that their eyes were clearly visible. Participants were informed 
that the camera was there in order to document the interview for data coding purposes 
and that the footage would be destroyed after the research study was completed. The 
space between the researchers’ chair and the participants chair was 120 cm. This 
distance was chosen based on Hall’s (1966) research on proxemics, which established 
the distances at which most people interact within certain situations. Hall (1966) 
suggests that 120 cm is an appropriate social distance at which intraspecies 
communication can take place naturally, without causing discomfort to the parties 
involved.
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The pilot study revealed that when the researcher was positioned behind the 
recording device, this increased the likelihood of participants feeling pressured to 
sustain eye-contact with the camera, potentially disrupting their natural eye-movement 
patterns. Therefore, in the main study the researcher was positioned next to the video 
camera, rather than behind it, to maintain ecological validity (Brewer, 2000). In this 
set-up, participants were able to interact with a human being, rather than a piece of 
machinery, at a distance which might naturally occur in a social situation (Hall, 1966).
Participants were asked specific questions about a recent waking memory and a 
recent dream memory (See appendix for Interview Schedule) and each interview 
lasted approximately ten minutes. Half of the participants were asked to recall a 
waking memory first and the other half were asked to recall a dream memory first. 
This counterbalancing strategy was utilized in order to control for order effects 
(Cozby, 2009). For example, by the second question, participants’ may have felt more 
comfortable in the experimental situation and with the researcher. Once the interview 
was over, participants were debriefed and informed that their eye movements were 
being studied and no participants expressed being upset or offended on discovering 
the true nature of the study.
Coding the video data
Eye movements were coded during the first 30 second period after the researcher 
had finished asking each question. Participants varied in the length of time they took 
to answer questions; therefore, the timeframe of 30 seconds was used as a way to 
standardize the data. Eye-movement was coded from the participant’s perspective, for 
example, when a left gaze-location was recorded this signifies that the participant was
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looking to their left (See Appendix for a copy of the score sheet used for each 
participant).
The possible eye-movement positions which could be recorded are as follows: Eye 
movement - nine levels (Upper Left (UL), Upper Middle (UM), Upper Right (UR), 
Middle Left (ML), Middle-Middle (MM), Middle Right (MR), Lower Left (LL), 
Lower Middle (LM), Lower Right (LR). Middle gazing was recorded when 
participants’ gazed laterally and a middle-middle gaze-location was noted when 
participants’ eyes were central. This variable was collapsed in various ways (i.e. into 
two and three levels) depending on the cell sizes and analysis.
Reliability and validity
To control for experimenter bias and expectancy effects (Wilkins, 1978), an 
external researcher also assessed 10% of the video recordings and coded participants’ 
eye movement. An inter-rater reliability test was performed using Cohen's kappa 
coefficient, which is suitable for nominal data and is used to assess the rate of 
agreement between researchers coding the data. This particular test for inter-rater 
reliability is frequently used in research involving the coding of behaviour (Bakeman, 
2000). To assess rater-agreement for interval data, an independent t-test was utilized 
to assess the mean difference between rater-observations.
With regard to the validity of the study, Hammersley (1990) suggests that validity 
can be described as being confident in our knowledge, without being certain. As 
‘reality’ is thought to be independent of the claims which researchers make about it, 
this study may ‘represent’ reality but cannot reproduce it. This is especially the case
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within the artificial set-up of an experimental design. However, the present study 
aimed to increase external validity by engineering a more natural interaction, person- 
to-person, at an appropriate social distance at which this might take place in the ‘real 
world’. This set-up also mimics the one-to-one therapeutic set-up, excluding the 
camera. Moreover, it is important to note how the researcher may impact the study 
and interpretation of findings. To a large extent, this potential effect can be decreased 
through employing an additional observer. However, it is with this in mind that a 
reflection section will also accompany the final report, acknowledging the role that the 
researcher’s subjectivity might have played in the collecting and interpretation of data. 
This combined with researcher-collaboration will enhance the reliability and validly of 
this research.
Analysis
As each hypothesis within this study focuses on different aspects, more than one 
statistical analysis was employed using the SPSS package.
HI was tested in order to investigate participants’ left longest gaze-locations 
between conditions. As the data for this was interval, a related t-test was the chosen 
method of analysis, which allowed the opportunity to compare the means of eye- 
movement between conditions.
H2 was tested in order to investigate participants’ right longest gaze-locations 
between conditions. As the data for this was also interval, a related t-test was the 
chosen method of analysis.
H3, male participants will shift their gaze to the left when recalling a dream more 
often than female participants, was tested with regard to participants’ longest gaze. An
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independent t-test was carried out on interval data in order to compare longest gaze 
means between males and females.
H4, H5 and H6 stating that the type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream 
memory) will not affect upward, middle and lower gazing-behaviour when recalling 
visual, auditory and feeling content was tested using (x2), a test of independence, as 
this type of analysis is most suitable for nominal data (Hinton, 2004). Therefore 
frequency patterns could be collected relating to upward, middle and lower gazes 
when recalling three different types of content: visual, auditory and feeling, between 
conditions.
H7, proposing that there will be no gender differences in eye-movement pertaining 
to the content of recall between conditions was analysed using (x2). This method of 
analysis was chosen in order to compare frequency patterns relating to categories of 
content (visual, auditory and feeling) recalled in the Waking Memory and Dream 
Memory condition between males and females.
In order to test H8, that due to the link between REM and dreaming, it is thought 
that participants will display more saccades when recalling a dream memory than 
when recalling a waking memory, a related t-test was carried out to compare the mean 
number of saccades observed between conditions and within subjects.
To test H9, that there will be no differences in saccadic eye-movement between 
males and females, an independent t-test was utilized to compare the mean number of 
saccades observed between males and females when recalling a waking memory and a 
dream memory.
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Results
Inter-rater reliability
Inter-rater reliability was calculated by Kappa statistics, which is the ratio of the 
observed agreement beyond chance to the potential agreement beyond chance (Fleiss, 
1981). Cohen's kappa was near perfect for Waking Memory Longest Gaze (k =80%) 
and Dream Memory Longest Gaze (k =80%); and in the moderate range (k =60%) for 
Waking Memory Visual Content, Dream Memory Visual Content (k =60%), Waking 
Memory Auditory Content (k =60%); and in the fair range for Dream Memory 
Auditory Content (k =40%). Waking Memory Feeling Content (k =40%) and Dream 
Memory Feeling Content (k =40%). The fair Kappa results suggest that the data 
gathered for ‘Content’ is inconsistent and therefore this should be borne of mind with 
regard to these particular findings.
An independent t-test was performed in order to test if the number of saccades 
counted by the two observers differed significantly. The mean number of saccades 
observed by rater 1 across conditions = 36.7, SD = 8.5 and for rater 2 = 36.5, SD = 
8.1. The independent t-test heralded, t(18) = .000, p = 1.00, which indicates that there 
were no significant differences between rater-observations.
Longest Gaze
The data gathered for participants’ longest gaze was interval and this was a within 
subjects design, n = 50. The data was collapsed down from nine gaze-locations (UL, 
UM, UR, ML, MM, MR, LL, LM, LR) to two, only analysing left and right gazing by 
combining the six left and right gaze-locations (UL, ML, LL, UR, MR, LR).
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Therefore, the original nine gaze-locations will be reported but not incorporated into 
the analysis. These two gaze-locations were collapsed for the waking memory and 
dream memory condition, in order to test for general differences in eye-movement 
between conditions. The data was transformed using LG 10, as Howell (2007) suggests 
is appropriate for data with a substantial positive skew with zero values. After 
transformation, the data met the criteria for using a paired t-test, which was then 
carried out to analyse the data, in order to test hypothesis 1 : that the type of memory 
recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will not affect left-gazing behaviour; and 
Hypothesis 2: that the type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect right-gazing behaviour.
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Table 1
The means and standard deviations for participants’ longest gaze-locations prior to
transformation
Waking Memory Condition 
Longest Gaze
Dream Memory Condition 
Longest Gaze
Upper Left Mean = 5.0 
SD = 4.2
Upper Left Mean = 5.0 
SD = 4.6
Upper Middle Mean =1.2 
SD = 1.8
Upper Middle Mean =1.4 
SD = 1.8
Upper Right Mean =1.0 
SD = 1.7
Upper Right Mean =1.6 
SD = 2.4
Middle Left Mean = 2.9 
SD = 2.7
Middle left Mean = 2.6 
SD = 2.4
Middle-Middle Mean = 10.5 
SD = 5.2
Middle-Middle Mean = 8.7 
SD = 4.4
Middle Right Mean =1.2 
SD = 2.5
Middle Right Mean = 1.6 
SD = 2.8
Lower Left Mean = 2.7 
SD = 3.7
Lower Left Mean = 2.0 
SD = 2.3
Lower Middle Mean = .8 
SD = 1.3
Lower Middle Mean = 1.5 
SD = 2.4
Lower Right Mean = .7 
SD = 1.4
Lower Right Mean =1.8 
SD = 2.8
Table 1: means and standard deviations for longest gaze-locations in the original nine 
levels in which they were observed.
When exploring the data in their original nine levels, prior to transformation (Table 
1), the data demonstrated that overall, participants’ spent the majority of time gazing
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in a middle-middle position. Moreover, participants’ spent more time gazing in this 
direction during the Waking Memory condition. The second most common gaze- 
location was an upper-left gaze, irrespective of condition. Overall, the results depicted 
that downward gaze was the least common longest gaze-location for participants’ 
irrespective of condition. However, more downward gazes were observed within the 
Dream Memory condition.
A paired t-test was performed for left gaze-location, which heralded, t(49) =1.2,/? 
= 0.2, indicating that there was no significant difference in participants’ left longest 
gaze-locations between conditions (Waking Memory condition mean = 10.7, SD = 
5.6, Dream memory condition mean = 9.7, SD = 5.4). Therefore, HI that the type of 
memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will not affect left-gazing 
behaviour is supported by the data. However, participants’ right longest gaze-location 
heralded a significant finding t(49) = -4.3, p  = 0.00, suggesting that there was a 
significant difference in right longest gaze-locations between conditions, with more 
right-gazing observed in the Dream Memory condition (Waking Memory condition 
mean = 3.0, SD = 3.8, Dream memory condition mean = 5.0, SD = 4.7). Therefore, 
hypothesis 2, that the type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream memory) will 
not affect right-gazing behaviour, was not supported by the data.
Further analysis was conducted in order to assess any potential gender differences 
in participants’ left longest gaze-locations between conditions. This was a between 
subjects design, n = 14 male, 36 female. Once again, the data was collapsed into two 
levels, consisting of left and right gaze-locations (UL, ML, LL, UR, MR, LR) and 
transformed using LG 10. An independent t-test was used in order to test H3.
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When examining the original nine gaze-locations prior to transformation, the data 
shows that within the Waking Memory condition, the most common longest gaze- 
location was a middle-middle position (female mean = 9.9, SD = 5.4, male mean =
11.9, SD = 4.5) and this was also the case for the Dream Memory condition (Female 
mean = 7.7, SD = 4.0, Male mean = 11.1, SD = 4.5). The second most common 
longest gaze-location within the Waking Memory condition was upper-left (Female 
mean = 5.0, SD = 4.4, male mean = 5.0, SD = 3.6) and this tendency also held in the 
Dream Memory condition (Female mean = 5.0, SD = 4.2, male mean = 5.0, SD = 5.5). 
The findings for left gaze-location within the Dream Memory condition were non­
significant (t(48) = 0.8, p  = 0.4), suggesting that there were little differences in left 
longest gaze-locations between the sexes when recalling a dream memory (means: 
Male = .9, SD = .3, female = 1.0, SD = .2). This indicates that hypothesis 3, proposing 
that male participants will shift their gaze to the left when recalling a dream more 
often than female participants, is not supported by the data.
Content
The data was collapsed down from nine categories (UL, UM, UR, ML, MM, MR, 
LL, LM, LR) to three, upper, middle and lower, due to the original nine categories 
resulting in cell counts which were less than five (Kinnear & Gray, 2000). To test 
Hypotheses 4, 5 and 6 stating that the type of memory recalled (waking 
memory/dream memory) will not affect upward, middle and lower-gazing behaviour 
when recalling visual, auditory and feeling content, x 2 was carried out and performed 
separately for upper, middle and lower gaze positions.
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Table 2
The frequency data for first gaze-location in relation to the content of recall
Waking Memory Condition
Visual
Auditory
Feeling
U
30
U
28
U
19
M
13
M
13
M
21 10
Dream Memory Condition
Visual
Auditory
Feeling
U
30
U
24
U
22
M
13
M
16
M
22
10
Table 2: frequency of participants’ first gaze within Upper (U), Middle (M) and 
Lower (L) gaze-locations, in relation to content of memory which was recalled in the 
Waking Memory condition and the Dream Memory condition.
When examining the frequency data in their three categories (Upper, Middle, 
Lower), it can be seen (Table 2) that the most common gaze-location was an upward 
gaze, irrespective of condition. This trend was most evident when participants were 
recalling visual information and decreased somewhat when recalling auditory and 
feeling content. The analysis for upper-gaze heralded, x 2 =.3, df = 2, /? = 0.8, 
indicating that there was no significant difference in upward-gazing relating to the 
content of recall between conditions. Similar results were found for middle-gaze 
locations, x 2 =.3, df = 2, /? = 0.8 and lower-gaze locations, x 2 =.3, df = 2, j? = 0.8, 
which again indicates no significant difference in middle or lower-gazing relating to 
the content of recall between conditions. Therefore, H4, H5 and H6 were supported by 
the data.
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Further analysis was conducted in order to test Hypothesis 7, proposing that there 
will be no gender differences in eye-movement relating to the content of recall 
between conditions. This was a between subjects design (n = 14 male, 36 female). 
Once again, the data was collapsed into three categories (upper, middle lower) and x 2 
was used. The analysis heralded, x 2 = 12.8, df = 17, p -  0.7, which indicates that there 
was no significant difference between the sexes upper, middle and lower-gazing 
relating to the content of recall between conditions. Therefore, H7 was supported by 
the data.
Saccades
Hypothesis 8, that participants will display more saccades when recalling a dream 
memory, as opposed to recalling a waking memory, was tested in a related t-test. 
Within the Waking Memory condition, the mean number of saccades displayed was 
35, SD = 9.5 and for the Dream Memory condition, the mean number of saccades 
displayed was 40.5, SD = 10.8. The related t-test of data yielded t(49)=-5.7, j9<001. 
The results indicate that significantly more saccades were observed during the Dream 
Memory condition. Therefore, the results support hypothesis 8, that the number of 
saccades in the Dream Memory condition would be greater than that in the Waking 
Memory condition.
Further analysis was conducted in order to test hypothesis 9, that participants 
saccadic eye-movement will not differ between males and females. An independent t- 
test was used to analyse the data. Within the Waking Memory condition, the mean 
number of saccades displayed by females = 37, SD = 9.6, compared with males = 29, 
SD = 6.3 and in the Dream Memory condition, females = 42, SD = 12, compared with 
males = 36, SD = 4.2. Significant results were found for the Waking Memory
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condition (t(48) = 2.9, /><001) and the Dream Memory condition (t(48) = 2.6, p  =
0.01), which means that the results do not support H9 that saccadic eye-movement 
will not differ between the sexes. These results indicate that there was a significant 
difference between the number of saccades that males and females displayed within 
both conditions and overall, across conditions, females tended to display more 
saccades than males.
Discussion
The results for participants’ longest-gaze when recalling a waking memory and a 
dream memory supported Hypothesis 1, indicating that there were no significant 
differences in participants’ left longest gaze-location between conditions. However, 
contrary to Hypothesis 2, significantly more right gazing was observed in the Dream 
Memory condition. Additionally, more middle gazes were observed to occur when 
participants were recalling a waking memory. The second most common longest gaze- 
location was for participants’ to gaze to their upper-left, irrespective of condition. 
Further, in opposition to Hypothesis 3, no significant gender differences were found 
for left longest-gaze.
When investigating whether the type of memory recalled (waking memory/dream 
memory) would affect upward, middle and lower-gazing behaviour when recalling 
visual, auditory and feeling content, H4, H5 and H6 were supported, as no significant 
differences were found. Moreover, there was an overall trend for participants’ first 
gaze to be in an upward gaze-location, irrespective of content and condition. Also, in 
support of Hypothesis 7, no significant gender differences were found relating to the 
content of recall between conditions.
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With regard to saccadic eye-movement, there appeared to be a highly significant 
difference between conditions, with most saccades occurring when participants 
recalled a dream memory, supporting Hypothesis 8. The results indicated that females 
displayed significantly more saccades than males in both conditions, in opposition to 
Hypothesis 9.
Considering that there was no significant difference found for participants’ left 
longest gaze-location between conditions, this concords with Handler & Grinder’s 
(1979) theory that gazing left may be associated with recall. Thus, the process of 
recalling any type of autobiographical memory (Horton, 2009) may utilize comparable 
cognitive processes, which could be why no differences were observed. However, 
perhaps in opposition to Handler and Grinder’s (1979) theory, right gazing was 
observed, with consistently more right-gazing being displayed in the Dream Memory 
condition. This may suggest that the process of recall differs when recalling a waking 
memory and a dream memory. Even if eye-movements are conceptualized as merely 
behaviours, rather than linked to cognitive processing, the observed ocular behaviour 
in participants’ was significantly different between conditions regarding right longest- 
gaze. This indicates that some part of the observable process of recalling a waking 
memory and a dream memory may differ significantly. This could be due to 
extraneous variables; however, steps were taken to standardise the interview and 
coding of observations, as well as counterbalancing the order of questions which 
participants were asked. Therefore, these findings for longest gaze appear to have held 
strong across controls.
The overarching trend found for longest gaze was for participants’ to gaze in a 
middle-middle position. However, this gaze-location was actually eye-contact with the
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researcher and therefore this might say more about social etiquette, rather than 
cognitive processes related to eye-movement, which is why this position was omitted 
from analysis. However, what is interesting is that more eye-contact was observed 
when participants were recalling a waking memory. This might mean that 
participants’ felt more comfortable disclosing a waking memory, compared with a 
dream memory. Although, this could also mean that a more complex retrieval process 
was required for recalling a dream memory and so participants’ looked away in order 
to decrease social arousal.
Interestingly, the second most common gaze-location for participants’ longest gaze 
was in an upper-left gaze-location, irrespective of condition. The reason why this is 
meaningful is because this could suggest that upper-left gaze is associated with the 
retrieval process of recalling an autobiographical memory. This trend was also seen in 
both males and females, concordant with Handler & Grinder’s (1979) assertion that 
looking left is associated with remembering.
Participants were also observed to gaze downwards more when recalling a dream 
memory. This could be explained through Handler & Grinder’s (1979) proposition 
that gazing downward is associated with ‘feeling’ and internal dialogue. If this theory 
is accepted, it might suggest that the quality of remembering a dream might be similar 
to that of an internal dialogue and evoke more feelings than recalling a waking 
memory. Of course this may depend on the original level of emotion attached to the 
memory one recalls. However, within this study, to control for this, only pleasant 
waking memories and dream memories were disclosed. Therefore, to some extent, this 
negates the possibility of extreme variances in emotional content. Moreover, If the 
assertion of Pace-Shott et al. (2004) is considered, that dreams may be more thought­
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like than previously believed, this might also make sense of why more lower gazes 
were observed during the dream memory condition, in concordance with lower gaze 
relating to internal dialogue in NLP theory. However, at present this remains 
speculation but it is clear that there is room for further research in this area.
The finding for participants’ to spend more time gazing right when recalling a 
dream memory is curious. If we consider neurological contributions to research, it is 
suggested that the left brain controls the right side of the body and vice versa. 
Therefore, when a participant gazes right, we might theorize that they are utilizing 
more left-brain functions. Left-brain functions are more associated with logical and 
analytical processing, focussing on part-objects, where right-brain functions are more 
concerned with symbolic and creative processing and viewing the whole (Van 
Lancker Sidtis, 2006). Therefore, with this in mind, it could be argued that recalling a 
dream memory requires more logic and analytical processing than recalling a waking 
memory. This is surprising, as dreams have been portrayed to be more commonly 
associated with the symbolic function, rather than logic. An explanation for this could 
be that a dream-memory might seem more fragmented than a waking memory and 
therefore requires logic to connect the dots. However, the left-brain utility of viewing 
parts, rather than the whole, might fit with the recall of a dream memory, as dreams 
are often remembered in parts.
Another possible explanation for why more right-gazes were observed when 
recalling a dream memory might relate to Handler & Grinder’s (1979) proposition that 
right-gazing is associated with constructing a memory. This may suggest that the 
process of recalling a dream memory might also require some construction in order to 
make meaning of it, which Marozza et al.’s (2005) proposition also supports.
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Therefore, recalling a dream might be an ongoing creative process which continues 
after the dreamer wakes. If this theory is to be accepted, this highlights how powerful 
dream-work can be. However, the potential creative function of dream-work within 
therapy also calls for practitioner-awareness and caution, as de Rivera & Sarbin 
(1998) found that gentle suggestion in dream-work can lead to false beliefs. Thus, if 
indeed dream recall is a creative process, it raises the need for awareness within 
counselling psychology and promotes a non-directional approach to this type of 
therapeutic work.
The non-significant findings for eye-movement relating to the content of 
participants recall add to the NLP debate and provide evidence against NLP, as 
upward gazes were found to be the most common gaze location irrespective of the 
content participants recalled. However, it is important to note that inter-rater reliability 
pertaining to these categories was moderate to fair. Participants were asked ‘content’ 
questions when they were relatively mid-flow in conversation and were regularly 
observed to turn their head or obstruct the view of their eyes in some way, which 
made it difficult to assess their first gaze-location in relation to the content of their 
recall. This may have been a coincidence or a product of their flow of recall being re­
directed by the researcher. Alternatively, this type of non-verbal behaviour might be 
associated with the process of retrieving visual, auditory and feeling memories. 
Moreover, only the first direction in which participants’ gazed when recalling visual, 
auditory and feeling content was observed within this study. Therefore, as there was a 
trend for participants longest gaze to be upper-left (except for eye-contact with the 
researcher), this could mean that participants were primarily recalling visual 
information at these times, in concordance with NLP theory, although this is merely
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speculation. These findings are consequently inconclusive with regard to the content 
of recall for gaze observations and NLP.
With regard to the number of saccades displayed by participants’, there was a clear 
and significant difference when recalling a waking memory and a dream memory. 
Consistently more saccades were displayed when participants’ recalled a dream 
memory and this was the case for both males and females. This may give weight to 
Parnell’s (1997) avocation that the association between eye movement and processing 
memory with REM during sleep might be a comparable process. Moreover, this could 
potentially suggest that the link between REM and dreaming goes beyond sleep. If 
theories suggesting that REM is associated with memory processing are accepted, then 
perhaps it is no great leap to think that REM is also present when recalling dream 
memories while awake. This may also provide a rationale for why EMDR appears to 
be so effective therapeutically.
A possible explanation for EMDR, relating to the retrieval process of stored 
memories might be connected with utilising left and right brain functions. As dreams 
are often recalled as part-objects, they may require more left-brain functions to 
retrieve and process these fragmented memories. Moreover, in concordance with 
Shapiro (2001), it is asserted that during traumatic experiences, the mind is 
overwhelmed and processes the experience in fragmented parts. Consequently, 
recalling a dream and a traumatic memory might share a similar fragmented profile. 
Therefore, when attempting to retrieve these fragmented memories, the mind may 
shift continuously from left to right brain functions in order to recall and subsequently 
process the memory in a more structured or ‘whole’ format. This could explain why 
more saccades were observed when participants’ recalled a dream memory, as their
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mind was switching back and forth from left to right brain functions attempting to 
process the fragments. Thus, saccadic eye-movement may be an observable product of 
this or may even be part of the cognitive process. Therefore, saccadic eye-movement 
in EMDR may work on a similar basis of retrieving and processing fragmented 
information by shifting from left to right-brain processing.
Although the present study was an experimental design, some controls were forfeit 
in the name of maintaining ecological validity. An example of the limitations of this 
decision is evidenced in the difficulties of observing eye-movement relating to the 
content of recall. As participants were not under strict controls and were not informed 
that their eye-movement was being observed, there were some occasions where 
participants’ would obstruct the view of their eyes. Moreover, the sample of the 
present study was imbalanced, with more females than males participating, which 
creates a limitation with regard to the generalisability of potential gender differences. 
However, it is proposed that these findings provide a necessary platform for further 
research into this area. As gender differences were found for saccadic eye-movement, 
it is recommended that future research takes this into consideration when investigating 
eye-movement. Moreover, this study raises a question for further research, regarding 
the potential similarities in fragmented quality between dream memories and PTSD 
memories.
Conclusion
Overall, the findings of this study provide some evidence that eye-movement may 
be related to retrieval processes. For example, due to the trend for participants’ longest 
gaze to be upper-left (excluding eye-contact with the researcher), this could indicate 
that an upper-left gaze is associated with the retrieval process of recalling an
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autobiographical memory (Horton, 2009). However, the observed difference in 
saccadic eye-movement when recalling a waking memory and a dream memory may 
indicate that the retrieval process may differ between the recall of these two types of 
autobiographical memories.
The findings of this study add to the debate regarding NLP and ocular motility in 
general and potentially provide a rationale for the therapeutic effectiveness of EMDR. 
Subsequently, these findings may also contribute to non-verbal cues within 
counselling psychology and how observing clients’ eye-movements can aid 
practitioners understanding. For example, observing increased saccadic eye- 
movement in a client might potentially be an indication that the client is attempting to 
retrieve fragmented memories, such as PTSD memories. Moreover, ascertaining an 
observable difference in ocular motility when recalling a waking memory and a dream 
memory may provide some understanding of how working therapeutically with a 
dream might differ in cognitive quality for clients. Therefore, the findings of this 
study aim to provide understanding of eye-movements in relation to recall, so that this 
understanding can be integrated as a therapeutic tool for counselling psychologists.
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APPENDIX A
Reflections on research
The reason why I chose to investigate the differences in eye-movement 
relating to dream memory and waking memory recall was due to an unanticipated 
experience I had with my partner. As we were talking over breakfast one morning, he 
began telling me about a dream he had the previous night. However, as he recalled the 
dream, I noticed that he kept looking to his right. I became fascinated by this and 
wondered if his eye-movement would change if I asked him to recall a waking 
memory from the previous evening. When he began recalling his waking memory, I 
observed that he spent more time looking left. This may have been a coincidence, 
although it was enough to spark my curiosity and excitement. My mind started racing 
with theories such as NLP (Handler & Grinder, 1979), which suggests that looking left 
is associated with remembering and looking right is associated with constructing a 
memory. My mind then jumped ahead to what this might ‘mean’ and before I let my 
mind wander any further, I realised that I would need to conduct research on more 
than one unsuspecting participant. My partner has always joked about being my final 
year project and it turns out that he wasn’t far from the truth.
It is important to note that researcher-effects are, to some extent, unavoidable; 
from the conducting of the interviews to the analysis and interpretations of findings. 
This is particularly the case within this research, as I already had ‘expectations’ 
regarding what I might find. This was something I was aware of during interviews and 
coding the video footage. When I observed eye-movement which fitted with my 
expectations, I became excited and when other footage went against my expectations, 
at times I felt disheartened. However, by acknowledging this internal process, I 
realised how it might be curbing my enthusiasm for new and unanticipated findings. I 
feel that this realisation helped me to let go of my pre-existing speculations and allow 
myself to follow the story which was unfolding in the data. This is why a second 
researcher also coded the video footage, to decrease the impact of my expectations or 
biases, which may have been outside of my awareness. This aided my own confidence 
of the reliability of the research, when inter-rater reliability tests proved, on the whole, 
to be good. On the occasions where inter-rater reliability was only ‘fair’, this was
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because ‘content’ questions were asked when participants were relatively mid-flow in 
conversation and after being asked these questions, participants were regularly 
observed to turn their head or obstruct their eyes in some way, which made it difficult 
to assess their first gaze location. This may have been a coincidence or a product of 
their flow of recall being re-directed.
I chose quantitative methodology, as I felt it was the best way to investigate 
the potential prevalence of this eye-movement phenomenon. Quantitative methods 
seemed to ‘fit’ with the preliminary basis of this research, as a study like this, to my 
knowledge, has never been conducted before. Therefore, quantitative methodology 
seemed like an appropriate platform to investigate if, indeed, there was something 
worthwhile to investigate. Although this method allowed me to gain a respectable 
sample, to some extent, it limits the amount of ‘rich’ detail which qualitative 
methodologies afford. For example, in the debriefing, after the interview had finished, 
I told all participants that their eye-movement was being recorded. Interestingly, many 
participants were convinced that there eye-movement had been extremely different 
between conditions, even on occasions where this was not the case. This might have 
been due to demand characteristics (Ome, 1959), or it could also signify that the 
process of recalling a dream and a waking memory ‘feels’ different. There is little 
research which has been conducted on the quality of these two recall experiences and 
what better way to explore this than to ask participants in qualitative research. 
However, at present, I must be content that I have provided an initial platform for 
further research such as this to take place.
I would say that conducting quantitative research was a challenge for me on 
many levels; one reason for this is due to my tendency to view research in general 
from a critical realist position (Willig, 1999). This epistemological stance is also 
nurtured through my identity as a counselling psychologist, where I tend to keep in 
mind the subjectivity relating to what can be ‘known’. That is not to say that I 
discount objectivity, it is more accurate to say that I hold both these tensions and 
attempt to keep a balance for my own personal integrity as a researcher and as a 
counselling psychologist. This stance was challenged by the more positivistic qualities 
of quantitative analysis, in particular, having to stipulate directional hypothesis based 
on the paucity of previous research in this area. This proved frustrating for me,
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although I attempted to reconcile this through being transparent about the paucity of 
research. I also attempted to maintain the balance between objectivity and subjectivity 
in my discussion of the findings.
I was fascinated by some of the research findings, especially that of more 
saccades being displayed when recalling a dream memory. This type of eye- 
movement was more of an after-thought, after studying the video-footage and seeing a 
lot of saccadic eye-movement in participants. This finding, for me, begs the question 
as to if the link between REM and dreaming goes beyond the sleeping state and if so, 
what does this mean? I go some way to addressing this question in the discussion, 
where I propose that eye-movement may be associated with the retrieval and perhaps 
processing of memory and compare the fragmented profile of dreams to the 
fragmented memories of those who suffer with PTSD. At present, this is speculation, 
although I feel that this provides fruitful ground for further research.
Conducting this research gave me the opportunity to let go of my pre-existing 
expectations and I am always surprised at the results when I am able to do this.
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APPENDIX B
Interview Schedule
Part 1 of interview to double-check handedness 
Part 2 of interview to assess waking memory 
- Part 3 of interview to assess dream memory
Part 1: Control Question
• Are you right handed or left handed?
Part 2: Waking Memory
• Can you remember a pleasant experience that you have had recently within the
last week, which you feel comfortable sharing; it can be anything from having
dinner last night, to bumping in to someone you know today. Hold it in your 
mind for a few moments and when you’re ready, talk me through it.
Prompts:
o What’s happening, where are you, who are you with?
• When you think of this memory, is there anything which stood out for you 
visually, like someone’s face or scenery?
• What sort of sounds did you hear?
• When you think of this memory, do you remember how you felt at the time?
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Part 3: Dream Memory
• Can you remember a pleasant dream which you have had recently 
within the last week, that you feel comfortable to share; even if it’s only a part 
of a dream, just hold it in your mind for a few moments and then when you’re 
ready, talk me through it.
Prompts:
o What’s happening, where are you, who are you with?
• When you think of this memory, is there anything which stood out for you 
visually, like someone’s face or scenery?
• What sort of sounds did you hear?
• When you think of this memory, do you remember how you felt at the time?
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APPENDIX C SURREY
UNIVERSITY OF
Participant Information Sheet
The investigation: Assessing the differences between the recall o f  waking memories
and dreams: A quantitative analysis
The present research study is being conducted for the University of Surrey, 
Psychology Department. Before you decide whether or not to participate, it is 
important for you to understand why this research is being carried out and what you 
will be asked to do. Please dedicate some time to reading this information sheet 
carefully and feel free to ask any questions if anything is unclear.
The purpose of this study
The purpose of this study is to explore the differences between participants recalling a 
waking memory (something which you experienced while awake) and a dream 
memory.
Within this study, the term ‘recall’ means a remembered experience and practically 
this will involve participants talking briefly to the researcher and telling them about a 
memory which they feel comfortable to share.
This study is being conducted by Mary-Anne Smyth, a postgraduate student at the 
University of Surrey, as part of her PsychD Practitioner Doctorate course.
Participants
You have been chosen to take part in this research because you are right-handed and 
can remember a recent dream experience. Approximately 80 people will participate in 
this study.
It is important to note that this study is completely voluntary and you are not under 
pressure to take part. Also, you may stop the interview if you feel the need to and have 
the right to withdraw at any time.
Taking part in the study
Those agreeing to participate in this study will be interviewed by a researcher who 
will ask questions about a pleasant, recent waking memory and a pleasant, recent 
remembered dream memory. The term ‘recent’ in this study expands to a week. So 
any experiences you recall must have taken place within the last week. Participants 
can choose which memories they feel comfortable to share and how much detail to 
provide.
The interview will take place in a room in the University of Surrey, prepared for this 
specific purpose. The
Interview will include the participant and the researcher only and will last for 
approximately ten minutes.
Participants’ will be asked to sign a consent form for the interview to be video 
recorded.
Participants’ confidentiality
All participants’ who agree to take part in this study will contribute anonymously. All 
identities will be kept confidential and any documentation or recordings gathered 
during the research will be destroyed after the study is completed.
After the interview
Each video recording will be viewed by the primary researcher and one external 
researcher, the findings from all of the interviews will then be combined and a 
quantitative analysis will be carried out. A report will then be written to summarize 
what the research has found. Within the report the identity of participants will remain 
anonymous. The final report will be read by fellow academics at the University of 
Surrey and may be published.
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In the case of any problems
The welfare of participants is a priority for this research and although the present 
research topic does not appear to be a sensitive or intrusive subject, one can never 
know for sure how an interview might affect participants. This is why precautions will 
be taken to avoid participants’ distress, such as ensuring anonymity, providing a break 
or space within the interview if required and guarantying participants right to 
withdraw at any time. Furthermore, participants will also be offered an optional 
debriefing session after the interview in case they have experienced any distress 
deriving from their participation in this study.
How the research might be of benefit
This research aims to add to existing research within the field of dreams and memory 
in particular and psychotherapy in general.
Further investigation into this area can inform counselling psychologists as to how 
working with dreams therapeutically might differ cognitively for the client from 
working with waking memories. Therefore, this research might aid in the development 
of more bespoke ways of working therapeutically with dreams.
For undergraduate students taking part in this experiment, you will receive course 
credits for your time.
Contact details
This study is being conducted for the University of Surrey, under the supervision of 
Dr Dora Brown, (psychologist, researcher and research tutor) and Dr Laura Simonds 
(Psychologist, researcher and research tutor). Mary-Anne Smyth will be the researcher 
working directly with participants in this study.
Please feel free to contact us by email or telephone as follows:
Mary-Anne Smyth email: M. Smyth@surrey.ac.uk 
Dora Brown email: Dora.Brown@surrev.ac.uk 
Contact telephone number: 01483 684 444
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Laura Simonds email: l.simonds@surrey.ac.uk 
Contact telephone number: 01483 686 936
Thank you for your time
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APPENDIX D
UNIVERSITY OF
Ethics Committee
Consent Form
• I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in a study investigating the differences 
between the recall of waking memories and dreams.
• I have read and understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a full 
explanation by the investigators of the nature, purpose, location and likely duration of the 
study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been advised about any discomfort 
and possible ill-effects on my health and well-being which may result. I have been given 
the opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the study and have understood the 
advice and information given as a result.
• I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co-operate fully 
with the investigators. I shall inform them immediately if I suffer any deterioration of any 
kind in my health or well-being, or experience any unexpected or unusual symptoms.
• I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed in the 
strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). I agree that I 
will not seek to restrict the use of the results of the study on the understanding that my 
anonymity is preserved.
• I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to 
justify my decision and without prejudice.
• I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to participating in 
this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my participation and agree to 
comply with the instructions and restrictions of the study.
Name of volunteer (BLOCK CAPITALS):
Name of researcher/person taking consent (BLOCK CAPITALS): MARY-ANNE SMYTH
Signed:
Date:
Signed: Date:
APPENDIX E:
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PI Female Scoring Matrices
DVl: Longest 
Gaze
DV2: Content
DV3: Saccades
Waking Memories Dream M emories
02.525 00.657 01.002 00.770 01.090 02.150
01.576 12.552 00.731 03.751 08.968 01.693
01.167 00.656 2.865 00.884 00.928 01.741
Waking M emories Dream M emories
Aud/Vis Vis
Feeling Aud Feeling
Waking M emories Dream M em ories
37 47
Description: Waking m emory = Dinner at boyfriend's h ou se / Dream m emory = walking in a castle
P2 Female
DVl: Longest 
Gaze
DV2: Content
DV3: Saccades
Waking M emories Dream M em ories
02.525 00.657 01.002 00.770 01.090 02.150
01.576 12.552 00.731 03.751 08.967 01.693
01.167 00.656 2.865 00.884 00.928 01.741
Waking M emories Dream M emories
Aud/Vis Vis
Feeling Aud Feeling
Waking M emories Dream M em ories
37 47
Description: Waking m emory = searching for serial in T esco/ Dream m emory = Receiving a promise 
ring from her ex boyfriend
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Instructions for Authors
SCHOLARONE MANUSCRIPTS'
This journal uses ScholarOne Manuscripts (previously Manuscript Central) to peer 
review manuscript submissions. Please read the guide for ScholarOne authors before 
making a submission. Complete guidelines for preparing and submitting your 
manuscript to this journal are provided below.
The instructions below are specifically directed at authors who wish to submit a 
manuscript to Psychotherapy Research. For general information, please visit the 
Author Services section of our website.
Psychotherapy Research considers all manuscripts on the strict condition that 
they have been submitted only to Psychotherapy Research, that they have not 
been published already, nor are they under consideration for publication or in 
press elsewhere. Authors who fail to adhere to this condition will be charged with 
all costs which Psychotherapy Research incurs and their papers will not be 
published.
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Contributions to Psychotherapy Research must report original research and will 
be subjected to review by referees at the discretion of the Editorial Office
Taylor & Francis makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of all the 
information (the “Content”) contained in its publications. However, Taylor & 
Francis and its agents and licensors make no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the 
Content and disclaim all such representations and warranties whether express or 
implied to the maximum extent permitted by law. Any views expressed in this 
publication are the views of the authors and are not the views of Taylor & 
Francis.
Manuscript preparation
Important note: Ethical and legal considerations require careful attention to the 
protection of a patient's anonymity in case reports and elsewhere. Identifying 
information such as names, initials, hospital numbers, and dates must be avoided. In 
addition, authors should disguise identifying information about the characteristics and 
personal history of patients. Manuscripts that report the results of experimental 
investigations with human subjects must include a statement that informed consent 
was obtained after the procedure(s) had been fully explained. Where children are 
involved, authors are asked to include information about whether assent was also 
obtained from the child's legal guardian.
1. General guidelines
• Papers are accepted in English, French, German, Spanish, Italian and 
Portuguese. American English spelling and punctuation is preferred.
• There is no word limit for articles.
• Manuscripts should be compiled in the following order: title page; abstract; 
keywords; main text; acknowledgements; appendixes (as appropriate); 
references; table(s) with caption(s) (on individual pages); figure caption(s) (as 
a list).
• Abstracts of 100 words are required for all papers submitted.
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• Section headings should be concise.
• Biographical notes on contributors are not required for this journal.
• For all manuscripts non-discriminatory language is mandatory. Sexist or racist
terms should not be used.
• Authors must adhere to SI units. Units are not italicised.
• When using a word which is or is asserted to be a proprietary term or trade
mark, authors must use the symbol ® or TM.
2. References
• References should be listed alphabetically at the end of the article and referred 
to in the text by name and year in parentheses.
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